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SSZS-PSAH

~SESSION 032. 62:

the staff's position that the Rod Block Monitor (HBM) is a
system important to safety and should be designed, fabricated.,
installed, tested and subjected to all the design criteria
applicable to safety-related systems. Design of the RBM is being
reviewed on a generic basis on the Zimmer docket. Identify any
differences between -the Susquehanna plant and the Zimmer plant in
this regard.

t is

BESPONSE:

Monitor system for Susquehanna l and 2 identical to
that in the Zimmer plant. As in all pre BMR-6 plants (plants
where HBM was used), the Rod Block Monitor is designed to
prohibit erroneous withdrawal of a control rod so that local fuel
Local fuel damage poses no significant
damage Goes not occur.
threat relative to radioactive release. The HBM is a power
generation system and not utilized for accident mitigation. The
HBME s objective is to further fuel life by restricing rod
movement to within defined limits, whereby local flux peaking is
The Hod Block

minimized. The FSAR has been
Section 7.6 to Section 7.7.

amended

032 62-1

to

move

the

HBM

from

and

instrument panels

is in

ZZEE 279-1971, Paragraph
6

See

la.5.7

~od

4.6

accordance

B~ock Monit~or

Bags

vith the requirements of
Sub~astern

Subsection. 7.7.1.11

7. 6-40

SSES- FSAR

7

~

6" 41

SSZS-PS

7 6

AR

L

The TIP system

is discussed in Subsection 7.7.1

7.6.la

Block

Tri

6.

stem-Instrumentation

and

portion of the reactor manual control system,
input signals from. other systems and subsystems,
movement or selection of control rods.

upon

6

Rod

S

1

7. 6-42

Controls

receipt. of

inhibits

e

SSZS-PSAR
~10C

850

L

end

ix
l

The XPBtl

detection and'ssociated

monitor the in-coze
safety of the plant.

electronics aze designed to
expected ranges required for

flax over all

lutomatic initiation of protection system action, reliability,
-testability, independence, and separation have been factored into
the LPB5 design as required for protection systems

XE—

279-1 971

EE

is

shown

is

shown

to comply with the design requirements
of IZEZ-279 in Subsection 7.2.2.1.2.3 1.

'The LPHH

design

IEEE 323-1971
1PR5

compliance

XEEE

338-1971

—

in Subsection 7.1.2.5.0

is

1PR5 compliance with IZZE 338
7 2 2.1.2.3.1.9 and 7 2 2 1.2.3

shown
10

in Subsections

under IZZE 279 Conformance

XlUE

signal separation, cabinet separation, use of isolation
circuitry and number of channels per trip system are methods
to meet the single failure criterion., Convenient test and
calibration circuits permit frequent checks foz undetected
failuzes
'PR5

762a55
See

od Block

Monitor Subs stem

Subsection 7.7.2.11

7.6-87

used

SSZS-PSXR

analysis for the Traversing In-Core Probe Subsystem is
discussed in Subsection 7 7 2.6.

The

withdrawal block functions prevents an operator from
carrying out actions vhich,
unchecked, might result in a
protective system action (scram) . A fixed margin separates the
rod vithdraval block setpoints and the scram setpoints in IRK and
k,PRH
There are no safety considerations.
The rod

if

7.6-88
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TABLE

SEE TABLE

(This table has been

7.6-6

7.7-3

intentionally left blank)

~

.l.

SUSQUEHANNA STEAM ELECTRIC STATION
UNITS 1 ANO 2
FINAL SAFETY ANALYSIS REPORT

SEE FIGURE 7.7-16
THXS FIGURE lNTENTEONALLY
LEFT BLANK
FIGURE

7. 6-13

SUSOUEHANNA STEAM ELECTRIC STATION
UNITS 1 AND 2
FINAL SAFETY ANALYSIS REPORT

SEE FIGURE

7.7-17

THIS FIGURE INTENTIONALLY
LEFT BLANK
FIGURE 7

~

6-~5

SUSQUEHANNA STEAM ELECTRIC STATION
UNITS 1 AND 2
FINAL SAFETY ANALYSIS REPORT

SEE FIGURE

7.7-18

THIS FIGURE INTENTIONALLY
LEFT BLANK
FIGURE

7. 6-16
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a

.

control rod vithdraval interlocks must agree that permissive
conditions exist in order to move control rods; othervise, a
control rod vizhdraval block is p'aced in o effect Failure of
one channel may initiate a rod vithdraval block, and vill not
prevent application of a valid control rod vithdraval block from
the remaining operable channel.
Xn terms of re fueling platform interlocks, the platform operator
has analog type readout indicators for the platform x-y position
relative to th e reactor core.
The position of the grapple is shovn on a digital indi'cator
immediately belov the platf orm posit'n indicators. Analog load
cell indications of hoist loads are given for each hoist by
locally mounted indicators. Individual push button and rotary
control svitches are provided fo" local cont ol of the platform
and its hoists.
The platform operator can immediately determine
v'hether the platform and hoists are responding to his local
instructions, and can, in con junction vith the control room
operator, verify proper operation of each of the three categories
of interlocks listed previously.
1.10.5.3

7 7

Set Points

There are no safety set points
associated
I

7.7.1.1'1
~

Rod

~

Block Monitor

ui ment Desi
7.1.1.1.1 -i Description

7.7.1.11.1

E

n

The RB5 has tvo channels.
number of LPRN channels.

A

7

can

initiate

a

rod block

RBM

Subs

vith this

system.

stem

input signals from a
from either HBB channel
channel can be bypassed

Each channel uses

trip signal

One RBD

without loss of subsystem function. Tne minimum number of LPH5
inputs required for each RBN channel to prevent an instrument
inoperative alarm is four vhen using four LPHtf assemblies, three
vhen using thr'ee LPH'1 assemblies, and tvo vhen using tvo LPRM
assemblies (Figure 7. 6-13) .
{1)

P

over Supply

is

received from the 120 V ac supplies for
pover from the ac bus
A, receives
used for
Trip System A; HBB channel B receives pover
from'he ac bus used fo'r HPS trip system B.

The HBA pover

the

HPS

HBN
HPS

channel

7.7-53f

SSES-FS
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Signal Conditioning

(2)

RBM signal is generated
by averaging a set of LPRH
signals. One RBM channel averages the signals from LPRM
detectors at the A and C positions in the assigned LPRM
assemblies.
The second RBM channel averages the signals
from the LPRM detectors at the B and D positions.
Assignment of LPHM assemblies to be used in RBM
averaging is controlled by the selection of control
rods
Figure 7 6-13 illustrates the four possible
assignment combinations.
Note that the RBM is
automatically bypassed and the output set to zero
a
peripheral rod is selected. If any LPRM detector
assigned to an RBM is bypassed, the computed average
signal is adjusted automatically to compensate for the
number of LPRM input signals.
%hen a control rod is selected, the gain of each RBM
channel output is normalized to an assigned APRM
channel. The assigned APRM channel is on the same RPS
.trip system as the RB" channel. This gain setting is
held constant during the movement of that particular
control rod to provide an indication of the change in
the relative local pover level. If the APRM used to
normalize the RBM reading is indicating less than 30%

The

if

,

pover, the

b y passed.

If
the
signal

RBM

is

zeroed and the

normalizing APRM is bypassed,
provided by
the operating range, the RBM signal
approximately 1% of full scale.
7.7

1;ll. 1

2

is automatically

Rod

outputs are

RBM

the normalizing
a

is

second

APRM.

accurate to

In

Block Tri~Function

supplies a trip signal to the reactor manual control
inhibit control rod vithdrawal. The trip is initiated
when RBM output exceeds the rod block set point. There are three
parallel rod block set point lines that have an adjustable slope.
These lines provide a set point that is a function of the
recirculation driving loop flow. The intercepts of these set
point lines vith rated flow are ad justable. The normal settings
are approximately 107K for the upper line, 99 < for the
intermediate line, and 91'5 for the lower line. Lights indicate.
which rod block set point line is active. Tvo percent below the
intermediate and lover rod block set point lines are the set-uppermissive (and setdown) lines. When the pover reaches these
lines on increasing power, an indicator will light so the
operator can evaluate the conditions and manually change to the
The

RBM

system to

7.7-53g

SSES-PSAR

next higher rod block set point line.
lines will provide automatic set down.
control rod withdrawal (Figure 7 6-7) .
RBN

7

11

1.3

~B

decreasing

Either

operator can bypass one of the two
la.6 3).

The

4

power, these

can

inhibit

asses
RBMs

Subsection 7.6
7 7. 1. 11 1

RBM

Table 7.6-6 itemizes the

trip functions.

7.1

The

On

at any time {see

Redn~ndanc

following features are included in RBM design:
(1) Redundant, separate, and isolated RBM channels.
(2) Redundant, separate, isolated rod selection information
(including isolated contacts for each rod selection
pushbutton)

(3)
(0)

(5)

directly to

provided

each

RBM

channel.

Separate, isolated LPRM- amplifier signal information
provided to each RBM channel.
Separate and electrically isolated recirculation flow
inputs provided to the RBMs for trip.
Independent,

to each

RBM

separate,

channel

isolated

APRM

reference signals

isolated RBH level readouts
displays from the RBM channels

status

(6)

Independent,

(7)

Mechanical barrier between Channel
the manual bypass switch

.(8)

Independent, separate, isolated rod block signals from
the RBM channels to the manual control system circuitry.

7-7-53h

A

and

and Channel

B

of

SSES-PSAR

block monitor channels are tested and calibrated with
The RBMs
procedures given in the applicable instruction manuals.
into
the RBM
test
signals
introducing
tested
are functionally
by

The rod

c hannels.

7. 7

1

11.

2

Environmental considerations

description for

(See

7.7.1

lie 3

APRM,

Subsection 7.6.1a.5.6.2)

Operational Considerations

increasing power, the set-up permissive lamp will light at
which time the operator must evaluate conditions before manually
changing to the next higher rod block set point line.
When

7

7.2

ANALYSIS

This subsection=
(1)

demonstrates by direction or referenced analysis that
the subject described systems are not required for any

plant safety function,

(2)

and

by direct or referenced an'alysis that the
protection
systems described elsewhere are capable
plant
of coping with all failure modes of the subject control

demonstrates

Systemse

In response to item (1) above, the following is cited. Upon
considering the design basis, descriptions, and evaluations
presented here and elsewhere throughout the document elative
the subject system,
can be concluded that these systems do
perform any safety function.
design basis: refer to Subsection 7.1.1
description: refer to Subsection 7.7.1
The individual system analysis in this 'section concludes that
subject systems are not required for any plant safety action
is necessary to refer
For consideration of item {2) above,
evaluations
and
the safety
in Chapter 15
Appendix 15A.

it

it

7.7-53i

to
not

the

to

SS

ES-PS

AH

it

is first shown that the subject systems are
In that chapter,
not utilizea to provide any design basis accident safety
function. Safety functions, where required, are provided by
other qualified systems. For expected or abnormal transient
incidents following the single operation error (SOE) or single
component failure (SCF) criteria, protective functions are also
The expected or abnormal
shown to be provided by other systems
transients cited are the limiting FNEA for the subject systems.

7.7-53)

SSES-PSAB

svitch is in

shen the mode

selection of

a

second rod

REFUEL,

initiates

one rod can be vithdravn;
rod block.

only
a

t

specific regulatory requirements apply to refueling
iaterlocks. The refueling interlocks are designed to be normally
energized (fail safe) and single failure tolerant of equipment
failures.
ZEEE standards do not apply because the refueling interlocks are
not required for any postulated design basis accident or for safe
The interlocks are required only for the refueling
shatdovn
The requirements of 10 CFH 50 Appendix
mode of plant operation.
B are met in the manner set forth in Chapter 17.
There are no specific General Design Criteria requirements for
So

this

system.

7 2.2.11

7 7

2 11

Bod

Block "..onitoc Bobs1stee

General Functional Requirement Conformance

1

control rod causes the LPRZs adjacent to the control
rod to respond strongly to the change in power in the region of
Figures 7.6-15 and 7 6-16 illustrate the
the rod in motion
calculated response of the tvo BBNs to the full vithdrawal of aon
selected control rod fzom a region in vhich the design limits
povez and flov exist.
Because NCPB cannot reach 1.0 until the control rod is vithdzavn
through greater than half its stroke, the highest rod block set
occur
point halts rod motion well before local fuel damage can
detector
nearest
LPBH
and
This is true even vith the adjacent

lotion of

assemblies

a

failed.

and Regulatory Guides do not apply to the Bod
is aot a protection system.
Black Monitor Subsystem because

IREE Standards

it

7. 7-65

SSES-PS

AR

RBH provides an interlocking function in the control rod
withdrawal portion of the CRD reactor manual control system.
This design is separated from the protective functions in the
p1ant to assure their independence.
The BBN is designed to prevent inadvertent control rod vithdraval
given an imposed single failure vithin the RBN. One of the two
RBK channels is sufficient to provide an appropriate control rod
vithdraval block.
Ia addition, the RBN has been designed to meet "appropriate
protection system criteria . . acceptable to the Regulatory

The

Staf f " (Reference 7. 6-2)

7~7

3

7'-l

REPERE'.ACES

morgan, M R., "Xn Core neutron Monitoring System for
Ceneral Electric Boiling Mater Reactors," APED-5706,
Hovemher 1968

(Rev.

April-1969).
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TABLE

7.7.3

RBM SYSTEM

TRIP FVNCTIO
RBM

RBM

upscale (high)

inoperative

TRIPS

NOMINAL
SETPOINT

R(.66 Flow +

TRIP ACTION

normal

41%)

R(.66 Flow +

33%)

intermediate

R(.66 Flow +

25%)

low

Rod

block, annunciator
light display

amber

(See Note)

Rod

block, annunciator,
light display

amber
RBM

downscale

RBM

bypassed

5/125
Manual switch or

selected or

APRM

Rod block, annunciator,
white light display

FS

Peripheral rod
reference below

White

light display

30%

Note:

is oper+ive if module interlock chain is broken,
position, Mks than 50% of available LPRM signals are
self-test ~ircuits indicate trouble.
RBM

switch is not in OPERATE
threshold, or internal logic

OPERATE-CALIBRATE

above

3%

04

51

49
47

45

4I

43
41

39
37

35—
33

31—
2I
27
90'3—

21

41

L

19
17

15
13

07

I3
I

05

01

0
~ 4C'D
< ~
0 CD
0 0 0+ N
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0 <
CO
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~

0
N

N
N
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0
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N

4C

CO

CO

CD

C)

CO

0

N

CD

0
ID

ID

NOTE: ASSIGNMENT IS AUTOMATICALLYINITIATEDUPON ROD SELECTION

RBM AUTOMATICALLYBYPASSED
IREADING ZEROED)

8

TYPICAL ROD YIELDING FOUR
LPRM STRINGS AS INPUT

0

TYPICAL ROD YIELDINGTHREE LPRM STRINGS
AS INPUT

TYPICAL ROD YIELDING
TWO LPRM STRINGS AS INPUT

SUSQUEHANNA STEAM ELECTRIC STATION
UNITS 1 AND 2
FINAL SAFETY ANALYSIS REPORT

ASSIGNMENT OF LPRM INPUT
TO RBM SYSTEM
'I

FIGURE
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RBM RESPONSE TO CONTROL ROD
MOTION (CHANNEL A AND C)
FIGURE
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ROD MOTION (CHANNELS B
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FIGURE
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to Q032. 39 states, The RCZC is initially aligned to
the CST for reactor vessel make-up water but automatically
switches to the suppression pool at low CST level.» This does
not agree with the PSAR, Section 7.4.1.1.3.6 or the drawings
{791E421AE) submitted for review. Correct this discrepancy.

The response

~

RESPONSE

The

following general information..is provided to clarify
and misunderstandings within questions 032 39,-

assumptions

211 126 and 032 63 which are inter-related.
At the Susquehanna
SES, the HPCI is
aligned to the condensate storage tank
-{CST) and automatically
ransferred to the suppression pool on
1ov vater level in the CST.

initially

%hen

the

RCIC system

is initiated,

the turbine-drive

pump

supplies makeup water from the condensate storage tank (primary
source) or the suppression pool (secondary source) into the
reactor vessel
Shen CST water level is low, the suppression
pool suction valve is manually opened, and the CST suction valve
automatically closes thus allowing the suppression pool to
provide the necessary makeup water.
.The response to Q032.39 is partly incorrect in stating that RCIC
automatically switches from CST to suppression pool at low CST
Ievel. The two pump suction valves provided in the RCIC are
Interlocked in such a manner that when the suppression pool
suction valve is ~manuall opened from the control room, the
CST suction valve automatically closes.
Subsection 7.4.1.1.3.6
has been amended for clarification. The correct drawing
reference is 791E421WJ.
See revised responses'to Questions 032:39-.sand .211 126.

032 63- 1

—

I!

SSES- FS k R

*

aligned to
Since systems such as the HPCI and RCZC are initially
suppression
the
to
sritch
and
the condensate storage tank (CST)
raterr level should be
pool on lor rater level in the CST, the CSTRelated
Display
"Safety
entitled
included in Table 7.5-1,
7.5-1 or
Table
in
for
display
above
Instrumentation," add the
)asti fy its omission
~RSPONSE=

are'nitially
sritch'o the

aligned to the
suppression pool
condensate storage tank
on low water level( HPCI automatically, RCIC by manual action)
in the CST or on high water level in the suppression pool.
Design modifications are currently in the process which will
the
preclude automatic switching to the suppression pool
pool exceeds 140 F — and would require automatic switching
from the suppression pool back to CST at the pool temperature
limit. The CST water level should not be included in Table
7.5-1, entitled "Saftey Related Display Instrumentation"
because the important safety parameter is the HPCI flow
or the RCIC flow. Only important parameters such as flow are
included in Table 7.5-1.
Systems

such as the HPCI and 'RCIC
(CST) and

if

SSES-PSAR
QGESTTOE 032

39:

Justify the use of a non-seismic Category I condensate storage
tank for the BCIC. Include in this justification a discussion of
in the
ho@ manual transfer satisfies the as-umptions'used
operational analysis of the rod drop accident and ho@ the BCIC
satisfies the reguirements of Regulatory Guide l.'29.
~ESPOESE:

Subsection 7.0.1.1 concerns the Instrumentation and Control
All instrumentation and control systems
.systems for the BCIC

including the instrumentation and controls for the
storage tank {CST), are Class lE although the CST
facility is non-Class l"=. The RCIC is initially aligned to the
csT for reactor vessel wake-up water but can be manually trans farce ia
to the suppression pool at lov CST water 'level. As the RCIC is
automatically'niitiated by reactor vessel lov vater level and
de-activated by reactor vessel high vate level, and vith the
manual transfer of the water source from the CST to the
sappression pool {Seismic Category I), the operational analysis
is satisfied for the rod drop accident During a safe shut-down
earthguake {SSE), the condensate storage tank and associated nonsafety related RCIC valves and circuitry are not required to be
seismic Category I qualified to satisf y the reguirenents of
Regulatory Guide l.29 in the event of a rod drop accident. The
accident analysis for rod drop does not rely on RCIC operation.

for the

RCIC,

condensate

"032 39-1
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(3)

Differential temperature svitch-RCIC pipe routing
ventilation air inlet and outlet high temperature.

(4)

Ambient temperature

(5)

Differential pressure svitches-RCIC or RHH/HCIC
line high flov or instrument line break...

(6)

pressure svitches-RCIC turbine exhaust diaphragm
Both switches must activate to isolate.
high pressure.
switch-RCIC steam supply pressure lo v.
P ressure

(7)

area

svitch-RCIC pipe routing area high

temperature.
steam

Tvo

isolation if the system has been initiated.
Inboard RCIC Turbine Isolation Valve
(1) A similar set of instrumentation causes the inboard
valve to isolate except for the manual isolation
(8)

5 anua 1

feature.
One
Tvo pump suction valves are p ovided in the RCIC system.
valve lines up pump suction from the condensate storage tank; the
other from the suppression pool. The RCIC is normally
aligned to the CST, therefore upon receipt of an RCIC initiation
If the wate"
signal, the CST suction valve is foun'd to be open.
level in the CST falls below a predetermined
t
level, the
suppression pool suction valve should be manually opened. The
CST and suppression pool suction valves are. interlocked in such a
manner that vhen the suppression pool suction valve is manually
Both valves
opened, the CST suction valve automat'ically closes.
are operated by dc motors. The control arrangement is shovn in
Pigure 7.4-2.
One dc motor-operated RCIC pump discharge valve in the pump
discharge pipeline is provided. The control scheme for this
valve is shovn in Pigure 7.4-2. This valve is arranged to open
upon receipt of the RCIC initiation -ignal and closes
automatically upon receipt of a turbine trip signal.

7.4.1.1.3.7

ls in

S~e

aration

is separated into Divisions 1 and
is a Division 1 system, but; the inboard
steamline valve is in Division 2. The inboard'alve is an ac
powered valve. The rest of the valves are dc povered valves.
Division 1 logic is povered by the 125 v dc Division 1 bus A, .and
the Division" 2 logic is powered by the 125 V dc Division 2 bus B.
2

the.

ECCS,

the

The RCIC system

RCIC system

7
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QUESTION 032- 64

Correct

and

clarify

Spray System:

1)

2)

the following items associated

vith

the Core

Figure 7.3-8 Sh. 3 indicates a permissive when core spray.
The
Pump B is not in Division 1.
pump "B" is running.
pressure switch shovn (F21-N008A) actually monitors pump C
vhich is in Division l.

7.3.l.la.l.4.4 states in part that one of the RHR
or any pair of the Core Spray pumps is sufficient to
appears from ?iqure 7.3-8
qive the permissive signal.
that only two specific pairs of Core Spray pumps can give
the permissive. These are the pair in each RHR loop (A 6 C
or B 8 D) . No other pairs can give the permissive
Section
pumps

It

RESPONSE

1)

The

Nuclear Boiler

These documents

villFCDbe andamended

CESAR

for ADS logic C (Division 1)
(Division 1), per response to

and pump

C

2)

Section

7

3

l.la.1.4.4

Figure 7.3-8 are, incorrect.
change CS pump B to pump

to

2)

has been

032 64-1
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of this question.
corrected.

logic

A
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ini>tiation of the automatic depressurization system. This
pro'vides timely depressurization of the reactor vessel if the
HPC
system fails to start, or fails after it successfully starts

fol

owing

a LOCA.

LPCI and CS pump discharge line is monitored by pressure
switches {one for each ADS division) with setpoints selected to
indicate that the pumps are running and capable of delivering
water to the reactor vessel. The switches are arranged to
provide a permissive to the initiation of ADS Division 1, logic
A, when either of the RHR A or C pump is running or when the CS
Initiation of the Division 1, logic C, occurs
pump A is running.
when either the RHR A or C pump is running or when the CS pump C
is running. Division 2 ADS initiation is similar to the above
except that RHR pump B and D combinations are used with CS B and

Eac

D

pumps

for logics

7.3 1.1a.1.4.5

B

respectively.
and Interlocks

and D,

B~~asses

It
is possible
depressurizing

for the operator to manually delay the
action by the trip system reset switches. This
would reset the timers to zero seconds and prevent
depressurization for another timer delay period. The operator
would make this decision based on an assessment of other plant
conditions. ADS is interlocked with the CS and RHR by means of
pressure swit"hes located on the discharge of these pumps. These

are the "AC interlock." Although the "AC interlocks" are common
to automatic and manual ADS initiation circuits, the independence
of manual and automatic initiation is not compromised because
each of the logics is duplicated (ADS A and ADS B) and fo a
ailure of the ADS to occur both the AC interlocks would have to
ffail.
kt least one of the RHR pumps or one pair of the CS pumps
must be capable of delivering water into the vessel.

7.3. 1. 1a.

1

4.6

Diversity

Redundancy and

The ADS, when CS or LPCI permissive signals are present, is
initiated by high drywell pressure and low reactor vessel water
level. The
circuits for each of these parameters are
redundant, as verified by the circuit description of this

initiating

section.

Instrument types and settings are

to

system

functions.

7.3.1.1a.1.4.7

listed in

Table 7.3-2 according.

Actuated Devices

All safety/relief valves in the
manual switches so

ADS

are eguipped with remote
can be operated

that the entire system
7.3-15
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032.65

clarify

the following items associated with the Main
Steamline Isolation Valve Leakage Control System (MSIV-LCS):
Provide instrument specifications and setpoint data.
1)
Section 7.3.1.la.3.12.3 indicates there are no setpoints,
but several permissives setpoints on steamline pressure,
reactor pressure and leakage flow are indicated in the
Punctional Control Diagram, Pigure 6.7-3.
Sections 7.3.2a.3.2.1 4 states in part that the MSZY-LCS
2)
Goes not comply with RG-l. 96 with regard to reduction of
stem packing leakage or direct leakage to the steam tunnel
from HSIV. Section 6.7.1.2 states the sys em does conform
to RG-1.96 and Section 6.7.3.5 indicates the outboard MSIV
leakage is piped to the radwaste system.
Section 7.3.2a.3.2.1.4 references Section 5.5.5.4 which does
3)
not exist.

Correct and

RESPONSE

1)

Subsection 7.3.1.la. 3.12.3 has been modified and
7.3-27 has been added.
The MSIV-LCS

is

a

new

Table

manually actua ed system and does not have

setpoints as such. There are permissives, however, for
reactor pressure, steamline pressure and the inboard MSIV's
.being fully closed. These permissives are discussed in
Subsection 7;3.1 la. 3
2)

7.1 2 is incorrect. The valve stem packing
direct leakage is not provided by the HSIV-LCS
The PSXR has been
leaks are ca ried off separately.

Subsection

leakoff

6

.

and

These
amended

3)

The
5 5

has

accordingly.
reference in Subsection 7.3.2a 3.2.1.4 to Subsection
The PSAR
5.4 should instead be to Subsection 5.2.5.4
been amended accordingly.
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downstream of the outboard NSIVs in a section of line where
integrity is guaranteed by conformance with Regulatory Guides
1.26 (Rev. 0) and 1.29 (Rev. 0) .

All piping

systems and components for the NSZV-LCS comply with
the applicable codes, addenda, code cases, and errata in effect
at the time the equipment was procured. The overall system
conforms to Regulatory Guide 1.96. Value item packing leakoff
and direct leakage is not provided by the lSIV-LCS
Leakage for
these areas are carried off separately.
The ISI requirements are desc"ihed 'in Subsection 5.2.4.
~

~

6,7.1.3

Leakage Rate Requirements

features employed with this system are established
reduce the leakage rate of radioactive materials to the
environment during the postulated LOCA. L akage control
The design

to

requirements are imposed upon the 5SZV-LCS, in order to:
(1)

(2)
(3)

(4)
The

eliminate the possibility of secondary containment
bypass leakage of accident induced radioactive
releases,
include all plant accident effluents in the filtered,
elevated release dose calculations,
allow for realistically attainable NSIV leakage limits
(limits'hich are operationally and statistically
assured), and
assure reasonable leakage verification test

frequencies.

design and operational requirements imposed upon the 5SIU-LCS
are established to:

relative to the foregoing criteria

rates

to 100 scfh for each 5SIV

(1)

allow

(2)

allow a HSIV leakage rate verification testing
frequency compatible with the requirements of plant
operating technical specifications, and
assure and restrict total plant dose impacts below
10CPR100 guidelines.

(3)

in

each

NSIV leakage

line,

6

7-3

up
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7.3

2a

3.2.1.2

Regulatory

Gu

ide

l.
75'he

instrumentation and control devices and power supplies for
Separate
each division are completely separated and independent.
the
device
to
each
routed
from
are
raceways
and indeoendent
respective division enclosure. The system raceway groupinqs
comply with the requirements of this regulatory guide. Each
division, has a seoarate and independent control room panel.
7. 3.2a. 3. 2. 1.
System

Regulatory

3

initiation is

Gu

ide

l. 62

manual from the main

control

room.

Xnterlocks are provided to prevent inadvertent manual
durinq normal reactor power operation.
7

R~eulatorg

3. 2a. 3. 2. 1. 4

Gu

iDe

initiation

l. 96

is designed to comply with this requlatory guide,
with the exceotion that the NSIV-LCS is not designed to reduce
and control stem packinq leakaqe or other direct'eakage to th'
steam tunnel from the outboard .'ISTVs. Leakage from valve stem
packing is addressed in Subsection 5.2.5.4.

The NSIV-LCS

7. 3.2a.3.

2

2

Conformance to 10CFRS~O~Apendix

I
7

3.2a 3.2.2.1

Criterion

1~3

19~

A

21~22~ 23~24~

60

19—

Tnstrumentation and indicators are provided to monitor
all of the variables that are necessary for the proper
operation of the system.
Controls and instrumentation are provided in the main

21—

Components

22—

tions.
The two divisions are independent, electrically and
physically separated with separate instruments and
controls to provide assurance against loss of the
protective function.

13

control

room.

used are selected to specific requirements to
assure hiqh functional reliability. The system can be
tested and failures determined during normal plant

opera

SSES-FSAR

7. 3. 1. 1a. 3. 12.

Se+

3

Points

The
The system is manually actuated.
There are no setpoints.
5SIV-LCS
used
within
the
safety-related
instrumentation
ranges of
aze described in Table 23-27.

7.3. 1. 1a.
7

4

RHRS/Containment

Instrumentation

3;1.1a.4.1

~Sstem

Spray Cooling System—

and

Controls

Identification

spray cooling system is an operating mode of the
is designed to provide the
Residual Heat Removal System.
capability of condensing steam in the suppression pool air volume
and/or the drywell atmosphere and removing heat from the
suppression pool water volume. The system is manually initiated
when necessary.
The containmen't

The

RHR

system

7.3.1.1a.4.2

It

is

shown

in Figure 5.4-13.

Power Sources

supplies for the
7. 3. 1. 1a. 1.6.
~

The power

RHR

system are described

in Subsection

~

7.3 1.1a.4.3

Equipment Design

Control and instrumentation for the following equipment
required for this mode of operation:
(1)

Two

R HR

main system

is

pumps

suction valves
(3) Containment spray discharge valves
Sensors needed for operation of the equipment are drywell
pressure switches.
The instrumentation for containment spray cooling operation
assuzes that water will be routed from the suppression pool to
the containment spray system for use in the drywell and/or
suppression pool air volumes.
(2)

Pump

7.3-62

TABIZ
MS IV-LCS

7.3-27

INSTREGNTATION

INSTRUMENT
SYSTEM FUNCTION

INSTRUMENT
ACCURACY

INSTRUMENT

RANGE

Steamline Pressure

Pressure Xmtr

0-100 psig

0.25$

of calib.

span

Reactor Pressure

Pressure Xmtr

0-100 psig

0.25$

of calib.

span

System High Flow

Flow Xmtr

0-100 scfh

@

Steamline Pressure

Pressure Xmtr

0-100 psig

0.25$ of

Reactor Pressure

Pressure Xmtr

0-100 psig

Steamline Pressure

Pressure Xmtr

0-30 psig

INBOARD SYSTEM

FS

OUTBOARD SYSTEM

calib.

span

0.25$

of calib.

span

0.25$

of calib.

span

NOTE:

See

Chapter 16, Technical Specifications,

for operating limits,

margin and response time requirements.
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032.66

to Q032. 25 is incomplete. Provide a complete
description of the design of, and the qualification plan for, the
RPS motor generator monitoring and protection equipment to
protect the connected loads from unacceptable values of voltage
Include a functional control diagram and an
and frequency.
elementary diagram. Also, revise elementary diagram 115D6002AE
and Figure 7.2-1 to shov how the protection equipment connects to
the RPS and NG sets.

The response

EESPONSE:

There are two Class IE

Electrical Protection

Assemblies

associated vith each of the two RPS .".otor Generator Sets. For
redundancy, contactors of two EPA's are installed in series
between the Motor Generator Set and 'the RPS pover distributioin
panel. Each EPA provides undervoltage, overvoltage and
underfrequency protection for connected loads. In addition,
there are tvo Class IE EPA's associated vith each of the tvo
alternate feeds. The contactors of these ZPA's are installed in
series between the alternate feed and the RPS panel and provide
the protection described above

generic design and qualification plan supplied by G.E. for
equipment has been approved by %BC as satisfying the
requirements of IEEE-379-1972 Section 6.6 on the Hatch 2, Zimmer
and LaSalle plants.
The same is planned for Susquehanna.
The
RPS MG Set Control Elementary Diagram 115D6002AE and the IED are
scheduled for. update completion by the 0th quarter of 1980. PSAR
changes to text and Zigure 7.2-1 vill be made on completion of
these document changes.
The

this

32 66-

1

SSES

ZSAB

OESTIOH 032. 67

the description of the backup scram DC pover supplies in the PSb.R
Amend the
and the elementary diagram (791Z414AE) is inadequate.
tSiB to answer the folloving questions:
Does the DC pover to the trip system A and B backup scram
circuits come from Class lE sources and,
so, vhat are the

if

pover sources.

2}

DC paver does come from separate Class IZ
vhat methods are used to separate and isolate the
tvo DC sources in the tvo tzip system cabinets since DC
sources pass through both the trip syste~ A and trip system
Also, what methods are used to separate and
B cabinets?
isolate the DC pover from non-Class 1E pover cizcuits in the
cabinets?

Assuming the

sources,

~ESPONSE

pover to the trip system A and B backup scram
come from Class 1Z sources.
The power source for
center 1D614 breaker 09. The
trip system A is control
pover source for trig system B is the control center
1D624, breaker 11.

The

DC

circuits

2)

Divisional separation of the tvo Class 1Z sources vithin the
tvo BPS trip system cabinets is provided by separated
terainal boards, each located in d--fferent cabinet bays, and
Loads separation is further
hy separa ted wire routing
provided by the total enclosure of the source's respective
equipment tezminations, namely relay contacts in this case.
CIass IZ/Non-Class 1Z routing separation is provided by
routing viring in separate conduits or by maintaining a
ainimum of 6 inch separ'ation betveen virinq. Xn addition,
coiI-to-contact and contact-to-contact isolation is used
where both Class 1Z and non-Class lE wiring interfaces vith
common

equipment

The above methods

of separation

have been 'approved by the

,IBC for use in plants of the same vintage as Susquehanna,
Hatch 2 being one example.

032" 67-1
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various analyses for Regulatory Guide 1.47, Position C.4, are
incomplete since they do not indicate that the individual system
level indicators can be actuated manually from the control room
Describe the provisions incorporated into the
by the operators.
to satisfy Position C.4 of Regulatory Guide
design
Susquehanna
1.47. (Hote: This position is not intended to address the
testing of annunciators, but is intended to provide manual
initiation of system level indication of inoperable and bypassed
The

status.

)

RESPONSE:

See response

to Question 32.71.

SSES-FS
QUESTION

AR

032.69

descript.'.on, analyses, figures, and elementary diagram of the
sensors and logic are inconsistent.
The text (7. 3.1.1a.l. 3)
begins by describing a system vith only two level sensors and
then continues describing a system vith four level sensors and
four pressure sensors. The IEEE 279 analyses appear to be for a
system vith four each level and pressure sensors arranged in two
separate one-out-of-tvo-taken-tvice logics. The i'nformation in
Table 7.3-8 implies tvo separate logics
The f igures (F5.1-3b,
P7.3-6, and P7. 3-7) and the elementary diagram (791E420AE) show
only tvo each level and pressure sensors and a single logic.
The

HPCI

Amend

the appropriate document(s)

to describe the

HPCX

initiation

control system actually installed at Susquehanna.
Also,
reviev the RPS, ECCS, and other ESF system descriptions in the
PSAR, the FSAR figures, and the elementary diagrams and verify
that these documents describe the systems actually installed.
and

RESPONSE

logic required to initiate HPCI consists of four vessel vater
level switches arranged in a one-out-of-two-twice logic {tvo
level switches from division 1 and tvo f rom division 2) . This
logic is in parallel with four dryvell pressure switches {tvo
pressure svitches from division 1 and two f rom division 2) that
are a iso a rranged in one-out-of- t vo-t vice logic.

The

Consistent with the above discussion,
has been amended.

Subsection

7

3.1.la.l.3.3

Pigure 7.3-6 has been changed to shov 2 parallel sets of one-outof-two-tvice logic for vessel lov vater level and drywell high
pressure.
Figure 7. 3-7 (FCD) vill be changed to show the above oneout-of-two-tvice logic each for vessel lov vater level and high
dryvell pressure. The correct HPCI 2lementary Diagram for
Susquehanna SES reviev is 7912420MJ, Rev. 1. This document will
be changed to shov one-out-of-tvo-tvice logic each for vessel low
-water level and high dr yvell pressure.
These changes are
scheduled for completion in the fourth quarter of .1980PSAR

to Q032.54, Table 7.3-8 has been deleted
The
information pertaining to this discussion has been transferred to
Table 7.3-1
See also revised Subsection 7.3.1 .la.l.6.7, 7.3 l.la.l.6. 8,
Per the response

7.3.1.la.2.4.1.l,and 7.3.l.la.2.4.1.6.
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turbine steam supply line isolation valves. The rest of
the HPCZ system control and instrumentation components are
located outside the primary containment. Cables connect the
sensors to control circuitry in the control structure.
Although
the system is arranged to allow a f ull flow f unctional test of
the system during normal reactor power operation, the test
controls are arranged so that the system can operate
its safety function regardless of the
automatically to
test being conducted.

system

fulfill

7.3.1.1a.1.3.3 Initiating Circui

s

Reactor vessel low water level is monitoreD by four indicating
type level switches that sense the difference between the
pressure due to a constant reference column of water and the
pressure d ue to the actual height o f water in the vessel.
Two
lines (one attached to a tap above and one to a tap below the
water level on the reactor vessel) are required for the
differential pressure measurement for,each switch. The two pairs
of lines terminate outside the primary containment and inside the
reactor building. The pairs are physically separated from, each
other and tap off the reactor vessel at wiDely separated points.
These same lines aze also used for pressure and water level
instruments for other systems. Either pair of switches sensing
low water level can initiate the HPCI system.
This arrangement
assures that no single event can prevent the initiation of the
HPCI system due to zeactor vessel low water level.

Primary containment pressure is monitored by four nonindicating
pressure swit"hes which are mounted on instrument racks outside
the drywell, but inside the reacto" building. Pipes from the
drywell interior to the switches provide the sensing lines. The
switches are grouped in pairs in a manner similar to the level
sensors, and are electrically connected so that no single event
can prevent the initiation of the HPCI system due to primary
containment high pressure.
The HPCI system controls automatically start the HPCI system from
the receipt of a reactor vessel low water level signal or primary
containment high pressure signal and bring the system to its
The controls then
design flow rate in approximately 30 seconDs.
function to provide design makeup water flow to the reactor
vessel. until the amount of wate" delivered to the reactor vessel
is adequate, at which time the HPCI system automatically shuts
down. The contzols are arranged to allow cemote-manual startup,

operation, and shutdown.
The HPCI turbine is functionally controlleD as shown in Figure
7.3-7. A speed governor limits the turbine speed to its maximum
operating level. A control governor receives an HPCI system flow
7. 3-0
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All automatic valves

in the LPCE function are equipped with
remote manual test capability. The entire system can be operated
from the main control room. >4otor operated valves have limit
switches to turn off the motors when the full open positions are
reached and are torque seated in the closing direction. Valves
that have vessel and containment isolation requirements aze
described in'ubsection 7. 3. 1. 1a--. 2.
used

RHR pump suction valves from the suppression
pool are
normally open. To 'reposition the valves, a key lock switch must
be turned in the main control zoom. On receipt of an LPCI system
initiation signal, other RHR system valves are signaled to close,
even though they may normally be closed, to ensure that the,RHR
Included in this set of
pump discharge is correctly routed.
not closed, would permit the main
valves are the valves that,
system pumps to take suction from the. reactor recirculation
loops, a lineup used during normal shutdown cooling system
operation.

The

if

timer similar to that used in the RHR pump control circuitry
cancels the LPCI open signal to the heat exchanger bypass valves
aftez a 10 minute delay, which is time enough to permit
satisfactory start of the LPCI system. The signal cancellation.
allows the operator to control the flow through the heat
other post-accident purposes. Cancelling the open
exchangezs
signal does not cause the bypass valves to close.

A

f'r

7. 3. 1. 1a. 1. 6. 8

S

epar at ion

involves four independent 480 volt power
distribu" ions. Pump A is powered Bus A, pump B is from Bus B,
Two separate logics
pump C from Bus C, and pump D from Bus D.
located in separate panels are used. Logic for the A loop,
consisting of the A and C pumps, is operated by the 125 V dc Bus
A, and logic for the B loop and its B and D pumps is operated by
the 125
1c Bus B. Control power for pump (A through D) is from
The LPCI system

W

the corresponding

125

V

dc Bus (A through D).

7-3-27
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controls the other solenoid in both inboard and outboard valves
for all four main steamlines.
The main steamline drain valves and reactor water sample valves
also operate in pairs. The inboard valves close if two of the
main steamline isolation logics are tripped, and the outboard
valves close
the other two logics are tripped.
The reactor water cleanup system and. RHR system isolation valves
are each controlled by two logic circuits; one for the inboard

if

valve and

a

Isolation Functions

7.3.1. 1a.2.4.1
The

for the outboard valve.

second

and

Settings

isolation trip settings of the PCRVICS are listed in Table
The functional control diagram (Figure 7.3-8) illustrates
these signals initiate closure of isolation valves'.

7.3-5.

how

7.3. 1.

1a.

2

4. 1.

Reactor Vessel

1

7. 3. 1. 1a. 2. 4. 1. 1.

1

Subsystem

Low Water

Level

I dent if ication

A low water level in the reactor
vessel could indicate that
reactor coolant is being lost through a breach in the RCPB and
that the core is in danger of becoming overheated as the reactor
coolant inventory diminishes.
Reactor vessel low water level initiates closure of various
valves. The closure of these valves is intended to isolate a
breach in any of he pipelines in which the valves are contained,
conserve reactor coolant by closing off process lines, or prevent
the escape of radioactive materials from the primary containment

through process lines that communicate with the primary
containment interior.

reactor vessel low water level isolation trip settings are
to complete the isolation of the primary containment and the
reactor vessel. The first {and higher) reactor vessel low water
level isolation trip setting initiates closure of the shutdown
cooling isolation valves and TIP. The main steamlines are left
The
open to allow the removal of heat from the reactor core.
second.(and lower) reactor vessel low water level isolation trip
setting completes the isolation of the primary containment and
reactor vessel by initiating selected NSSS closure of the main
steamline isolation valves and isolation valves. Pour redundant
level switches prov'ide,the fir reactor vessel low water level
four redundant level switches
isolation signal and another set
Two

used

7.3-32
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provide the second reactor vessel lov vater level isolation
signal. Isolation valves and their initiating signals are shown
in Table 6.2-12.
The first low water level setting (which is the RPS low water
level scram setting) is selected to initiate isolation at the
earliest indication of a possible breach in the reactor coolant
pressure boundary, yet far enough belov normal operational levels
to avoid spurious isolation. Isola tion of the folloving
pipelines is initiated when reactor vessel lov vater level falls
to this first setting:
RHR reactor shutdown cooling supply
(1)
Non-NSS system isolation valves as described in Section
(2)
7.3.1. 1b,
The second (and lower) of the reacto" vessel lov vater level
isolation settings (the same water level setting at which, the
RCIC system is placed in operation) is selected low enough to
allow the removal of heat from the reactor fox a predetermined
time folloving the scram and high enough to complete isolation in
time for the operation of ECCS in the event of a large break in
the RCPB. Isolation of the foll'owing pipelines is initiated when
the reactor vessel water level falls to this second setting:
(1)

Main steamlines

(2)

Main steamline

drain

line
All other HSSS isolation valves
(4)
Reactor vessel lov wate" level signals are initiated from four
indicating type differential pressure swit"hes. One contact on
each of the four svitches is used to indicate that water level
has decreased to the first or higher of the lov vater level
isolation setting; the other four are used to indicate that water
level has decreased to the second or lower of the tvo low vater
level isolation settings. The four contacts for each level
setting are arranged in pairs; each contact in a pair provides a
signal to a different trip system. Two lines, attached to taps
above and below the water level on the reactor vessel, are
reguired for the differential pressure measurement for each pair
of svitches. The tvo pairs of lines terminate outside the
primary containment and inside the reactor building; they are
physically separated from each other and tap off the reactor
(3)

Reactor water samp1e

vessel. at videly separated points. The reactor vessel low water
level svitches sense level from these pipes. This arrangement
assures that no single physical event can prevent isolation', if
reguired.- Cables from the level sensors are routed to the
7.3-33
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trip

trip.

The output
signals of the logics are combined. as
Failure of any one channel
shown in F guzes 7.3-2 and 7.3-3.
does not result in inadvertent action.

7.3.

1.

1a.2.4. 1.5.5

Subsystem

and

Redunda~nc

Diversity

trip

initiation signals for low pressure
Redundancy of
provided by four pressure switches, one for each main

is

steamline.
pressure switch is associated with one of four logics. Two
pressure transmitters are supplied f"om one power source and the
other two are supplied from a different power source.

Each

Diversity of trip initiation signals is described in Subsection
7.3.1.1a.2.4.1.3.5.

7.3.1.1a.2.4.1.5.6

Subsystem

Bypasses

and

Interlocks

steamline low pressure trip is bypassed by the reactor
switch in the Shutdown, 'Refuel, and Startup modes of reactor
operation. In the RUN mode, the low pressuze trip function is
operative.
There are no interlocks to other systems for main steamline low

The main
mode

tzip signals.

pressure
7

3.1.1a.2.4 1.5.7

Subsvstem

Testabili~t

Testability is discussed in Subsections 7.3.2a. 2.2.3.1.9
7. 3. 2a.

2

2.3. 1. 10.

and

7.3.1. 1a.2 4. 1. 6 Containment Drgwell-H~ih Pressure
7.3.

1.

la. 2. 4. 1. 6.

1

Subsystem

Ident ification

High pressure in the drywell could indicate a breach of the RCPB
inside the dzywell. The automatic closure of various valves
prevents the release of significant amounts of radioactive
material from the primary containment. On detection of high
dryvell pressure, the following pipelines are isolated:
(1)
.(2)

R ad wa

s te

Dischar ge Val ve

Heat Exchange

Sa

mple Valve

7.3-43

I

START HPCX

RCIC
BATTERY

START RCIC

OL
P

—
.REACTOR VESSEL WATER LEVEL

-HIGH DRYWELL PRESSURE
SUSQUEHANNA STEAM ELECTRIC STATION
UNITS 1 AND 2
FINAL SAFETY ANALYSIS REPORT

INITIATION LOGIC. — HPCI,
RCXC
FIGURE

7.3-6
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r

Describe the actions required to restart HPCT. upon again reaching
reactor low water level after HPCI has been. tripped due to
reactor high water level.
RESPONSE

See

revised Subsection

7

3.1.1a.l.3
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pressure; either switch can initiate turbine shutdown. One
pressure switch is used to detect low HPCI system pump suction
pressure.
High water level in the reactor vessel indicates that the HPCI
system has performed satisfactorily in providing makeup water to

Fuzther increase in level could result in
caused by gross carryover of moisture.
vessel high water 1evel setting which trips the
turbine is near the top of the steam separators and is sufficient
to prevent gross moisture carryover to the turbine. Two level
switches that sense differential pressure are arranged to require
that both switches trip to initiate a turbine shutdown.

the reactor

HPCI system
The reactor

For both

a

v ssel.
turbine

damage

manual and automatic

initiation,

the

HPCI system

logic

for automatic cycling of HPCI operation from a high
water level tripped condition to a,restart upon again reaching
low water level. This action is af forded through the absence of
a latch (seal-in) in the turbine t" ip logic, and a conditional
(on low water level) latch in the high water level trip logic.
Upon {again) returning to al low water, level, the latch high
water level trip is cleared, thereby defeating the turbine
provides

tripped condition and reestablishing turbine operation.
The control s"heme for the tuzbine auxiliary oil pump is shown in
Figure 7.3-7. The controls are arranged for automatic or manual
control. Upon receipt of an HPCI system initiation signal, the
auxiliary oil pump starts and provides hydraulic pressure to open
the turbine stop valve and the turbine control valve. As the
turbine gains speed, the shaft-driven. oil pump begins to supply
Afte" abou 1/2 minute during an automatic
hydraulic pressure.
turbine startup, the pressure supplied by the shaft driven oil
pump is suffi"ient, and the auxiliary oil pump automatically
stops upon receipt of a high oil pressure signal. Should the
shaft-driven oil pump malfunction, causing oil pressure to drop,
the auxiliary oil pump zestarts automatically.
Operation of the gland seal condenser components (gland seal
condenser condensate pump (dc), gland seal condense" blower (dc),
and gland seal condenser water level instrumentation) prevent
out-1eakage from the turbine shaft seals.
Staztup of this
equipment is automatic, as shown in Figures 7.3-7. Failure of
this equipment will not prevent the HPCI system from providing
water to the reactor vessel.
7.3.1.1a 1.3.0

ogic and Sequencing

Zither reactor vessel low water level or primary containment
(drywell) high pressure can automatically start the HPCI system
Reactor vessel low water level is
as indicated in Figure 7.3-6.
7. 3-6
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analysis for compliance vith Regulatory Guide 1.47, Positions
1, C.2, and C.3 appears to address the BPS and PCRVICS and not
the ZCCS (HPCI, ADS, CS, and LPCI) vhich is the subject of this
section
Provide an analysis shoving hov the ECCS meets
Regulatory Guide 1. 47, Positions C.l, C.2, and C 3.

The
C

„

RESPONSE

reference to RPS and PCRVICS as examples in the conformance
statements for ECCS, under positions C.l, C.2 and C.3 of
Subsection 7.3.2a.1.2.1.7 is somevhat misleading and has been
deleted from that Subsection. See revised Subsection

The

7.3.2a.1.2 1,-7.

SSES-PS

7.2.2.1. 2.1.

2

AR

Regulatory Guide 1. 22~2/72}

it

is desiqned so that
may be tested durinq plant
operation from sensor device to final actuator device. The test
must be performed in overlapping portions so that an actual
reactor scram will not occur as a result of the testing.

The system

7-2.2.1.2.1.3

R~eulatory Guide 1.2~91973)

and mechanical devices and circuitry between
process instrumentation and protective actuators and monitoring
of systems important to safety are classified as Seismic Category

All electrical

I

7

~eulatot1

2.2.~2.1.4

Guide ~130

1972].

Refer to Section 3. 13.

7,2 2.$ . 2.1.

5

ReGulat~o2 Guide

l. 4~75~731

Regulato~rPosition C.l~ C. 2 and C. 3:
Automatic indication is provided in the main control room to
inform the operator that a system is inoperable. Annunciation is
provided to indicate a system or part of a system is not
operable.
Por example, the reactor protection (trip) system, and
containment
and reactor vessel isolation system have
the
annunciators liqhtinq and sounding whenever one or more channels
of an input variable are bypassed. Bypassing is not alloved in
the trip logic or actuator logic. An example of automatic
indication of RPS inope ability follovs.
Instruments vhich form part of a one-out-of-tvo tvice logic
system can be removed from service for calibration. Removal of
the instrument from service v'ill be indicated in the main control
room as a single instrument channel trip.
Roai tiou G. 4:
~eceola~tot
level bypass
Capability for manual initiation of the RPS system
activation'of
a
and inoperability indication is provided by
provides
This
room.
control
main
control svitch located in the
administrative control of the bypass indication for those
bypasses or inoperabilities vhich cannot be automatically
indicated. A control svitch is provided for each system level

indicator.
The folloving discussion expands the explanation of conformance
to Regulatory Guide l. 47 to reflect the importan'ce of providing
accurate information for the operator and reducing the

bypass

7

~

2-40
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which

is clarified

Regulatory Guide

and

amplified in the compliance analysis for

l. 47-1973.

Facilxtzes for testing are provided so that the equz.pment can be
will operate
in various test modes to confirm that
properly when called upon. Testing incorporates all elements of
the system under- one test mode or another, including sensors,
logic, actuators, and actuated equipment. The testing is planned
to be performed at intervals so that there is an extremely low
probability of failure in the periods between tests. During
testing there are always enough channels and systems available
for operation to provide proper protection.

it

operated

7.3 2a.1

2

4

1

Instrumentation is classified
in Section 3.10.
7.3. 2a.1. 2. 1.5

as Seismic Category

I

as discussed

Regulatory Guide 1.30 ~1972)

Refer to Section 3.

7.3.2a.1.2.1e6

1.29 ~1976]

decCulato~uuuide

13

Regulato~r

Guide

l

32 ~1972}

i

is described in the

Conformance

Criterion

.7.3 2a.1.2

17 and

1

7

conformance to General Design
IEEE 308-1971.

Industry Standard
BeGula~tou

Guide 1.47 ~1973)

Regulatory Position C.1., C.2 and C.3

Indication is provided in the main control room to inform the
Annunciation is provided
a system is inoperable.
to indicate that either a system or a part of a system is not
operable. For example, the ECCS system have annunciator alarms
whenever one or more channels of an input variable are bypassed.
Instruments which form part of a one-out-of-two twice logic and
Removal of the
can be removed from service for calibration.
instrument .from service will be indicated in the control room as
a single instrument channel trip. Each subsystem within the ECCS
Network is provided with an automatically or operator initiated
system level bypass and inoperability annunciator located in the
control room.
operator that

7.3-115
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Regulatory Position C. 4

Capability for manual initiation 'of the ECCS system level bypass
and inoperability indication is provided by activation of a
control switch located in the main control room. Thi's provides
administrative control of the bypass indication for those
bypasses or inoperabilities which cannot be automatically
indicated. A control switch is provided for each system level
bypass

indicator.

importance of providing accurate information for the reactor
operator and reducing the possibility for the indicating
equipment to adversely affect its monitored safety system are
discussed in the following paragraphs:
on the
(l) Individual indicators are arranged together
control room panel to indicate what function of the
system is out of service, bypassed or otherwise
inoperable. All bypass and inoperability indicators,
both at a system level and component level, will be
grouped only with those items .that will prevent a system
needed.
from operating
As a result of design, preop testing and startup
(2)
The

if

(3)

(4)

testing, no erroneous bypass indication is anticipated.
These indication provisions serve to supplement
administrative controls- and aid the operator in
assessing the availability of component and system level
protective actions. This indication has no safetyrelated functions.

All "ircuits will be electrically

independent of the
the
possibility of
to
prevent
systems
plant safety
initiation
signals
annunciator
The
effects.
adverse

cannot prevent required protective actions.
(5)

Each

indicator

which can be

provided with dual lamps.

7.3.2a.1.2.1.8

Regulato~r

individually tested will be

Guide 1.53 ~1973)

Regulatory Guide 1. 53-1973 is achieved by
specifying, designing, and. constructing the ECCS so that they
meet the single failure criterion described in Paragraph 4.2 of
Redundant sensors are used< and
IEEE 279-1971 and IEEE 379-1972.
a failure in.a sensing
that
the logic is arranged to insure
will neither prevent
actuator
an
or
element or the decision logic
channels
action.'eparated
protective
nor spuriously initiate
not
will
channel
one
fault
affecting
that
a
so
are employed,

Compliance with

NRC

7.3-116
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''v'alves

(one in each loop) used dur'ing E.PCZ operation comes from a
bus which can be automatically connected to alternate standby
Refer to Subsection 8.3.1.3.5 for discussion of
power sources.
this bus. Control power for the LPCX components, except valves,
Redundant tzip systems are powered from
comes from the dc buses.
dif ere nt dc b uses.

f

is arranged for automatic operation and for remote manual
operation f om the main control room. The equipment provided for
'manual operation of the system allows the operator to take action
independent of the automatic cont"ols in the event of a LOCA.
LPCi

7

Initiating Circuits

3. 1.1a.1.6.3

initiation functions

aze provided foz the
water
level and also
vessel
low
LPCl system; namely, reactor
The
reactor
pressure.
drywell high pressure coincident with low
a
high
low reactor pressure permissive is provided to prevent
drywell pressure condition which is not accompanied by low
reactor pressure, i. e. a false LOCA, from d isabling two RHR pumps
on the other unit. Afte sys em initiation, the I.PCX valve is
opened when the low reactor pressure permissive is present.
Two

diverse automatic

level or high drywell pressure initiation signal
is a one-out-of-two-twice circuit arrangement
as described in Subsection 7.3.1.la.1,.5.3 for the CS system.
manual system initiation is provided by armed pushbutton switches

The low

for the

water
LPCZ

system

Item (6) RHR A/RHR
Subsection 7.3. 2a.l.2.l. 9

show as

C

and Item (7)

RHR

B/RHB

D

of

I

Figure 5.4-13 can be used to determine the locations of sensors
and Figure 7.3-10 can be used to determine the functional use of
each sensor in the control circuitry for LPCX components.
Xnstrument characteristics and settings are given in Table 7.3-4.

7.3.1 1a.1.6.4
The

overall

LPCI

Logic and Sequencing

operating sequence

initiation signal is

as

follows:

7.3-24

following

the receipt of an

SSZS-PSAR

QQO:STION'32 72

description of LPCI manual initiation is incomplete and is
consis'tent vith Pigure 7.3-10 and elementary diagram 791E418AE.
he description of LPCI manual initiation references the HPCI
system description which mentions manual initiation but does not
describe it. The Regulatory Guide 1.62 analysis (7.3.2a.1.2.1.9)
indicates a single manual initiation svitch for each of the RHR
Pigure 7.3-10 and
A/RHR C and RHR B/RHR D LPCI systems
elementary diagram 791Z418AE indicate the LPCI manual initiation
svitch does not start the RHR pumps. Regulatory Guide 1.62,
Position C 2, states that manual initiation of a protective
action should perform all actions performed by automatic
e

initiation.

the PSAR and/or the figure and elementary diagram to fully
describe the LPCZ manual initiation system actually installed at
Amend the Regulatory Guide 1. 62 analysis to justify
Susquehanna.
having a manual initiation that, does not perform all actions
performed by automatic initiation, i.e., the manual initiation
svitch initiates the LPCI valve lineup but does not start the RHR
Amend

pumps
RESPONSE
P

Per Regulatory Guide 1.62, an LPCI manual initiation performs all
actions performed by an automatic initiation, including RHR pump
initiation. The correct elementary diagram for Susquehanna SPS
791E418ftJ, Revision 2 vhich snovs the starting circuitry for
R pumps .vith manual initiation.
RHR PCD, vill be corrected by the fourth
to shov the proper automatic, as veil as manual,
pump initiation for the LPCI mode of RHR system operation.
revised Subsection 7.3.1.1a.1.6.3.

The PSAR

Figure 7.3-10,

quarter of

RHR

See

1980

032 72-1
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For he PCRVICS, a large number of inconsistencies, errors,
omissions, and conflicts were noted between the descriptions
(7.3.l.la.2), the analyses (7.3 'a.2), the functional control
diagram (Figure 7.3-8) and the elementary diagrams (791E401AE,
791E414AE, and 791E425AE).

Some

examples

follow:

I

1)

(7.3.l.la:2.4.1.1.1) iadicates four level switches
with two sets of contacts each - one set of contacts for low
level and one set for low low (lower) level. Also, a single
pair of reactor vessel pressure taps for each pair of
switches was indicated. Figures 5.1-3b and 7.3-8 and
elementary diagrams 791E401AE and 791E414AE show two sets of
four each level switches - one for low level and one for low
low level. Figure 5.1-3b also shows the low level and low
low level switches connected to diffe'rence pressure taps.

2)

The FSAR (7.3.l.la.2.4.1.1.1) indicates that the low low
water level signal isolates the MSIVs, the steam line drain
valves, the sample lines, and "all other NSSS isolation
valves." Further review of the FSAR text, figures, and
elementary diagrams shows low low water level only isolates
the MSIVs, steam line drain valves, and the sample lines. No
"other NSSS isolation valves" could be found that were
actuated by the low low water level sigaal.

3)

The. FSAR

The FSAR

indicates the PCRVICS instrumentation and control
iaclude: (10) main steamline - leak detection;
(12) reactor water cleaaup system - high flow, (14) reactor
core isolation cooliag system - high flow, and (15) high
pressure coolaat injection system - high flow. The remaining
text does aot discuss these items nor were they found in the
elemeatary diagrams or figures.
subsystems

4)

(7.3.l.la.2.4.1.9) indicates that RWCU system high
differeatial flow is sensed with "two differential flow
sensing circuits" and the analyses section indicates the
The
PCRVICS complies fully with the siagle failure criteria.

The FSAR

RWCU

PAID and the elementary diagrams

show

only one high

differential flow instrument consisting of three flow

transmitters driving a single summer which, in turn, drives
two alarm units (oae for each of the two trip channels).
This arrangement does not meet the single failure criteria.
5)

"

Elementary diagram 791E401AE shows a device (dPIS G33-N044A)
labeled "High Diff Flow" in addition to the device in 4)
above. N044A appears as a differential pressure switch in
the RWCU PAID. No other refereace to this device could be
found in the text or elementary diagrams.

text states "RNCU system high differential flow tr' is bypassed
automatically during RWCU system startup." No information on this bypas

The

032.74-1
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could be found in the text or elementary diagrams (791E401AE
791E423AE) or in the various analyses in Section 7.3.2a.2.

or
7)

The

text indicates "main

low vacuum

condenser

when the

trip

can be

turbine stop valve is less than

bypassed manually
90$ open." Elementary diagram 791E401AE and the response to
$ 032.33 shows that "reactor low pressure" is also required to
allow this bypass. No other information on this "rea'ctor low

pressure" permissive, including the setpoint, could be found
in the FSAR.
I

8)

(7.3.l.la.2.5 and 7.3.1.1a.2.11) mentions a "high
differential pressure" signal used for RWCU isolation. No

The FSAR

other information could be found
text or the elementary diagrams.
9)

The,FSAR

(7.3.l.la.2.11)

on

this signal either in the

mentions "high temperature

of the non-regenerative heat exchanger" as a RWCU
isolation signal. Elementary diagram 791E401AE also shows
this signal, but only shows a single instrument, which does
not meet the single failure criteria. This isolation signal
is not discussed, described, or justified in the text or the
downstream

analyses.

10) Elementary diagram 791E401AE also shows a single SBLC system
isolation signal that does not meet single failure criteria.

This signal is also not discussed
analyses.

in the text or the

Elementary diagram
ll) '"Excess
Flow"

791E401AE shows an RHR isolation for
and "High Reactor Pressure".
No information
could be found on these signals in the text or analyses.

text indicates that

and RHR systems high area and
temperature subsystems have "no automatic
bypasses".
Elementary diagram 791E401AE shows a manual
switch
for this subsystem. The text also says that
bypass
the main steamline low pressure and 'the condenser low vacuum

12) The

differential

bypasses

RWCU

are the only bypasses

13) The text indicates
system has bypasses

PCRVICS.

that the main steamline high radiation
on the individual instruments that are

not described in the

(7.3.2a.2).

in the

FSAR

or included in the analyses

the appropriate document(s) to fully and accurately
describe the PCRVICS instrumentation and control systems actually
installed at Susquehanna. Amend the PCRVICS analyses presented
in Section 7.3.2a.2 to agree with the systems discussed in the
text and shown in the figures and elementary diagrams.

Amend

and justify all manual or
associated with any PCRVICS subsystem and
in the. various Section 7.3.2a.2 analyses.
~ inc1ude .all bypasses
Include:a description of.how all.bypasses. are annunciated. Also,

For the bypasses,
automatic bypasses

fully describe

~

~

~

~

~

~

032;74-2
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review the complete PCRVICS descriptions and analyses givea in
the FSAR and the figures and elementary diagrams. Verify that.
these documents accurately describe the systems actually

installed at

Susquehaaaa.

RESPONSE:

1)

Subsection

7.3.l.la.2.4.1.1.1

has bee

a second
set of four level switches is for
set is for low low level. The number of pressure taps
'is equal to the number of sensors.
Subsection 7.3.l.la.2.4.1.1.1 has been modified to read; "the
second (aad lower)......isolation valves and other selected
isolation valves. Isolation valves and their initiating
signal~ are shown in Table 6.2-12." The Nuclear Boiler FCD
aad NN elementary diagram will be modified to remove drywell
pressure as an initiating signal from the RHR isolatioa
valves, except the Radwaste discharge valves aad the heat
exchaager valves. Drywell pressure as an initiating signal
will also be removed as an input to the RWCU valves. In
addition, level 3 (low level) isolation will be changed to
level 2 (low low level) for all valves except the RHR and
TIP.'hese changes to the PCRVICS initiation signals and set
points have no impact on safety. They have, been implemented
as a plant availability feature i.e. to reduce inadvertent
containment isolation during plant transient events. The
PCRIVCS FCD and elementary diagram will be updated'by fourth
quarter 1980 to reflect these changes.

one

.2)

3)

to indicate

amended

low level and

Main steamline leak detection is discussed in Subsectioa
7.3.l.la.2.4.1.12. RWCU system high flow, RCIC high flow and
HPCI high flow are discussed in the response to. Question

032.55.
'I

4)

single fialure criterion applies at the sytem (RPS) or
fuaction (ECCS) level and not at the signal input or channel

The

1'e'vel.

The

RWCU

isolatioa valves will receive

isolation signal from the

a

differential

system

temperature
described
in
(5) below
trip channels and high flow signal
summer
flow
the
RCPB
and
a breach occurs in the RWCU system
RWCU
not
preclude
will
summer
of
the
failed. Single failure
system

5)

space and

if

isolation.

system isolation signal on
7.7.2.8.1. The RWCU high flow
signal is not a containment isolatioa signal. The elementary
diagram 791E401WJ will be corrected by fourth quarter of
G33-N044A and B provide an
See Subsection

RWCU

high flow.
1980.

6)

Subsection 7.3.l.la.2.4.1.9.6 has been modified to stated
that the RWCU system high differential flow trip is bypassed
'during RWCU system startup by a time delay.

-'-:- The time delay will aot
-==- ~a': the= RWCU system .is

effect

RWCU

iaitiated
032.74"3

a;

isolation.
flow
LMferential
high
System RCPB.

SSES-FSAR

will exist

between the inlet'nd outlet flows and initiate
system isolation and prevent RWCU operations.
The time delay
bypasses the flow signal until the system loop flow is

established.

7)

See

revised Subsection 7.3.1.la.2.4.13.6

8)

See

revised Subsections 7.3.1.1a.2.5 and 7.3.1.1a.2.11.

9)

The

subject signal is

isolation signal.

See

a

system

trip signal,

the response

not
to part 4.

a

containment

is required for SLCS operati'on and is not a
isolation signal. The RWCU System is shutdown,
if
liquid injection is required, to prevent boron
loss to the RWCU system. See response to part 4.
ll) Excess flow is discussed under the I.eak Detection System, in
Subsection 7.6.la.4.3.5.3.
High reactor pressure is
discussed under High Pressure/Low Pressure System Interlocks,
in Subsection 7.6.la.3.3.1.
10) The signal
containment
standby

text in Subsections 7.3.1.la.2.4.1.10.6 and
7.3.l.la.2.4.1.11.6 is referring to operating bypasses, which
are the subject of discussion in Subsection
7.3.2a.2.2.3.1.1.2.

12) The

The Manual Bypass Switches are shown on the Leak Detection
for RWCU and RHR. These switches actuate
system in test annunciator.
Test and maintenance bypasses

Elementary Diagram

are also discussed in Regulatory Guide 1.47 conformance (see
Subsection 7.3.2a.2.2.1.5).

7.3.1.la.2.4.1.2.5 discusses bypasses and states
that there are no operational bypasses provided with the Main

13) Subsection

Steamline High Radiation Monitoring Subsystem.
The
individual log radiation monitors may be bypassed for
maintenance or calibration by the use of test switches on
each monitor. Bypassing one log radiation monitor will not

'ause

an

to occur.

isolation but will cause

032.74-4

a

single

trip

system

trip

SSES-PS

AR

r

in both inboard and outboard valves
steamlines.
for all four main
The main steamline drain valves and reactor vater sample valves
tvo of the
.he inboard valves close
als o operate in pairs
mai'n steamline isolation logics are tripped, and the outboard
the other two logics are tripped.
valves close
con trois the other solenoid

if

if

reactor water cleanup system and RHR system isolation valves
are~ each controlled by two logic circuits; one for the inboard
valve and a second for the outboard valve.
The

Isolation Punctions

7.3.1.1a.2.4.1

and Setti~n s

isolation trip settings of the PCRVICS are listed in Table
7.3-5. The functional control diagram (Figure 7.3-8) illustrates
hov these signals initiate closure of isolation valves.
The

7

3.1.1a.2 4.1.

7.3. 1. 1a.2.4.1.

Reacto" Vessel

1

1.

1

Subsystem

Low

Water Level

Identification

A lov vater level in the reactor vessel could indicate that
reactor coolant is being lost through a breach in the RCPB and
that the core is in d'anger of becoming overheated as the reactor
coolant inventory diminishes.
Reactor vessel lov water level initiates closure of various
valves. The closure of these valves is intended to isolate a
breach in any of the pipelines in vhich the valves are contained,
conserve reactor coolant by closing off process lines, or prevent
the escape of radioactive .materials from the primary containment

through process lines that communicate with the pzimary
containment intezior.

reactor vessel lov vater level isolation trip settings aze
to complete the isolation of the primary containment and the
reactor vessel. The first {and higher) reactor vessel lov water
level isolation trip setting initiates closure of the shutdown
cooling isolation valves and TIP. The main steamlines are left
The
open to allow the removal of heat from the reactor core.
second..(and lover) reactor vessel lov water level isolation trip
setting completes the isolation of the'primary containment and
reactor vessel by initiating selected NSSS closure of the main
steamline isolation valves and isolation valves. Pour redundant
level switches provide the fir reactor vessel lov vater level
four redundant level svitches
isolation signal and another set

Tvo
used

7.3-32

other selected

SSES-CESAR

provide the second reactor vessel low water level isolation
Isolation valves and their initiating signals are sho~n
in Table 6.2-12.
The first low wate" level setting {which is the RPS low water
level scram setting) is selected to initiate isolation at the
earliest indication of a. possible breach in the reactor coolant
pressure boundary, yet far enough below normal operational levels
to avoid spurious isolation. 'solation of the following
pipelines is initiated when reactor vessel low water level falls
to- this first setting:

signal.

reactor shutdown cooling supply

(1)

RHR

(2)

Non-NSS system

7.3.1.

isolation valves

as

described in Section

1b

lover) of the reactor vessel low water level
isolation settings {the same water level setting at which the
RCIC system is placed in operation) is selected low enough to
allow the removal of heat from the reactor for a predetermined
time following the scram and high enough to complete isolation in
time for the operation of ECCS in the event of a large break in
the RCPB. Isolation of the following pipelines is initiated when
the reactor vessel water level falls to this second setting:
The second

{and

(1)

Hain steamlines

{2)

Hain steamline drain

line
(0) A11 other NSSS isolation valves
Reactor vessel low wate" level signals are initiated from four
3.ndicating type differential pressure swit"hes. One contact on
each of the four switches is used to indicate that water level
has decreased to the first or higher of the low water level
isolation setting; the other four are used to indicate that water
level has decreased to the second or lower of the two low water
level isolation settings. The four contacts for each level
setting are arranged in pairs; each contact in a pair provides a
signal to a different trip system. Two lines, attached to taps
above and below the water level on the reactor vessel, are
required for the differential pressure measurement for each pair
(3)l Reactor water sample

of- switches. The two pairs of lines terminate outside the
primary containment and inside the reactor building; they are
physically separated from each other and tap off the reactor
vessel at widely separated points. The reactor vessel low water
lev'el switches sense level from these pipes.- This arrangement
assures that no single physical event can prevent isolation,
required. Cables from the level sensors are routed to the

if
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7.3. 1.
The

1a.

RWCU

2.4.1.

9.

Subsystem

6

system high

automatically during

AR

Bypasses

and

Xnterlocks

differential floe trip is
RWCU

startup

system

by a

bypassed

time delay.

There are no interlocks to other systems from reactor
cleanup system high differential floe trip signals.

7.3. 1. 1a.2.4.

1. 9. 7

Sub~sstem

iater

Testabilit~

Testability is discussed in Subsection 7.3.2a;2.2.3.1.10.
7.3.1.1a.2.4.1.10

Reactor Water Cleanup
Hicih Temperature and

7.3.1.1a.2.4.1.10.1

Subsystem

(RWCU)

System-Area
Temperature

Differential

Xdentification

High temperature in the area of the RWCU system could indicate a
breach in the RCPB in the cleanup system.
High area temperature
ventilation system
the
area
differential
temperature
in
and high
initiates isolation of the RWCU system.

7. 3. 1. 1a.

2

4. 1. 10.

2

Po ver

Suppl ies

Por the poser supply arrangements,
7

3.

1

1a.

2.4. 1. 10. 3

Subsystem

see

Figures 7.3-2 and 7.3-3.

Xnitiati~n Circuits

Six space temperature and six differential temperature sensing
Three space
circuits monitor the RWCU system area temperatures
and three differential temperature circuits are associated with
Redundant space
each of two instrumentation channels.
temperature measurements and inlet and outlet differential
temperatures 'of the Reactor Water Cleanup pump room, heat
exchanger room and filter demineralizer room are used to detect
system line breaks.

3 47
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7.3 1.1a.2.4.1. 13.

Subsystem

5

and

Redundan~c

Diversity

Redundancy of trip initiation signals for low condenser vacuum is
provided by four pressure svitches. Each p'ressure signal is
associated with one of four logics. Tvo pressure svitches
by one power source and the other two are supplied from
a different power source.
are'upplied

.Diversity of

trip initiation

7.3. 1. 1a.2.4. 1.

signals is not provided.

Subsystem

13e6

Bgnasses

and

Interlocks

Main condenser lov vacuum trip can .be bypassed manually vhen the
turbine stop valve is less than 90% open when the reactor
pressure is below the high pressure scram initiation setpoint.
There are no interlocks to other systems from th main condenser
lov vacuum trip signals.

7.3. 1. 1a. 2. 4. 1.

Subsystem

13. 7

Testability

Testability is discussed in Subsection 7.3.2a.2.2.3.1.10.
7.3

l.la.2.4.1.14

RHR

ln.l

System High Flow

Identification
High flov in .he RHR system suction line could indicate a breach
in the RCPB in the RHR system. High flow initiates closure of
either the inboard or outboard RHR system isolation valve.
7 3.1 .la.2.4.1.14.2
Sub~s stem Power Supplies
7

3.1 la

2

n

1

~snbs

stem

For power supply arrangements,
7. 3.1.

la. 2.4. l. 14. 3

Subs Stem

see Figures

7.3-2

and

7.3-3.

Initiation Circuits

Tvo redundant differential pressure svitches monitor the RHR
shutdovn cooling mode suction line. The output trip signal of
each sensor initiates closure of either the inboard or outboard
The differential pressure switches
RHR system isolation valve.
are located on the RHR suction line.
7,3,1 la,2,4,1.14.4 Subsystem Loqic agd Sequencing

system high flow is detected, trip signals are
transmitted to the RHR system suction line isolation vlaves. Two
instrumentation channels are provided to assure protective action
when required.
The output trip signal of each instrumentation
When RHR

7.3«53

0-

SSES-FS

throttle

(6)

low turbine

(7)

main condenser

AR

pressure in

BUN mode

low vacuum

logic is arranged as shown in Figure 7.3-2.
The logic actuator .outputs used to control the main steamline
drain valves and reactor water sample valves could be termed twoout-of-two, applied to each valv'e. The logic for this control

The

are shown in Figure 7.3-8.

isolation valves are controlled by drywell high pressure
reactor low water level signals. This logic is shown in
Figure 7.3-8. These same drywell pressure and water level logics
are used with process radiation monitor upscale and inoperative
signals to oroduce other isolation actions, including initiation
of the standby gas treatment syste~.
The BRCU isolation valves are controlled by two logics, using
high differential flow, high area temperature, high area
differential temperature, and low water level signals.
Other
and

7.3.
A

1

1a

2.6

System Sequencing

discussion of

all

sequencing of all subsystems
7. 3. 1. 1a. 2. 4.

is provided in Subsection
~

~

7.3.1.1a.2.7

~Sstgm By~asses

and

of the

PCRVZCS

Interlocks

An automatic bypass of the main steamline low-pressure signal is
effected in the startup mode of operation (see isolation
functions and settings, Subsection 7. 3. 1. 1a. 2.4.1)
7

3.1

1a

2.8

System redundancy

and

Diversity

variables which initiate isolation are listed in the circuit
description, Subsection 7. 3. 1. 1a. 2. 4. 1. Also listed there are
the number of initiating sensors and channels f or the isolation

The

valves.

7.3-55
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include lov reactor water level, high steamline radiation, high
main steamline flow, high main steamline tunnel temperature, lov
The water level,
condenser vacuum, and low turbine pressure.
sensors
are
steamline
flov
pressure or
and
turbine pressure,
valved
out of
sensors
which
be
differential pressure type
may
test
tested
time
and
a
at
a
functionally
using
service one
The radiation measuring amplifier is provided
test svitch and internal test source by which, operability
may be verified.
Functional operability of the temperature svitches may be
verified by applying a heat source to the locally mounted

pressure source.

vith

a

Control room ind.ications include
temperature sensing elements.
annunciation and panel lights. The condition of each sensor is
indicated by at least one of these methods in addition to
annunciators common to sensors of one. variable. Xn addition, the
functional availability of each isolation valve may be confirmed.
by completely or partially closing each valve individually at
reduced power using test switches located in the control

structure.

isolation signals include lov reactor water
level, equipment area high ambient temperature and differential
temperature, high differential flow, high temperatuze downstream
of the non-regenerative heat exchanger, and standby liquid
control system actuation. The vater level sensor is of the
differential pressure type and can be periodically tested by
valving each sensor out of service and applying a test pressure.,
The temperature svitches may be functionally tested by removing
from service and applying a heat source to the temperature
The differential flov svitches may be tested
sensing elements.
by applying a test input. The various trip actuations are
annunciated in the main control room. Also, valve indicator
lights in the main control room provide indication of RQCU
iso la tion valve position.
The RifCU system

7.3. 1. 1a. 2. 12

~Sstem Env j ronmental

Considerations

The physical and electrical arrangement of the PCRVXCS was
selected so that no single physical event vill-prevent
achievement of isolation functions. Motor operators for valves
inside the dzywell are of the totally enclosed type; those
outside the containment have veatherproof-type enclosures.
Solenoid valves, whether used for direct valve isolation or as a
All cables
gas pilot, are provided vith vatertight enclosuzes.
and operators are capable of operation in the most unfavorable
ambient conditions anticipated for normal operations.
Temperature, pressure, humidity, and radiation are considered in
the selection of equipment for the system. Cables used in high

7.3-56a

SSES-FSAR

Justify your claim that high drywell pressure provides »diversity
of trip initiation for pipe breaks inside primary containment»
when high drywell pressure will not close NSZV's,,isolate RMCU,
or reactor water sample lines. Also, discuss diversity for
breaks outside primary containment.
RESPONSE

See

revised Subsection

7.3.l.la.2;0.1.1.5.

032 75-1
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control
r structure. Temperature equalization is
the accuracy of the level measurements.
7. 3. 1. 1a. 2. 4. 1. 1. 2

Subsystem

Po wer

used

to increase

Sup~lies

For the power supplies for main steamline isqlation valves and
other isolation valves, see Figures 7.3-2 and 7.3-3,

respectively.
7.3.

1.

1a.2.4. 1.

1. 3

Subsystem

Initiating Circuits

level sensing circuits monitor the reactor vessel water
level. One level circuit is associated with each of four logic
channels.
Four level switches at two separate locations on the
reactor vessel allow the earliest possible detection of reactor
vessel low water level.
Four

7.3. 1. 1a 2.4.

1. 1.

4

Subsystem

Logic and Sequencing

decrease in reactor water level is detected,
are transmitted to the PCRVICS, which initiates
closure of the main steamline isolation valves, main steamline
drain valves, RHR process sampling valve, RHR discharge valve to
radwaste, reactor water sample valve, and 'TIP system valves.
Vhen a

significant

trip signals

channels provided to assure that
protective action occurs when required but prevents inadvertent
isolation resulting from instrumentation malfunctions. The
output trip signal of each instrumenta.ion channel initiates a
logic channel trip. J.ogic channel trips are combined as shown in
Figures 7.3-2 and 7.3-3.
There are four instzumentation

7,3". 1,1a.

2.4.1.

1. 5

Sub~sstem

Redundancy

and

Diversity

I

Redundancy of trip initiation for reactor vessel low water level
is provided by four level switches installed at separate
locations in secondary containment. Two level switches are

supplied from
from

a RPS

RPS

Bus

A

and the other two switches are supplied

Bus B.

Diversity to reactor vessel low water level (SCRAM setting) for
pipe breaks inside the primary containment, is provided by
7.3-34

SSES-FSAR

drywell high pressure. tlo diversity is provided for pipe breaks
outside the primary containment.
Diversity to reactor vessel low low water level (isolation
setting) which results in 'isolation as indicated in subsection
7.3.l.la.2.4.1.1.1, for pipe breaks outside the primary
containment, is provided by steamline high flow, steamline low
No diversity is
pressure, and steam tunnel high temperature.
containment.
inside
the
for
breaks
imary
provided
p
7.3.1 1a.2.4.1. 1. 6 Sobs ste~mB passes and 1nterlocks
There are no bypasses

trip.
initiate

fo reactor vessel low water level

Reactor vessel low water level trip has provi'sions to
the standby gas treatment system and to isolate the Tlp system.

7.3.1.1a.2.4'.1.1.7

Subsystem

Testabilit~

Testability is discussed in Subsections 7.3.2a.2.2.3.1.9
7. 3. 2a. 2. 2.3. 1. 10.

7.3.1.1a.2

4

Main Steamline High

1.2

7.3.1.1a.2.4.1.2.

1

Subsystem

and

Radiation

identification

radiation in the vicinity of the main steamlines could
indicate a gross release of fission products from the fuel. High
radiation near the main steamlines initiates isolation of the
folio wing pipe lines:
High

{1)

All main steamlines

(2)

Main steamline drain

line
The high radiation trip setting is selected high enough above
background radiation levels to avoid spurious isolation, yet low
enough to promptly detect a gross release of .fission products
from the fuel.
Refer to Section 11.5 for subsystem description.
(3)

The

Reactor water sample

objective of the main steamline radiation monitoring
is to monitor for the gross rel'ease of fission products

subsystem

7.3-35
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7. 3. 1. 1a. 2.4. 1. 3. 5

Subsystem

~

Redundanc~an

Diversity

0

of trap znxtxatzon signals for hxgh space temperature
is provided by four temperatu e elements installed at different
locations within the main steamline tunnel. Each device is
associated with one of four logic divisions. Temperature
~

Redundancy

elements A and B are supplied from one power source, 'and
are supplied from a different power source.

C

and

trip initiation

D

signals for high differential
eight temperature elements installed
at different locations within the ventilation supply and exhaust
areas of the main steamline tunnel. Each pair of temperature
elements is associated with one of four logic divisions.
Diversity of trip'initiation signals for main steamline break is
provided by main steamline tunnel temperature, high differential
temperature, main steamline high flow, low pressure
instrumentation and react or vessel low low water level. An
increase in tunnel temperature, differential temperature, main
steamline flow, oz a decrease in preslu'ze will initiate main
steamline and main steamline drain valve isolation.
Redundancy

temperature

of

is provided

7.3. 1.1a.2.4.1.3.

by

Sub~sstem

6

Bypasses

and

Interlocks

with this subsystem or
interlocks to other systems from main steamline high space or
differential temperature trip.
There are no bypasses
~

associated

~

~

~

~

7.3. 1. 1a.2 4. 1.3.7

Testabili

y -is discussed

7. 3. 2a. 2. 2.3. 1. 10.
7

Subsystem

3.'1. 1a. 2. 4. 1.

in Subsections 7.3.2a.2.2.3. 1.9

and

Main Steamline High Flow

4

7.3.1.1a.2.4.1.4.

Testabili~t

1

Subsystem

Edentif ication.

Hain steamline high flow could indicate a break in a main
steamline. Automatic closure of various valves prevents
excessive loss of reactor coolant and release of significant
amounts of radioactive material from the RCPB. Oa detection of
main steamline high flow, the following pipelines are isolated:

7.3-39
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gUESTION 032-76

Justify locatinq the MSIV-LCS controls, instrumentation, and
indicators needed for effective operation on back row panels in
the control room. Describe the panels and their location ~ith
respect to other safety-related instrumentation and controls
required for accidents.
~

~

~

RESPONSE

controls, instrumentation, and indicators, vhich are
located on the ZSIV-LCS panels in the control room do not
normally require any operator attention either in the shutdown or
the operation mode. i'hen required, operator attention is called
to the MSIV-LCS controls by an annunciated trip in the system.
The MSIV-LCS

Por example, an MSIV-LCS trip is annunciated in the control room
vhen main steam line pressure drops to predetermined setpoint.
The purpose of the 'annunciation is to signal the control room
operator to start up the MSXV-LCS system. Other MSIV-LCS trips
are annunciated to alert the operator to all significant

operational,

and

trouble event vhich require operator action.

each located on opposite sides of
the main control room floor elevation and situated on back row
panels (C644, C645). Both panels are of the single door, totally
enclosed, upriqht type. The panels are readily accessible f rom
the console, althouqh no direct line of vision is available to
the operator from the console.

There are two MSIV-LCS panels,

032 76-1
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032.77

con'inment spray cooling system, the f ollowing
inconsistencies and errors were noted between the FSAR
description (7.3.1.1a.4), the analyses {7.3.2a 4), the function
control diagram (FCD) (Figure 7.3-10), and the elementary diagram
Por the

(791E418 A E):

description indicates high drywell pressure is the only
permissive required for containment spray cooling manual
initiation. The analyses, FCD, and elementary di'agram show
high drywell pressure or reactor low level as the
permissive. The FCD and elementary diagram also show LPCI
injection valve '(P015A) closed as another permissive.

The

description in'dicates»containment spray is interlocked
with reactor water level». This interlock was not addressed
in the analyses and could not be f ound in the FCD or
elementary diagram.
The description indicates the»two drywell pressure switches
The

2)

3)

are

electrically connected so that no single sensor failure
initiation of containment spray A.» This could
be verified in the analyses, FCD, or elementary diagram.

can prevent

not

the appropriate 'document {s) to fully and accurately
describe the containment spray cooling instrumentation and
Amend the
control system actually installed at Susquehanna.
analyses presented in Section 7.3.2a.4 to agree with the
description. Also review the complete containment spray
descriptions, analyses, figures, and elementary diagrams and
verify that these documents accurately describe the systems
Amend

actually installed.
RESPONSE

revised Subsection 7.3

1)

See

2)

The PSAR

3)

See

7.3

last

text is incorrect

sent'ence

of

PSAB

l.la.4.4.
and

Subsection

vill
be revised
6.
7.3.1.1a

to delete the

4

Elementary Diagram 791E418QJ sheet 4 zone B-8, indicates two
success paths in each division such that no single sensor
failure can prevent initiation of containment spray A.

also revised Subsections 7.3.2a.4.3.1.6,

l.la

4

12

3.

032 77-

t
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Containment spray operation uses two pump loops, each loop with
its own separate. discharge valve. All components pertinent to
containment spray cooling operation are located outside of the
drywell. The system can be operated such that the spray can be
directed to the drywell and/or suppression pool air volume.
7

3.'l.1a.4

4

Initiating Circuits

The loop A containment spray cooling mode of the RHR System may
be initiated by the operator only when the following conditiosn
(permissive) have been satisified:
(1)

(2)

i. e. reactor vessel
A LOCA signal must be present,
level and/or drywell high pressure in a one out of
logic configuration.
The LPCI injection valve must, be closed.

7.3.1

1a

4.5

low water
two twice

Logic and Sequencing

operating sequence of containment spray following receipt of
the necessary initiating signals is as follows:

The.

system pumps continue to operate.

(1)

The

(2)

Valves in other RHR modes are manually positioned or
remain as positioned during.LPCI.

(3)

The

(4)

RHR

RHR

service water pumps are started.
service water discharge valves to the
RHR

exchanger are opened.

RHR

heat

containment spray system will continue to operate until the
operator closes the containment spray injection valves. The
operator can then initiate another mode of RHR.

The

7.3.1.1a.4.6
No

bypasses

B~asses and Interlocks
are provided

for the containment spray

7.3-63

system.

SSES-PSAR

7.3.1.1a.4.11

Environmental Considerations

Refer to able 3.11-1 and 3.11-3 for environmental qualifications
of the containment spray system components.
7. 3. 1. 1a. 4.

Operational Conside" at ions

12

7.3.1.1a.4.12.

1

Containment spray
normal operation.

7.3.1.1a.4.12.2

General Information

is

a mode

of the

RHR

and

is not required during

Rector ~Oerator Igfggmation

Suf ficient temperature, flow, pressure, and valve position
indications are available in the control room for the operator to
accurately assess containment spray operation. Alarms and
indications are shown in Pigu es 5.4-13 and 7.3-10.

7. 3. 1. 1a. 4.

12 3

Se+

Points

Setpoints for the. containment spray permissives {drywell pressure
and reactor vessel water level) are shown in the Technical

Specifications.
7.3.1.1a.5

7

3.1

la.5

RHRS/Suppression
and Cont ols
1

Pool Cooling Mode

— Instrumentation

Identification
pool cooling is an. operating
System

't

mode of the Residual
designed to provide the capability of
removing heat from the suppression pool water volume. The system
is manually initiated when necessary.

Suppression

Heat Removal System.

7.3.1.1a.5

2

is

Power Sources

Power for the RHR system pumps is supplied from four ac buses
that can receive standby ac power. Motive and control power for
the two loops of suppression pool cooling instrumentation and
control equipment are the'same as that used for the two LPCX

loops; see Subsection 7.3.1.la.1.6.

7.3-65
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Channel Independence
Par~arash 4. 6}

.(IEEE 279-1971,

of the sensors for each variable is provided
For instance,
isolation
and mechanica'l separation.
by electrical
the A, C, and E sensors for reactor vessel low water levels are
located on one local instrument panel that is identified as

Channel independence

Division

1

equipment; the B,

and. F

D

are located on

sensors

first

a

and
second instrument panel, widely separated from the
identified as Division 2 equipment. The A, C, and E sensors have
a common process tap, which is widely separated from the
corresponding tap for sensors B, D, and F. Disabling of one or
all sensors in one location does not disable the control for the

other division.
Relay cabinets for Division 1 are in a separate physical location
from that of Division 2. Each division is complete in itself
with its own station battery control and instrument power bus,
power distribution buses, and motor control centers.
The
divisional split is carried all the way. from the process taps to
the final activated equipment, and includes both control and
.

motive power supplies.

Although there are only two sensors for each variable in each
division, these sensors back up each other as described in the
preceding paragraph.
7 3

2a.4.3. 1.7

Control and Protection Interaction
QIEEE 279-1971~

containment spray system
independent of plant control

The

7.3.2a.4.3.1.8

is

Paragr~ah

a

4. 7)

safety system designed to

ystems.

be

Derivation of System Inputs

/IREE 279-1971~ Para~r~ah

4. 8}

inputs which are permissive for the containment spray system
are direct measures of the variables that indicate need for
containment. cooling. Containment high pressure is sensed by
Reactor vessel water level is sensed by vessel
pressure sensors.
water level sensors.

The

7.3-176

SSES-PSAR
QUESTION 032

78:

unit
indicates
the
two
trains
coolers,
for
cooling system
each system are normally set up in a»lead-lag« fashion and that
when the manual control switches for the fans are in the STOP
position, this is annunciated on the BIS. What controls are used
to ensure the switch for one train is in the LEAD position and
the switch for the other train is in the STANDBY position? Shat
are the consequences of having the switches for both trains in
either the LEAD or the STANDBY positions when an emergency
initiation signal is received and what effect on the safety of
the public or the release of radioactivity to the environment
Discussion of the
and

would

this

SGTS,

RBRC, HPCI, and RCIC pump rooms

Sw'GR

have?

RESPONSE:

air handling units are

run during both normal and
Their handswitches are stop-auto-start and
the running unit were switched from start to auto
would
continue to run. The standby unit being already on'- auto, would
remain on standby. The HPCI and RCIC room unit coolers each have
a «Stap-Auto-Start» handswitch and are normally on "auto".
A
separate two position switch in the main control room for each
redundant pair arrives that one unit (of each pair) is on LEAD at
all times.
The redundant RHR pumps each. have their own unit cooler which
stops and starts with the pump. Each unit cooler is normally in
the "Auto" .position on its "stop-auto-start" hand switch.
The SGTS room cooling fan units and'eating units are normally in
the "auto» position on their individual «stop-auto-start»
handswitches.
The coolinq units start on room temperature high
siqnal and the heating units on a room temperature low signal.
The redundant units of each pair are made lead or lag by the
settinqs of their individual thermostats. If temperature setting
were arranged for simultaneous operation of a redundant pair this
would have no detrime'ntal affect on equpment in the room.
Hence, as all redundant lagginq units are independantly actuated
and are designed to replace the leadinq unit in case of failure,
no effects to the safety of the public are expected.
The

SHGR

emerqency operations.

if

it
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The description of the refueling interlocks is unacceptable as
follows:
1. The statements in 7.6.1a.1.3.4 and 7.6.1a.l.3.6 do not
indicate compliance with single failure criteria. (Single
failure criteria require that protection from an accident is
still
provided with any single failure present, not that a
single failure will not cause an accident.)
2. Even though refueling operations are the means by which the
core reactivity is restored, no mention is made of 'any
interlocks that ensure that the core reactivity is adequately
monitored during refueling (nor is there reference to the
mechanisms used to ensure refueling with identical or
suitable f uel) .
Revise your design and/or your analysis to provide compliance
with single failure criteria. Justify the exclusion of flux
monitoring instruments from the interlocks on the refueling
platf orm and indicate how compliance with GDCs 10, 26, and 27 are
maintained and/or re-established following refueling.
RESPONSE

refueling interlocks are provided as a backup to
administrative procedures which by themselves prevent criticality
during refueling operations. For this eason, the refueling
interlocks are not 'safety-related and not requi fed to meet single
failure criteria. Therefore, to comply with the requirements of
Reg. Guide 1.70 Rev. 2 the refueling interlocks discussion has
been moved from PSAR Section 7.6 to Section 7.7 (Table 7.6-1 has been
moved to table 7.7-2) Section 7.7 discusses major plant con rol
systems and (as required by the Standard Review Plan) how their
failure af fects the plants.
The

~

~

~

~

~

~

Section 7. 6.la.1.3.4 has been amended.
2

multiple failures (in extremely reliable equipment) and
operator errors are required in order to cause criticality
during refueling. The probabilities of this are remote.
Therefore no flux monitoring interlocks are required. The
mechanism used to ensure refueling with identical and.
suitable fuel is procedural and administ"ative. These
mechanisms are sufficient in scope and reliability to ensure
compliance with

GDC

10, 26, and 27.
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ALL OTHER INSTRUMENTATION SYSTEi1S REgUIRED FOR SAPETY

7 6
7 6

la

DESCRIPTION

This section

will examine

and discuss

control aspects of the following

NSSS

the instrumentation and
systems:

Radiation Monitoring System

(1)

Process

(2)

High Pressure/Low
System

(3)

NSSS

(4)

Neutron Monitoring System

(5)

Rod

Pressure

Systems

{NSSS)

Interlock Protection

Leak Detection System.
{N5S)

Block Trip System

Control System (RSCS)
(7) Recirculation Pump Trip System {RPT)
(8) Process Computer System-Rod ~orth Minimizer {RHN)
The following are relevant to the evaluation of the
instrumentation and control portions of the subject systems.
(a) The systems themselves and their IGC portion serve
design ba'ses that are box,h safety and power generation.
(6)

Rod Sequence

(2)

inherently perform mechanical or
containment safety functions but need little IGC
protective support
Hany systems provide protective functions in selective

(3)

Zany systems

minor events and are not required

occurrence.

(5)
(6)

for other

major plant

Several systems perform safety functions with other
parallel and complementary systems in a network
protective manner and as such the network, not the
individual system, is to be evaluated for redundancy,
diversity, and separation considerations.
Several systems have only a small portion of their ZGC
participating in saf ety functions.
Host of the IGC systems described in this section are an
integral part of the total system function described in
other sections.
7

6-1

(7)
7 '6

See

1

system

presented

level discussion of the safety aspects is
in Appendix

15A.

la.l

Refueling lnterloc!cs System-Znstrumentation
Controls
subsection 7.7.1.10

7

6-2

and

SSES-PSAR

V. 6-3

SSES-FSAR

7. 6-4

SSES-FSAR

7. 6-5

Pa

USES-FSAR

SSES-FSAR

I

7 6

Process Radiation Monitoring System
Instrumentation and Cont rois

la.2

NSSS

monit'o s and monitoring subsystems are
required for safe shutdown of the plant. Of these the NSSS uses
only the main steamline radia=ion monitoring subsystem. The
others are used in the non-VSSS systems and are described in
h number

of radiation

Subsection 7.6. 1b.
7

I

6.la.3

7 6

2

High Pressure/Lov

Protection

la.3.1

Function

Svstem

Pressure

Systems

Interlock

Identification

lov pressure systems vhich interface vith the HCPB and the
instrumentation vhich protects them from overpressurization are
discussed in this section
The

76 la'3

Pover Sources

2

power
for the interlocks is provided from the essential
and
valves
BHB
the
or
f
(RHB
supplies for the associated systems,
The pover

CS

for the

CS

valves) .

SSES-FSAR
7 6 1b 0 3

~Se

uenc~in ~

Redundanc~and

Diversity

Redundancy and diversity
Ho sequencing is provided.
reguirement for t'ne containment air purge system.
7

6.2a

7

6.2a.l

See

is not

ANALYSIS FOR NSS — SYSTEMS

Refueling Interlocks System-Instrumentation
Controls
Subsection 7.7.2.10

7.6-74

and

a

SSES-FSAR

Radiation monitoring System
Instrumentation and Controls
Process

7.6 2a

2

7.6.2a

2 1

The

Hain Steamline Radiation Monitoring Subsystem

anal'ysis for the Hain Steamline Radiation monitoring
is discussed in Subsection 7.3.2a.

subsystem
7

General Functional R~euirement Conformance

6.2a.2.1.1

Refer to Subsection
~76 2a

2.1.2

7

3.2a.

~Secif ic Regulator~Reguirement

Conformance

Refer to Subsection 7.3 2a.
7

High Pressure/'Lov Pressure
and. Control Svstem

6.2a.3

7 6.2a

3

1

Interlock Protection

General Functional Requirements Conformance

/

pressure/lov pressure interlocks provide an interface
Shen reactor
betveen lov pressure systems and reactor pressure.
lov
pressure
the
pressure is lov enough as to not be harmful to
to
system
systems, the valves open exposing the lov pressure

The high

7. 6-75

SSES-FSAR

TABLE

7.6-1

SEE TABLE

7.7-2

(This table intenionally

left

blank)

SSES-FSAB

7 7

Reactor Operator Information

1.8 5.2

Refer to the RMCU system instrumentation and control Pigures 5.416 and 7 7-11.

7.7.1.8 5.

Set Points

3

Safety set points associated vith the subject system are
discussed in Subsection 7.6.la.4.3 6.
7

7.1

Transient ~tonitoring ~Sstem

9

for Startug Testing

part of Startup Testing
for purposes of
measurement and recording of process transients, a Transient
Recording System {STARTREC) . STABTHEC is brought 'in for
temporary installation and consists primarily of a data
acquisition computer and peripherals for control and output
(recording) .
In Susquehanna SZS STARTREC vill be located vithin sight of the
plant-operator interface area of the control room, in the
Observation Gallery area, elevation 741'. Communications vill be
provided between STARTREC and the operator interface area.

Electric Co. (GE) provides as a
(Low Pover and Power Ascension Testing),

General

~

will be

STARTRZC

7.7 1.9

1

removed

after startup testing.

Transient Monitoring Syste~mTllS) Description

fo" 'providing and conditioning of transient signals
for STARTREC is called the Transient llonitoring System (T'AS).
The scope of this system includes permanent mounting of devices
in NSSS and non-NSSS panels and permanent installation of signal
cables from the systems panels to a permanent control room
(Observation Gallery) panel. This panel collec ts and conditions
the TMS signals and is called the Transient,'monitoring Panel
The equipment

{TIP)

of piping thermal expansion and vibration during
startup testing is handled by, the use of multiplexing signals
Measurements

7

7-53
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'directly to

STARTBEC.
Signal conditioning and multiplexers are
provided as packages and use a single coaxial cable from each
multiplexer (one inside containment and one outside) to STARTREC.
Instrumentation and multiplexers are temporarily installed and
be removed at the conclusion of the measurements.
Neither
the equipment nor the cable used for these measurements are

vill

safety related

7.7.1

Refueling Interlocks System-Instrumentation
Controls

10

7.7.1 10.1

System

and

Identification
'he

purpose of the refueling interlocks system is to restrict the
movement of control rods and the operation of refueling equipment
to reinforce operational procedures that prevent the reactor from
becoming critical during refueling operations.

This equipment is not required to operate during a seismic event.
The operability of the equipment can be verified after a seismic
event without jeopardizing safety.

7.7.1

10 2

There

is only

Power Sources
one 'source

of power for both channels of the logic

circuits (see S ubsection 7. 7. 1 10. 3. 2) However, this
source supplies the Control Rod Drive System as well
of this power supply will prevent any rod motion
7 7

1.10.3

7 7 1

10.3

power

A

failure

Egui2ment Des~in
1

Circuit Description

The refueling interlocks circuitry senses the condition of the
refueling equipment and the control rods. Depending on the
sensed condition, interlocks are actuated to prevent the movement
of the refueling equipment or withdrawal of control rods (rod
block). Single-failure-proof circuitry is provided to sense the
following conditions:
{1) All rods inserted (see Subsection 7 7. 1.10.3. 2)

(2)

Refueling platform positioned near or over the core

7.7-53a

SSES-FSAB

{3)

Refueling platform hoists fuel-loaded (fuel grapple,
frame-mounted hoist, trolley-mounted hoist)

(0)

Fuel grapple not

(5)

Service platform hoist fuel-loaded, and

(6)

Reactor

Mode

fully restricted

Svitch in»Refuel» position.

indicated conditions are combined in logic circuits to
equipment operations and
A tvo-channel cizcuit
indicates that all rods are in The rod-in condition fo" each
rod is established by the closure of a magnetically operated reed
svitch in the rod position indicator probe. The rod-in svitch,
must be closed for each rod before the all-rods-in signal is
This is not the same svitch that provides rod
generated
position information to the process computer and four rod
position display. Both channels must register the all-"ods-in
signal in order for the refueling interlock circuitry to indicate
the all-rods-in condition.
During refueling operations, no more than one control rod is
permitted to be vithdravn; this is enforced by a redundant logic
circui't that uses t'e all-rods-in signal and a rod selection
signal to prevent the selection of a second rod for movement vith
Control rod vithdraval is
any other rod not fully inserted.
prevented by comparison checking betveen the A and B portions of
the reactor manual control system and subsequent message
transmission to the affected control rod. The simultaneous
selection of tvo control -ods is prevented by tne interconnection
arrangement of the select push buttons. Pith the mode svitch in
the REFUEL position, the circuitry prevents the vithdraval of
more than one control zod and the movement of the loaded
refueling platform over the core vith any control rod vithdxavn
Operation of refueling equipment is prevented by interrupting the
pover supply to the equipment. The refueling platform is
provided vith tvo mechanical svitches attached to the platform,
vhich are tripped open by a long, stationary ramp mounted
adjacent to the platf orm rail. The svitches open before the.
platform or any o its hoists are physically located over the
reactor vessel to indicate the approach of the platform tovazd
its position- over the core.
Indicators display
Load cell readout is provided for all hoists.
Load sensing is by
given hoist loads directly to the operator.
The

satisfy all restrictions on refueling
control rod movement- (Figure 7.7-3) .

I

7.7-53b
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hydraulic load cells that use demineralized water as the
operating fluid. Associated interlock and load functions are
performed by pressure switches that sense the pressure generated
by the hydraulic load cells.
The three hoists on the refueling platform and the hoist on the
service platform aze provided with switches that open when the
hoists are fuel-loaded. The switches open at, a load weight that
is lighter than that of a single fuel assembly. This indicates
when

fuel is loaded

hoist.
telescoping fuel grapple hoist
on any

has a geared limit switch.
switch is open any time the grap'pie has descended more than
approximately 4 inches from its fully retracted position. This
switch is placed in series with the grapple load switch to ensure
interlock operation
the weight of the bottom. sec'ion of the
telescope plus the fuel is less than the preset load.

The
The

if

7.7.1.10 3.3

Bypasses

and

Interlocks

for the service platform hoist load interlock is
Vhen the service platform is no longer needed, its
is removed. This deenergizes the power supply to the
hoist. The platfo m can then be moved away from the core.
Deenergizing the hqist power supply opens the hoist load switches
and gives a false indication that the hoist is loaded.
This
indication prevents control =od withdrawal wit.h the mode switch
in the STARTUP or RiZU"-L positions. A bypass plug allows control
rod movement in this situation. The bypass plug is physically
A

bypass

provided.
power plug

arranged to prevent the connection of the service platform power
plug unless tne bypass plug is removed.
The rod block interlocks and refueling platform interlocks
provide two independent levels of interlock action. The
interlocks which restrict operation of the platform hoist and
grapple provide a third level of interlock action since they
would be required only af ter a failure of a rod block and

refueling platform interlock. The strict procedural control
exercised during refueling operations may be considezed a fourth
level of backup.
7

7.1 10.3.4

Redundan~c

and

Diversity

Although the refueling interlocks are not designed nor required
to meet the ZFEF. 279-1971 criteria for Nuclear Power Plant
Protection Systems. Failure of the refueling interlocks will
7. 7-53c
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neither cause

an

accident no" prevent safety related systems from

performing their protective actions. They are provided for use
during planned refueling operations. Criticality is prevented
during the insertion of fuel, provided control rods in the
vicinity of the vacant fuel space are fully insertedthisduring the
by:
fuel insertion. The interlock systems accomplish

(2)
(3)

Preventing operation of the loaded refueling equipment.
over the core whenever any control rod is withdrawn.
Preventing control rod withdrawal whenever fuel loading
equipment is over the core.
Preventing withdrawal of more than one control rod when
the mode switch is in the refuel position.

refueling interlocks have been carefully designed utilizing
redundancy of sensors and circuitry'. to provide a high level of
design bases will be
reliability and assurance that the stated,interlocks
discussed above
met. Each of the individual refueling
need not meet the single failure criterion because the four
essentially independent levels (including procedural control) of
protection provide assurance that the design basis will be met.
For any of the «situations« listed in Table 7.7-2 a single
interlock failure will not cause an accident or result in
potential physical damage to fuel or result in radiation exposure

The

to personnel during fuel handling operations.

~7.7.

10.3.5

Actuated eevicee

refueling interlocks from the Reactor Manual Control System
the
refueling equipment trip a relay in the refueling
to
equipment controls which interrupts power to the equipment and
from moving over the core.
prevents
The

it

The interlocks from the refueling equipment to the Reactor manual
Control System actuate circuitry that provides a control rod
block. The rod block prevents the operator from withdrawing any
control rods.

7.7.1

10

3.6

~Se

aration

refueling interlocks are not designed to nor required to 'meet
the XEEE 279-1971 criteria for Nuclear Power Plant Protection
However, a single interlock failure will not cause an
Systems.
are used in conjunction with admistration controls
and
accident
'during planned refueli'ng operations.
The

7.7-538
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7.7.1.10

3 7

Testabilitg

functional testing of all refueling interlocks before
ref ueling outage will positively indicate that the interlocks
The
operate in the situations for which they were designed.
interlocks can be subjected to valid operational tests by loading
each hoist with a dummy fuel assembly, positioning the refueling
platfor~, and withdrawing control rods. %here redundancy is
provided in the logic circuitry, tests are performed
automatically, on a periodic basis, to assure that each redundant,
logic element can independently perform its function.
Complete
any

7

7.

l. 10.

0

En vironmenta1

Considerations

Equipment (refueling} will be sub jected
in Table 3.11-1 during normal operation.

to the conditions listed
The refueling
interlocks are not required to operate under these conditions,
but are required to be operable under the conditions listed in

Table

3

11-3.

Hefueling components are capable of surviving design basis events
such as earthquakes, accidents, and anticipated operational
occurrences without consequential damage, but are not required to
be functional during or after the event without repair.

7.7.1.10

5

7.7.1a.1.5'.1

Operational Considerations

'ene'ral Information
is required only during refueling

The refueling
o pera
ons.

interlocks

7.7. ] a. 1.5. 2

Reactor 0 erator Information

ti

system

the refueling mode, the control room operator has an indicator
light. foz "Refueling Node Select Permissive'~ whenever all control
rods aze fully inserted. He can compare this indication with
control rod position data from the computer as well as control
rod in-out status on the full core status di play. Furthermore,
whenever a control rod withdrawal block situation occurs, the
operator receives annunciation and computer logs of the rod
block. He can compare these outputs with the status of the
vaziable providing the rod block condition. Both channels of the
Xn

7- 7-53e

SSES-FS
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control rod vithdraval interlocks must agree that permissive
conditions exist in order to move contcol rods; otherwise, a
control rod withdraval block is placed into effect. Failure of
one channel may initiate a rod vithdraval block, and will not
prevent application of a valid control rod withdraval block from
the remaining operable channel.
Zn terms of refueling platform interlocks, the platform opecator
has analog type readout indicatocs for the platform x-y position
relative to the reactor core.

position of the grapple is shovn on a digital indicator
immediately hei ov the platf ocm position ind ica tors. Analog load
cell indications of hoist loads ace given for each hoist by
locally mounted indicators Individual push button and rotary
control svitches are provided fo" local control of tne platform
and its hoist". The platform operator can immediately determine
v'hether the platform and hoists are responding to his local
instructions, and can, in conjunction vith the control room
operator, verify proper operation of each of the three categories
The

ofiinterlocks listed previously
7 7

Set Points

1.10.5..3

associated
There are no safety set points
I

7.7.1.11
7.7.1.11.1
7 7.1.11 1 '
~

~

Rod
E

Block Monitor

ui

RBM

with this system
r

Subs stem

ment Desi n

Desc~ri

tion

The RBH has tvo channels.
number of LPR« channels.
a rod block..
can

initiate

input signals from a
from either RBH channel
One RBI channel can be bypassed
Each channel uses

A

trip signal

without loss of subsystem function. Tne minimum number of LPRH
inputs required foc each RBN channel to prevent an instrument
inoperative alarm is fou" vhen using four LPRH assemblies, three
when using three LPRli assemblies, and two when using two LPRM
assemblies {Figure 7.6-13).
{1)

Pover Supply

from the 120 V ac supplies for
power from the ac bus
receives
the ZPS. RBM channel A
power
B receives
channel
RB5
used for RPS Trip System A;

The

RBN

pover

is received

from the ac bus used

for

RPS

7.7-53f

trip, system

B.

SSES-ZSLR

1

transient test instrumentation within GE
routed to'he requirements of k6
Equipment Separation for Safeguards System.«
"Cables required by transient test instrumentation is routed
through the GZ supplied PGCC panel modules in accordance vith
the requirements of NEDO 10066.«

"Viring required
~

supp1ied panels
~

by

is

1-0050'lectrical

B

C

Safety rela ted wizing aad cables required f or transient test
instrumentation is run in compliance with criteria set forth
in Subsection 3 12 of this PSkR

7 7 2 10

7 7

2 10 1

Refueling Interlocks System-Instrumentation
Controls
General Functional Requirements

and

Conformance

refueling interlocks, in combination with ccrc nuclear design
refueling procedures, limit the probability of an inadvertent
criticality. The nuclear characteristics of the core assure that
the reactor is subcritical even when the highest; vorth control
rod is fully withdravn
Refueling procedures are writtea to
avoid situations in vhich inadvertent criticality is possible
The combination of refueling interlocks for control rods and the
refueling platform provides redundant methods of preventing
inadvertent criticality even after procedural violations. The
interlocks on hoists provide yet another method of avoiding
inadvertent criticality.
Table 7 6-1 illustrates the effectiveness of the refueling
interlocks. This 'table considers various operational situations
involving rod movement, hoist load conditions, refueling platform
The initial
movement aad position, and mode switch manipulation.
contradict
the action
to
Situations
0
and
conditions in
5 appear
conditions
indicate
because
the
initial
interlocks,
of refueling
mode
svitch
the
withdrawn,
control
rod
is
than
one
yet
that more
: is in BEFUEL.
Such initial conditions are possible if the rods
'are withdravn when the mode switch i in S ARTUP, and then the
:aode switch is turned to RZFUFL. The scram indicated in
'Situation 17 of the table is not a result of the refueling
interlocks; it is the response of the reactor pr'otection system
to dovascale neutron monitoring system channels vhen the mode
switch is:shifted to RUN Zn all cases, correct operation of the
refueling interlock will prevent either the opera'tion of loaded
refueling equipment over the core vhen any control rod is
eithdravn or the vithdzaval of any control rod vhen fuel-loaded
refueling equipment. is operating over the core. Xa addition,
The
and

7.7-64
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svitch is in

shen the. mode

selection of

a

second zod

REFUEL,

initiates

one rod can be vithdravn;
rod block.

only
a

specific regulatory requirements apply to refueling
interlocks. The refueling interlocks are designed to be normally
energized {fail safe) and single failure tolerant of equipment
Ho

failu res.

standards do not apply because the refueling interlocks are
not required for any postulated design basis ac'cident or for safe
shutdovn. The interlocks are required only for the refueling
The requirements of 10 CPR 50 Appendix
mode of plant operation.
B are met in the manner set fozth in Chapter 17.
ZEEE

There are no
this system.
7 7.2.11

specific General

Bod

7 7 2 11.

1

Design

Criteria requirements for

Block Bonitos Bobs1stes

General Functional Requirement Conformance

Hotion of a control rod causes the LpRls adjacent to the control
rod to respond strongly to the change in power in the region of
Figures 7.6-15 and 7.6-16 illustrate the
.the rod in motion
calculated response of the tvo Rans to the full vithdraval of a
selected control rod from a region in vhich the design limits on
pover and flov erist.
Because NCPR cannot reach 1.0 until the control rod is vithdravn
through greater than half its stroke, the highest rod block set
occur.
point halts zod motion veil before local fuel damage can
This is true even with the adjacent and nearest LPRH detector
assemblies failed.
~

~

Standards and Regulatory Guides do not apply to the Rod
is not a protection system.
Block Nontitor Subsystem because

ZZEE

it
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TABLE

7. 7-2

REFUELING INTERLOCK EFFECTIVENESS

REFUELING

SITUATION

SERVICE

PLATFORM

REFUELING

POSITION

THll*

PLATFORM

HOISTS

FHH*

FGa

NODE

PLATFORM

HOIST

RESULT

CONTROL RODS

SMITCH

All rods in

Refuel

Hove

refueling
platform over core

No

Refuel

Mithdraw rods

Cannot withdraw more
than one rod

restrictions

Not near core

UL*

2.

Not near core

UL

All rods in

3.

Not near core

UL

One

rod withdrawn

Refuel

Hove

refueling
platform over core

Ho

One

rod withdrawn

Refuel

Hove

refueling
platform over core

Platform stopped befoxe
over core

One

rod withdrawn

Refuel

Hove

refueling
platform over core

Platform stopped befoxe

Not near core

Any

hoist loaded or

5.

Not near core

UL

6.

Over core

UL

Over core

Any

UL*

hoist loaded or

UL

9.

Not near core

UL

UL

10.

Hot near core

UL

UL

Hot near core

UL

13.

Not near core

UL

not

fully up

UL

Not near core

Hot near core

FG

UL

8.

12.

ULa

FG

not

fully up
UL

UL

restrictions

over core

All rods in

Refuel

Mithdraw rods

Cannot withdraw more
than one rod

All rods in
All rods in
All rods in

Refuel

Withdraw rods

Rod

block

Refuel

Mithdraw rods

Rod

block

Refuel

Operate service

Ho

Refuel

Operate service

Hoist operation

One

rod withdrawn

platform hoist

platform hoist

restrictions

prevented

UL

All rods in

Startup

Hove

refueling
platform over core

Platform stopped befoxe

UL

All rods in

Startup

Operate service

No

Startup

Operate service

Hoist operation

UL

UL

One

rod withdrawn

platform hoist

platform hoist

over core

restrictions

prevented

TABLE

7.7-2 (COIIt'd)

REFUELIHG INTERLOCK EFFECTIVENESS

REFUELINC

SITUATION

SERVICE

PLATFORM

REFUELIHG

POSITION

TMI*

PLATFORM

FMI+

14.

Not near core

UL

UL

15.

Not near core

UL

UL

16.

Over core

UL

UL

17.

Any

HOISTS

FC*

Any

PLATFORM

HOIST

Any

condition

condition

MODE

RESULT

COHTROL RODS

SWITCH

All rods in
All rods in
All rods in

Startup

Withdraw rods

Startup

Withdraw rods

Startup

Withdraw rods

Rod

condition,
reactor

Startup

Turn mode switch

Scram

Any

not at power

to

Rod
~

RUN

>LEGEND

TMI

-

Trolley

Mounted

Hoist

FMI — Frame Mounted

Hoist

FC — Fuel

Grapple

UL — Unloaded

L

-

Fuel Loaded

No

block

restrictions
block

SSES-PSAR

gUESTION

032.81

description of the high pressure/low pressure interlocks is
incomplete and/or inconsistent as follows:
is not clear whether the last two sentences of the first
1
paragraph of 7.6.1a.3.3.1 apply to all valves or just to

The

It

recirculation suction valves.

2

3.
4

5.

The logic shown on Figure 7.3-10 for RHRS does not show
close signals originating from reactor pressure interlocks
for any RHRS valves (isolation logic is shown, but is not
connected to close circuit).
The discussion indicates two motor-operated injection valves
for RHR, but only one is listed in the table.
The steam condensing mode of RHR is included in the table,
Figure 7.3-10 does not show one of
but is not discussed.
the valves and indicates that the other valve is a pressure
regulating valve.

't

the coze spray valve «must start opening
the flooding
above system design pressure to
function." The permissive pressure for this. valve is the
same as for the RHR system.
is stated that the recirculation suction valves have
independent and diverse interlocks to prevent valve opening
with high primary system pressure, but no diversity is

is st'ated that

fulfill

It

identified.

PSAR as necessary to correctly describe the high
pressure/low pressure interlocks. Include the design basis that
justifies a valve permissive pressure that exceeds the "system
design pressure,« and identify all systems in this category.
Identify the «diverse interlocks« claimed for the recirculation
valves. (If diversity 'is provided by utilizing pressure switches
from two different manufacturers, identify the diverse principles
by which the pressure switches function.)

Revise your

RESPONSE

1.
2

7.6.la.3.3

revised.
Subsections 7.6.1a 3.3 and 7.6.1a. 3.3.4 have been revised.
Pigure 7. 3-10 (RHR-PCD) will be modified by fourth quarter
Subsection

has been

1980.

3

Subsection 7.6. la.3.3 has been revised.

032 81-1

46

5.

Subsection 7. 6. la 3.3 has been revised.

6.

Diversity is provided by supplying the pressure switches
from two different manufacturers as described in Section
7.6.la.3. 3. 4. principles of operation are similar for .the
diverse pressure switches
Diversity comes from
manufacturing techniques, etc.

032.8l-2
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7 6

la

The

folloxing

Equi vent Desicn

3 3
~

provided:
~

high pressure/lox pressure
~

interlock

eguipment

is

process

Line Instrumentation
RHRS

Shutd oxn

Supply

Tgoe
t!0
50

,

Valve

Parameter

Ell-F009
Ell-F008

Sensed

Pu

roose

Closes on h'gh
pressure and

Reactor pressure

prevents opening until reactor pressure is

s

.

lox
RHRS

Shutdoxn Check

Return

&

LPCX

ZHJECTION

NO

50

Ell-F050
Ell-F015
Ell-F017

NX

3A

Reactor pressure
Reactor p"essure

~

mainta's valve

closed and/or
prevents opening

until reactor

pressure is lox
RHRS

Head Spray

Check
50 i
50

Ell-F019
Ell-F023
Ell-F022

Nh,

Reactor pressure
Reactor pressure

Nh

Closes on high
pressure and
prevents open-

until reactor pressu" e is
ing
CS

.System

Xnjection

Check
50
50

E21- F006
E21-F004
E21-F005

NA

Reactor Press
Reactor P=ess

Z. 6-8

Nh'revents

opening

valve

until

reactor pressure
is lov

SSES-FSAR

7

6.1a 3.3.1

Circuit Description

At least two valves are prov'ded in series in each of these
lines. The RHB shutdown supply valves, the inboard BHR shutdown
return valves (when in the shutdown mode) and the RHB head spray
valves are all controlled by independent and diverse interlocks
to prevent the valves from being opened when the primary system
pressure is above the subsystem design presssure.
The RHB system head spray and shutdown supply valves are
interlocked to prevent valve opening, whenever the primary
pressure is above the subsystem design pressure, and
automatically close whenever the primary system pressure exceeds
the subsystem design pressure
The LPCI injection valves Ell-F015 and Ell-017 and the Core Spray
System injection valves E21-F004 6 F005 are interlocked with a
reactor pressure low signal which protects the systems from
overpressurization by not allowing these valves to open until
Ell-F015
reactor pressure is below the system design pressure.
is a fast opening valve and Ell-F017 is a throttling valve.
'\

7 6

la 3.3.2

Logic and S~euencing

logic as such, for the sensor inputs operate the
without
logic combination.
interlocks

There

7'6.la

is

no

t

3 3

3

~B

asses

~

are no bypasses
pressure interlocks.
'here

and

Interlocks

or interlocks in the high pressure/low

'

Each process line has two valves in series which are redundant in
assuring the interlock. The RHR shutdown supply valves, the
inboard BHR shutdown return valves (when in the shutdown mode)
and the RHB head spray valves are all controlled by independent
and diverse interlocks to prevent the valves frcm being opened
shen the primary system pressure is above the subsystem design
The pressure switches are supplied by different
pressure
vendors for the redundant valve logic.
Zn addition, the 'RHR"shutdown supply valves and the RHR head spray
valves are controlled by independent and diverse interlocks to
close the valves when the primary system pressure is above the
subsystem design pressure.

7. 6-9
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~OEST10N '032 82

f low r ate monitoring switches are identified as
differential sw itches (measuring pressure drop across an elbow)
in the circuit description and as pressure switches (sensing high
flow by low pressure) in the logic description. Section 7-6.la.4
states that there are two channels of {differential) pressure

The RCIC

monitoring in each logic', but Figure 7.4-2 only sgows one switch

in each logic. Revise the appropriate section to provide a
correct and consistent description of the RCZC flow rate
monitoring circuits. Provide instrument specifications and
setpoints

1lESPONSE:

Subsections 7. 6
have been

la. 4. 3. 3. 1, 7. 6. la. 4. 3. 3. 4. 1

revised to correct and

clarify

032 82-1

an d

7. 6. la.4. 3. 3. 4

the discussion.

2

SSES- F S AR
7 6
6

la.4 3.3

RCIC'

la n-3-3 l~snhs

stem Leak

stem

Detection

Identification

The steamlines of the RCIC system are constantly monitored for
leaks by the leak detection system. Leaks from the RCIC will
cause a change in at least one of the ollowing monitored
area temperature, steam pressure, or steam
operating parameters:

f

If the monitored parameters indica te that a leak ma y
the detection system responds by activating an annunciator

flow rate.

exist,
and

initiating

a RCIC

isolation trip logic signal

leak detection subsystem consists of three types of
The first of these monitors ambient and
monitoring circuits
differential temperature, triggering an annunciator when the
temperature rises above a preset maximum. The second type of
circuit utilized by the leak detection system monitors the flow
rate (differential pressure} through the steamline, triggering an
annunciator when the differential pressure rises above a preset
maximum.
The third type of circuit utilized by the leak
detection system monitors the steamline pressure upstream of the
differential pressure element and also is annunciated. Alarm
outputs from all three circuits are also used to generate the
RCIC auto-isolation signal.
For instrument specifications and
setpo ints, refer to the Technical Specifications
The RCIC

7 6

la

4.3e3

2

1

.

Circuit Description

The area temperature monitoring
described for the main steamline

system.

(See

circuit is similar

logic the RCIC area temperature monitoring
annunciator and initiates a RCIC isolation
the temperature rises above a preset limit.

Using one-out-of-two

circuit activates

signal

when

to the one

tunnel temperature monitoring
Subsection 7. 3. l.la. 2. 4. 1.12) .

an

7

6-9
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7.6 la

4

3~3.4

3

Redundancy

and
Diversi'edundancy

method

elbov.
7

is provided

is

6.la 4.3.3.4

7 6

by redundant

pressure

sensors.

No

employed to detect gross system leaks upstream

la.4.3'

RCIC
1

4

diverse

of the

Ploy Rate Monitoring

Circuit Description

steamline from the nuclear boiler to the RCXC turbine is
instrumented vith tvo differential pressure svitches, one
connected across each of tvo elbovs in the line. .he steam flov
rate through the line is monitored by the svitches, and a trip
occurs vhen leakage creates a steam line high flov condition.
The

.

In the event
signal

of

a

leak, the

RCIC system

responds by generating the

auto-isolation

one differential pressure
logic, sensing high flov through the RCIC inlet
Since isolation of the RCIC system is accomplished
steam line.
by independent actuation of either logic, a single failure of a
system component in either logic vill not prevent the required
isolation function.

Redundant

svitch in

7 6

instrumentation consists of

each

la n.3 3.n.~3B

So bypasses

ass and

Interlocks

or interlocks are provided.

7 6-11
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gOESTION

032.8

3

Where is the instrumentation for the»area drain monitoring
system«and "area temperature monitoring system«[mentioned in
7 6. la. 4. 3. 6) for the BVCU discussed?
Also, revise
7.6.la.4 3.6.2.2 to properly describe the RWCU flow, comparison
logic; the use of tvo trip units connected to the same flow
comparator does not constitute one-out-of-tvo logic
RESPONSE

tvo methods of BWCU leak detection vhich provide containment
isolation signals are RQCU high differential flow and HWCU area
Please refer to revised Subsection
high temperature.
7.6.1a.4 3.6.1.
Also see revised Subsection 7.6.1a.4.3.6.2 and nev Subsection
The

7.6.1a 4.3 6.3

032. 83-1
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6.3-1a and 6.3-1b) is monitored by differential pressure
indicating svitches to detect HPCZ line break. Annunciation is
provided in the main control room. These monitoring systems are
described. in Subsections 7.6.1a.4 3.9.3 and 7.6.1a.4-3.9.4-

7.6.la.4.3.6

Reactor Mater Clean-~US~stem

7.6.la.u 3.6

1

subslstem

Leak Detectiog

Identification

The purpose of this part of the leak detection system is to
monitor the reactor cleanup system components, activating a
system annunciator should a system leak of sufficient magnitude
occur. In addition to annunciation. a RMCU high area temperature
or a high differential flov comparison vill activate automatic
isolation of .the cleanup system.

reactor va ter cleanup {RMCU) leak detection subsystem
consists of the folloving tvo types of monitoring circuits.

The

a

b.
7 6

flov comparison of
outlet flov rate.

Leakage monitoring by the

vater

A RMCU

la.4 3.6

2

inlet

and

area temperature

la 4.3.6

monitoring system.

for

discussion of

a

.RMCU

flov

3

Subsection 7.3.l.la.2.4 3..10
temperature monitoring.
See

system

Flov Co~marison monitoring

See Subsection 7.3.l.la.2.4.1.9
comparison monitoring.

7 6

RMCU

for

7.6-20

a

discussion of

RMCU

area

tSSZS-PSALM

7

6.la 4.3.7

7.6.1s.t 3.7

Safet
1

Belief Valve

saba~stem

.Leak

'detection

Xdentification

Hormally the safety/relief valves are in the shut tight
condition and are all at about the same temperature. Steam
passage through the valve vill elevate the sensed temperature at
the exhaust, causing an «abnormal" temperature reading on the
recorder. Micros@itch contacts on the recorder, adjusted to
actuate at a predetermined set point, close to complete an
annunciator circuit. Safety valve operation usually occurs only
after relief valve actuation. Leakage from a valve is usually
characterized by a temperature increase on a single input.

7.6-21
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~OSSTZOS

032. 84

Revise your discussion of safety/relief valve discharge line
temperature monitoring to correctly identify the monitoring
scheme.
Ef the thermocouples are actually all connected in
parallel, provide a discussion of how the open relief valve is
~

ident ified.
~

~

RESPONSE

Subsection 7.6.

aonitoring

temperature.

la. 4. 3. 7.2.1 has been amended to shov the
for the safety/relief valve discharge line

scheme

Positive valve position indication.rmnitors
to item 2.1.3.a of NUREG-0578.

will be

addressed

in our

response

SSES-FSAR

Safety/'Relief Valve Discharge
erature Monitoring

6ela.4.3.7.2

7

X.ine

T~em

.6 la 4.3.7.2.1

Description

temperature element (sensor) is placed in the discharge pipe of
of the sixteen (16) safety/relief valves f or remote
indication of leakage.'he outputs of the temperature elements
are sequentially sampled and recorded by one common temperature
recorder. Each temepratuze element is compared against a set
exceeded will be a,nnunciated by one common
point valve which
anunciator
Thus, when the annunciator sounds,
is possible to
ascertain which specific valve{s) may be leaking by observing the
each

if

it

recorder print-out.
7 6

la.4.3.7 2.2

Lo

action is initiated

Ho

monitoring

circuit.

6.1a.4

2.3

7

3 7

~B

There are no bypasses
subsystem.

ic

an~dse

by the

asses

uencinc[

safety/relief valve temperature

and

Interlocks

or interlocks associated

6,1a.4-3-7.2 ~uedundanc~and
No

redundancy or

7.6 la.4

3

8 1

stem

this

D~ive si~t

diversity is required for this

~Dubs

with

system.

Identification

pressure between the inner and outer head seal ring will be
the inner seal leaks, the
by a pressure switch.
pressure switch will monitor the pressure.
The plant will
continue to operate with the outer seal as a backup and the inner
seal can be repaired at the next outage when the head is removed.,
both the inner and outer head seals leak, the leak will be
detected by an increase in drywell temperature and pressure
sensed

If

If

7.6-22
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QUESTION 032 85

Clarify your discussion of
follows:

HPCI system

leakage detection as

circuit description states that some temperature
isolation signals .aze immediate and some must persist
continuously for a fixed time before isolation is initiated
The logic description states that all signals aze delayed.
2. The logic is saic1'o be one-out-of-two, but it is not clear
vhether this applies to the ambient and differential
temperatures individually or collectively.
3. The three identical statements on bypasses and interlocks and
the circuit description imply that HPCI isolation cannot be
initiated manually, noz initiated from the high flov/low
pressure logic, if a "logic test'~ is in progress.
Instrument specifications aze not given, nor referenced, for
either the flow or temperature channels
1.

The

RESPONSE

1

2

3

The
See

Circuit Description

Subsection 7.6.1a.4.3.9.2.1 is correct.
the amendment to Subsection 7.6.1a.4.3.9.2.2 (magic and
Sequencing) per the response to part two of this question.
See revised Subsection 7.6.la.4.3 9.2 2
The three FSAR statements are correct.
When the bypass/test
switch ~s xn the test positron for one particular division of
logic, that division will not allow initiation of HPCZ system
isolation either manually or automatically. However~ the
alternate redundant and independent division of HPCX
isolation loqic will
function in itspnormal mode.
Trip settings will be shown in the Technical Specifications.
~

~

still

4

032 85-0
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an
line, triggering 'Zhe
differential pressure, through the steama preset
maximum.
alarm circuit vhen the flov rate exceeds
leakage detection
third type of circuit utilized by the HPCI
system monitors the steam line pressure upstream of the
Alarm outputs from all three
differential pressure element
circuits are also used to 'generate the HPCI auto-isolation
signal. The ambient temperature monitoring is similar to that

or

described in main steamline leakage detection system.

7.6.1a 4.3
7

6.la.4.3 9.2

erature HonitorinH

HPCI A~rea Tee

9 2

1

circuit

Desc~ri

tion

tunnel ambient and differential temperature
Their outputs go to
thermocouples.
are
elements
sensing
temperature svitches set to activate at a preset temperature.
Closing the. temperature svitches will light the point module
alarm indicator and sound the high "emperature alarm in the main
control room. Zn addition, activation of the tunnel temperature
svitches will start the timer, vhich after a suitable delay
at any time
period, initiates HPCI isolation valve closure..
are
contacts
switch
temperature
the
during the timing cycle,
valve
isolation
no
and
reset
automatically
timer
opened, the
can
the
operator
timeout,
timer
Before
result.
closure
switch HPCI ISOLATE
initiate isolation by depressing pushbutton
providing no
circuits
and,
timer
tne
will
bypass
This action
close.
valves
isolation
HPCI
the
logic test is in progress,
The HPCI area and

If

vill

vill

vill

High ambient and

initiates
7

6.la

4 3

differential

temperature from the

i''mediate isolation valve closure.
9 2

2

IoHic an~dSe

HPCI

area

ueHci~n

temperature monitoring
a time delay from
circuit initiates
limit
preset
a
exceeds
observed
temperature
the time the
A similar arrangement is implanented for tunnel arrbient and differential
temgeratures except that HPCI isolation initiation is delayed by a tier.
Using

one-out-of-tvo logic, the
HPCI

HPCI area

isolation signal after

Hv~asses

and

Interlocks
~

~

bypass/test svitch is provided in each logic division for the
purpose of testing, the HpCI logic vithout initiating HpCI system
one
isolation. Placing the keysvitch.in Bypass position in monitor
in
temperature
division v
not prevent operation of the
isolation
system
HPCI
the opposite division when required for

~

ill

So

interlocks are provided from this subsystem.
.7,6-20
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JOE STION 0 32 86

presentations in Sections 7.6.1a.5 and 7.6.2a.5 provide a
questionable explaaatioa of how the SRMs respond to reactivity
changes.
This in turn makes the analysis for compliance to
Revise the FSAR to address the
design requirements questionable.
The

following specific points.
1. " Justify the claim that the .SRMs aze designed to meet the
single failure criterion in light of your statement that the
SRM

channels aze not reduadant.

Provide documentation to support the contention that one
»section» of the core can independently be on a 20-second
period {Section 7.6.2.5.1).
Indicate whether the redundancy/single failure relationship
of the SBMs is applicable to the IRMs.

2.

3.

The APRM response to a
shown on Figure 7.6-17

5.
6

.

full control

rod withdrawal

is not

in coatradiction of the statement ia

7.6.2a.5.
The pazenthetical description contradicts the remainder of
the statement in the first paragraph of 7.6.1a 6. 3.
The T.PRM positions are misidentified in Figure 7.6-15.
Neither Figure 7.6-15 nor 7.6-16 is clear on whether one or
both detectors are failed
Also, verify that a factor of two
difference in. zesponse {as showa on Figures 7 6-15 and 7.616) exists between,RBM-A and BBM-B. If this difference is
reil, identify the cause and address the effect has on the
APRM trips.
(Would doing away with the B aad/or D inputs
improve the APRM response, i. e., cause the „APRM signal to
increase significantly faster than the average power')

it

RESPONSE

1

Therefore,
is not a safety-related subsystem of
it
is aot required to meet the single failure criterion of
6.la.5.1 and
IEEE 279-1971, Paragraph 4.2 {See

The

FSAR 7

. Subsection 7.6.la.5.3.1.2 has been revised.
Chapter 7 is not the proper chapter for a discussion of core
performance per core sectioas or neutron production period of
any part of the core. Core performance and neutron
production periods are described in Chapter 4. The
sensitivity aad placement of the SRMS, has been considered in
developign the cote performance and detector placement for
the SRMS to monitor that performance. Subsection
7.6.2a 5.1.1 has been revised.

7.6.2a.5.1.

2.

NMS.

SRM

2)

032 86-

N

SSES-FSAR
3

4.

is

a safety-related subsystem of NMS and has been
meet the 'single failure criterion of XEEE 279to
designed
1971, Paragraph 4.2. There is no correlation betveen SRM and
IRM concern'ng redundancy and applicability of IEEE 279-1971,
Paragraph 4.2.

The IRM

paragraph of Subsection 7.6.2a.5. 4.1 has been
revised. FSAR Table 1.6-1, Referenced Reports, under APED
5706, vill be amended, adding Section 7.6.2a.5 as reference.
be deleted.
In addition, Figure 7.6-17
The second

vill

5.

See

6.

CESAR

revised subsection 7.6.12.6.3.

Figure 7.6-15

to 28.29.

will be

amended,

changing position 22.23

stated in the response to Question 032. 62, the RBM is a
utilized for accident
mitigation. The RBM should not be confused vith the Rod
Block Trip System, including the APRM rod block trip
function. RBM has been appropriately moved from Section 7.6
to 7.7. (See response to Question 032.62) .
As

power generation system and not

Response

differences are created hy physical position differences.

032.68-2
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TABLE 1.
REFERENCED

General
Report

Number.

APED-4824

Electric

Company

6-1

REPORTS

Reports
Referenced

Title

FSAR

Blowdovn from

Maximum Too-Phase

(April

6.2

1965)

of Operating Zircaloy-

2

1.5

A PED-5458

Design Basis for Critical Heat Flux
Condition in BMRs (September 1966)
Effectiveness of Core Standby

5.4

APED- 5460

Design and Performance of General

3.9

A PED-4986

Consequences

Clad Fuel Rods Above the
Heat Flux (October 1965)
2

APED-5286

APED-5555

Electric

BWR

Jet

Pumps

(July 1968)

Impact Testing on Collet Assembly
Rod Drive Mechanism

for Control

(November

4.6

1967)

Xenon Considerations in Design of
Large Boiling Mater Reactors (June
1

APED-5652

Critical

Cooling Systems for General Electric
Boiling Mater Reactors (March 1968)

7RDB144A

ED-5640

in

Section

4

1i

43

968)

Stability

and Dynamic Performance

of the General Electric Boiling

4.1

Water Reactor

APED-5706

APED-5736

In-Core Neutron Monitoring System

for General Electric Boiling Mater
Reactors {November 1968, Revised
April 1969)
Guidelines for Determining Safe
Test Intervals and Repair Times
for Engineered Safeguards (April

7.6, 7.7,
7 6.2a.5
Appendix

1969)

APED-5750

Design and Performance of General
Electric Boiling Water Reactor Main
Steam Line Isolation Valves (March
1.96 9)

V. 1

8/78

5.4
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Signal Conditioning

(3)

current pulse preamplifier provides amplification and
matching for the signal conditioning
electronics (Figure 7.6-8) .
The signal conditioning equipment converts the current
pulses to analog dc currents that correspond to the
logarithm of the count rate (LCR). The equipment also
derives the period
The output is displayed on front
panel meter's and is provided to meters and recorders in
the Control Structure. The LCB meter displays the rate
of occurrence of the input current pulses. The .period
meter displays the time in seconds for the count rate of
change by a factor of 2 7
In addition the equipment
contains integral test and calibration circuits, trip
circuits, power supplies, and selector circuits.
Trip Functions
The trip outputs of the SBM operate in the fail-safe
mode
Loss of power to the SBM causes the associated
outputs to become tripped.
The SRM provides signals indicating SRM .upscale,
downscale, inoperative, and incorrect detector position
to the reactor manual control system to block rod
withdrawal under certain conditions. Any SRM channel
can initiate a rod block. These rod blocking functions
are discussed in subsection 7.6.1a. 6. Appropriate
lights and annunciators are also actuated to indicate
'he
existence of these conditions (Table 7.6-2).
A

impedance

(4)

7

6.1ae5 3.1.1

One

of the four

1

the operation of

B

SRM

a

asses

and

Interlocks

channels can be bypassed at any one time by
switch on the Unit Operating Benchboard.

7 6

la

SRM

channels are not redundant because
dependent and do not serve as

5

3.1

2

Bednnd~anc

and Din~eel~a

spatially

detectors.

7,6-30

SRM

a

detectors are

backup to other

SSES-PSAR

if

control
intermediate range monitor is on scale
rods aze to be withdravn.
Anv IRH inoperative alarm.
This assures that no
control rod is withdrawn duzing lov neutron flur
level operations unless neutron monitoring
capability is available in that all IRN channels
are in service oz are correctly bypassed.

h

7

6.la.6

Block ~Basses

Rod

3

permit continued power operation d,uring repair or calibration
of equipment for selected functions that provide rod block
interlocks, a limited number of manual bypasses are permitted

To

as'ollows:

ll

1 SRN

channel

2 IRM

channels

2 APRM

1

RBM

.(1 on Bus

channels

fl on

and 1 on Bus B)

A

Bus

A

and 1 on Bus

B)

channel

are arranged in the same
The IRMs are arranged
way as in the reactor protection system.
one manual bypass is
as two gzoups of equal numbers of channels.
chosen
so that adequate
allowed in each group. The gzoups are
with
one
channel
nitozing of the coze is maintained
bypassed in
is
The
same
of
and
arrangement
ch.group.~
bypass
grouping
type
used for the APRNs. The arrangement allows the bypassing of one
IRM and one APRM in each rod block logic circuit.

The

pezmissible

IRM and APRM bypasses

~

~

~

~

~

These bypasses

control room.
condition.

are affected by positioning svitches in the
A light in the control room indicates the bypassed

automatic bypass of the SRM detector position rod block is
effected as the neutron flur increases beyond a preset low level
The bypass allows the detectors to
on the SRN instrumentation.
be partially or completely withdravn as a reactor'staztup, is
An

continued.
An automatic bypass of the RBM rod block occurs when the pover
level is below a preselected level or vhen a peripheral control
Either condition indicates that local fuel
rod is selected
threatened
and that RBM action is not required.
damage is not
The rod vorth minimizer and rod sequence control rod block
function is automatically bypassed vhen reactor pover increases
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SS

noise count

start up.

Hormal

ES-PS

ratio is well

AR

above the 2:1 design basis

for cold

startup procedures ensure that withdrawal of control rods
pzevent excessive multiplication

is distributed about, the coze to
in any one section of the core.

chamber can respond in some degree during the
withdrawal. During startup withdrawal, one of the
fouz control rods ad jacent to each SRM chamber and one" control
rod adjacent to each neutron souzce is withdrawn before the
reactor is critical. This procedure reduces source and detector
shadowing and assures inczeases in the detector signals as the
coze average neutron multiplication increases.
Examination of the sensitivity of the SRM detectors and their
operating ranges of 10~ counts/sec indicates that the ZRM is on
scale before the SRM reaches full scale (Figgze 7.6-14)
Hence, each

.initial rod

7 6 2a 5

1.2

SRM

S

ecific

Be

ulator

There are no specific regulatory or
Source Range Monitor Subsystem.

7 6 2a 5 2 1

e

uirements Conformance

ZEEE

requirements for the

General Functional RecCuizements

Conformance

analysis for the RPS trip inputs from the Intermediate
Monitor Subsystem are discussed in Subsection 7.2.2

The

is

Range

the primary souzce of information as the reactor
the power range. Its linear steps fapproximately a
half decade) and the rod blocking features on both high eflux
level and low -flux level require that all the IRMs are on. the
correct range as core reactivity is increased
by rod
The SRM overlaps the IRM. The sensitivity of the ZRM withdrawal.
is such
that the IRM is on scale on the least sensitive [highest)
range
with approximately 15% zeactoz power.
The number and locations of. the IRM detectors have been
determined to provide sufficient intermediate range neutron flux
level information under the worst permitted, bypass conditions.
The

ZRM

approaches

7.6-82
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AR

run«ion»~ae uirement

oeneraj-

co

~

its signal

r

information. The
assignment, povez separation, cabinet separation, and LPRM signal
isolation are in accord vith the safety design bases of the. RPSThere are six APRM channels, thzee foz each RPS trip system, to
allov one undetected failure in each trip system and still
satisfy the RPS safety design bases.
C
The tracking ability of the APRM's through .power changes
resulting from flov control and control rod manipulation is
illustzated for a typical plant in Topical Report APED 5706, "InCore Neutron Monitoring System for General Electric Boiling Mater
Each

APRM

derives

~

~

from

LPRM

~

~

~

~

~

—

Reactors"

{Nov. 1968}

flov-referenced APRM scram set point is adeguate to prevent
damage during an abnozmal operational transient, as
demonstrated in Chapter 15.0.

The

fuel

2a.5.n.2

Sneciric

ulator

Re

Q

~,

uireaent

Co~nform nce

'.'.6

Re

portion of the APRM subsystem that, provides outputs to the
eactor Protection System is designed to provide complete
periodic testing of Protection System Actuation Punctions. This
provision is accomplished by initiating an output trip of one
APRH channel at any given .time vhich vill result in tzippin'g one
of the tvo RPS trip systems. 'Details are provided in Subsection
~

The

~

~

~

~

~

~

~

~

~

~

~

~

~

~

7 2 2

1

2

~

1-2-

Operator indication of

APZM

bypass

lamps.

Receulatory Guiae

i

is provided

by

indicator

n7

APRM complies vith this guide.
ubsection 7 2. 2. 1. 2. 1. 6.

The
S

~
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MOTION (CHANNEL A AND C)
'll
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SS ZS-FS AR

pump trip or the
appropriate sections of the FSAR to resolve the following
inconsistencies:
Verify
The FSAB states that the RPT is a Class 1Z system.
that the sensors and logic are seismically qualified since
meets the requirements
your analysis .merely states that
of a non-existent subsection of IEEE 344-1971.
The logic is described as two-out-of-two under»Initiating
2.
Circuits,» but is correctly identified, in the "Logic"
descriptions, as two-out-of-two for the control valves and
one-out-of-two-twice for the stop valves.
is stated in the logic paragraph that failure to initiate
30
requires failures in more than two RPS divisions, when
obviously f ailures in A plus C, A plus D, B plus C, or B
plus D could prevent initiation for the control valves.

Revise your description of the
~

recirculation
~

~

it

It

logic is not sufficiently definitive for the stop valve
to determine whether more than two failures would be
required.) Similarly, initiation would require two or more
{The

channels.

shown in Fi:gure 7.2-1 identifies breakers by the
numbering scheme used with the two-speed recirculation pumps
used in newer (than SSES) BRBs. What breakers are actually

The

logic

tripped?

6

7.

The logic shown in Figure 7.2-1 includes a trip bypass and
po/er level enable {with the enable given in the wrong
direction) that are not included in the description or the
analysis.
The recirculation pump PCDs provided in Section 7.7 do not
indicate that the RPT is implemented, even though the ATMS

trips are shown'.
It is stated that

paragraphs 4.11, 4.12, and 4.15 of the
IEEE 279-1971 are not applicable to the RPT. It is the
staff~s position that all requirements of the standard are
applicable and justification must be provided for deviating
Each of these positions is addressed
from any reguirement.
'when
the, same circuit is analyzed for the
in Section 7. 2
BPS

BESPONSE

A11 BPT

sensor and

logic

elements are seismically and
Subsection 7.6.2a. 8.2 has been

environmentally qualified.
revised.

032 87-1

SS
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ES-FS

AR

3. A chanqe to the system has been made. The logic for
each, Turbine Control Valves and Turbine Stgp Valves, is now
FSAR subsections
a two-out-of-two configuration.
all
applicable documents will
7.6.la.8.3.1, 7.6.1a.8.3. 2 and
of 1980.
guarter
reflect this change by the fourth

breakers identified (3A, 4A 6 3B, 4B) are added
specifically for the RPT function and are numbered the
The

5

6.

for all plants.
The power level enable is

in the correct direction in
level enable are
Figure 7.2-1. The trip bypass
is less than
pressure
first
stage
permissive if the turbine
of this
7.
See
part
rated
power.
the
or equal to 30% of
clarification
response for further
FSAR Section 7.7 text will be amended to reflect the (ATWS)
function. This
guarter of 1980.
RPT

7

same

shown

will be

and power

accomplished in the fourth

requirements for conformance to Paragraph 4.11 of IEEE
two paragraphs of
279-1971 are contained in the
should be noted that these
Subsection 7. 2. 2.1. 2.3. 1. 11.

The

limit switches

first
It

cannot be maintained or calibrated during
because they are mounted directly on the
operation
plant
which
is located in a high radiation area.
valve
stop
Subsection 7. 6. 2a.8 2 (IEEE 279 Paragraph 4.11) has been
amended to refer to Subsection 7. 2. 2 1. 2.3.1.11.
The reguirements for conformance to Paragraph 4.12 of IEEE
279-1971 are contained in Subsection 7.2.2.1.2.1.2.3.1.12.
FS/R Subsection 7.6.2a.8.2 (IEEE 279 Paragraph 4.12) has
been amended to refer to Subsection 7.2.2.1.2.1.2.3.

032 87-2

Control and Protection System Interaction {IZZE
~Para

rajah

The two

4

279

~7

division logics are totally separate from

any

nonprotection system. Due to the design of. this output and
separation of the cabling, there is no interaction with control
systems of the plant. The actuator logic has no interaction with
any other plant system, and the breaker trips are physically
separate and electrically isolated from the other portions of the
recirculation pump power supply. Conseguen tly, this design
requirement is met by this eguipment
Any system interlocks to
control systems will only be isolated such that no failure or
combination of failures will have any effect on RPT.

privation of

S

st

e 2

This design requirement
selected for inputs.

for

C~aabi~lit

nts

is

1EE'8 279 P~aa

met by the

Sensor Ch~ecks

EaEh 4.

8i

instrument channels

lEEE 279"ParaE~ra'- h~4.9

This design. requirement is not literally applicable but by
interpretation can be applied and is fully complied with by the
input tests, logic tests, and output tests for which provisions
are made. The system utilizes BPS sensors addressed in
Subsection 7.2-2 1-2 3 1.9.

Befer to Sub>section 7.2.2. 1.2 3.1.10.
Channel Bypass or Removal from Operation

~

)

Befer to Subsection 7.2.2.1
0

ratin

B

asses

{IZEE 279

3.1.11

2

IEEE 279 Para

aoh Oe12$

Befer to Subsection 7.2.2 1.2 3.1.12.

This design requirement is complied with by indication of test
bypasses and system inop switch.

7
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!
This design requirement
~

test

program.

is

complied with by
~

~

n.
operator control of

Enlti~le Ee~toints~IEEE 279 ParaEga~hn 15)
There are no multiple setpoints associated with the
Completion of Protective Action Once

~aag~h

4

16

It Is

Initiated

the BPT relays axe tripped, they in turn
of the recirculation pump breakers.

Once

~L

—~*

—

!LJ!

BPT.

trip

(IEEZ 279

the

trip coils

!

activation is provided in the recirculation system.
Access to Setpoint Ad justments, Calibration, aNd Test Points
manual

This design requirement

10entification
~

~

oE

is

met.

See

Subsection 7.2.2 1.2.3.1.18.

Protective Action~s

IEEE 279 ~ara raEh

4

19$

Control room annunciators are provided to identify the tripped
portions of RPT in addition .to the previously described
instrument o'hannel annunciat'ors associa'ted with the BPS:
{1)

'ivision

1

logic tripped,
logic tripped.

and

Division 2
These same functions are connected to the pzocess computer to
provide a typed record of the system status
(2)

lnfor nation
The

this

~ah 4 ~20
information presented to the control room operator satisfies
Reacont

IEEE 279~Para

design requizement.

The design

requirement.

of this portion of the

BPS

7"6-87

complies with

this

design

SSES-PS

Befer to Subsection 7.2.

2

1.

AB

2.3. 1.22.

IZEE 308 — 1974

This does not apply to the logic system, vhich is fail safe. Its
pover supplies aze thus unnecessary for BPT. A Class 1E system
is required to energize the breaker trip coils.
IZEE 323 — 1971
See

Subsection 7. 1. 2. 5

IZZE 338 — 1971

Refer to Subsection 7.2.2.1.2.3.6.
e

IZEE 344 — 1971

>I

All Class
3.10

1E

Equipment

vill meet

*

the requirements of Subsection

of ~e ~m.

IEEE 379-1 972

are satisfied by consideration of the
different types of failure and carefully designing all violations
of the single-failure criterion oh''of the system An exception
is imposed during periodic logic testing.
These requirements

.

Beceulato~r

GuiBes

it

is designed so that
may be tested during plant
operation,from sensor device to final actuatoz logic Circuit
breaker shall. be tested as per technical specifications.

The system

a

Be

ulator Positions C.l..

Annunciation
not operable.

vill
be
The

C

2

and C.3

provided to indicate

system has annunciators

a

part of

lighting

a .system

is

and sounding

vhenever one or more instrument channels are manually bypassed7 6-88
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~

discussions, descriptions, or analyses of HPCI or RCIC manual
isolation systems could be found in Sections 7.3, 7 4, or 7. 6. A
review of Figures 7.3-7 and 7. 4-2 and elementazy diagrams
791E420AE and 79E421AE revealed several concerns about the HPCI
~

~

Eo

~

~

~

and RCIC manual

initiation that:

1)

2)

~ESPO

isolation systems.

a manual

only one of the two is'olation valves and,
does not meet the requirement of the single
failure c zi teria or. Regul a tor y Guide 1. 62.
Is interlocked with the system initiation signals such that
the manual isolation switch is ineffective unless a system
initiation signal is present.
Operates

therefore,

N SE

The correct elementary diaqrams
and 791E421AE, Rev. 7.

1)

Justify having

The HPCZ and RCIC systems

criteria

for

SSES-1

do comply

are 791E420MJ, Rev.

1

with the single failure

Each is. a system which
within one sinqle mechanical/electrical division.
HPCI is a division 2 system while RCIC is a division 1
Each of these systems meets the single failure
system.
criteria on a network basis with ADS and LPCI acting as the
independent backup for the HPCI system and HPCI acting as
the independent backup of the RCIC system. Alone each of
theye systems is not required to be single failuze proof.
The manual initiation and. isolation capability of each
system does satisfy the requirements of Reg. Guide 1.62 by
providinq the required system level manual initiation
function which is identical to the automatic function In
order to provide some increased availability within each
system, which is keeping with good engineering pratice,
independent division of automatic initiation logic
E'as been provided.
Because these systems aze single
division systems manual -initiation capability was not
necessary nor provided in the availability logic division
for each system. Isolation, capability of each system can be
provided by the control switch for each isolation valve.
This same isolation valve control capability would exist for
each system regardless of the presence oz absence of
availability logic. Consequently, the operator has at his
disposal one system level isolation control switch and one
isolation valve control switch for one valve.and one
isolation valve control switch for the other valve
The interlocking of manual'isolation with system initiation
was provided to obviate the loss of system availability
before the system is even required to function. This

operates

and Regulatory Guide 1.62

032 88-1

of maintaining the availability of the system
against inadvertent isolations is enhanced vith the present
logic configuration. This configuration is considered to be
consistent vith the requirements of Reg. Guide 1.62.
ob jective

032 88-2

SSES-PSAR
QUEST'ION

032.89

text indicates that RCIC system will not automatically return
test to the operating mode on system initiation if the
flow controller is in the manual mode. Is this annunciated in
the control room as a system inoperable/bypassed indication as
e

rom the

~

~

~

~

~

~

recommended

by

Regulatory Guide 1.47?

RESPONSE:

Placing of the flow controller in manual mode occurs at a test
frequency of less than once per year. The RCXC
inoperable/bypassed system level control room annunciator is
administratively actuated by the plant operator when such testing
occurs, per the provisions of positions C.3 and C.4 of Regulatory
Guide 1.47.

032. 89-1
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2 UESTIOH 032 90

Describe the actions required to restart RCIC upon again reaching
reactor low water level after RCIC has been tripped due to
reactor high water level.
RESPONSE:

tripped by a reactor vessel high watez
leve,",will not automatically zestart upon again reaching reactor
vessel low water level. The plant operator manually resets the
is accomplished from the
trip and throttle valve. The trip resetturbine
the
trip and throttle
main control room by first closing
restart
will
then
system
valve and then opening it. The
level
point.
trip
vessel water level is below the high
An alternate RCIC restart sequence requires the operator to reset
the entire RCIC system to the -standby condition once the water
level is below the high water level trip point. This requires
resetting the system valves and logic.

The RCIC system,

once

if

032 90-1
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QUESTION

he

032.91

l 07, Position C.4, is
does not indicate that the individual system
it
can be actuated manually from the control rooa

analysis for Regulatory Guide-

incomplete since

level indicators

Describe the provisions incorporated into the
by the operators.
Susquehanna design to satisfy Position C.Q of the Regulatory
Guide 1.47.
(Note: This position is not inte'nded to address 'the
testing of annunciators, but is intended to provide manual .
initiation of the system level indication of inoperable and
bypassed status.)
RESPONSE
FSAR

Subsection 7.4.2.1,2.1,7< Position C.4, has been anendeQ.

032 91- 1
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control

zoom

indication that "Lock-out" or "Test

selected.
Reaulator~ Guide 1.47 Position C.4
has been
~

~

Mode"

~

level bypass and inoperability annunciator may be
administratively activated by the control room operator by
activating'a control switch.
All the annunciators can be tested by depressing the annunciator
test switches on the contzol zoom benchboards.
Individual indicators are arranged together on the control room
panel to indicate what function of the system is out of service,
All bypass and inoperability
bypassed, or otherwise inoperable.
indicators both at a system level and component level a grouped
only with items that will prevent a system from operating if
needed.
Indication of pressures, temperatures, and, other system
variables that are a result of ystem operation will is not
included with the bypass and inoperability indicators.
As a result of design, preoperational tempting and startup
testing, no erroneous bypass indication's anticipated.
These indication provisions serve to supplement administrative
controls and aid the operator in assessing the availability of
component and system level protective actions..This indication
does not.perform a safety function.
All circuits are electrically independent of the station safety
systems to prevent the possibility of adverse effects.
Each indicato which can be periodically tested is provided with.
~

Each system

dual lamps.
above.

7.4.2.1.2.1.8

Also see confozmance to Etegulatory Position C.4

RecCulatory Guide 1.53

RCIC meets the single-failure criterion on a network basis in
conjunction with HPCI. It is not necessary for RCIC alone to
meet the singl,e'-failure criterion in itself since its function is
duplicated or backed up by other systems. Redundant sensors are
discussed in Subsection 7.4.2.1.2.3.1.6.

7, 4-27
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UESTION 032. 92

Section 7.4.1.3.3.1 states that during the initial phase of
cooling the reactor, only a portion of the RHR heat exchanger
capacity is required. Shat is the bas'is for this statement and
related to the normal operation of the RHR? Also, the
is
second sentence in Section 7.4.1.3.3.2 does not clarify the first
sentence of the section. Two redundant shutdown cooling modes
are identified, earlier, but what are the "two diverse shutdown
cooling means" referred to in Section 7.4.1.3.3.5?

it

RESPONSE:

is conservative for all RHR operating
in Subsection 7.4.1.3.3.1 is. based on
single shutdown mode of RHR, the respective
the
heat exchanger capacity utilized is far less than the available
system wide heat exchanger capacity of RHR. This statement is
related to normal RHR operation insofar as the RHR System affords
alternate loops to one or more heat exchangers plus alternate
heat exchanger loops to insure accomplishing its functional
objectives. It should be noted that though additional heat
exchanger capacity is available for another mode of operation,
simultaneous operation of modes is possible only if appropriate
interlocks are satisfied.
FSAR Subsection 7.4.1.3.3.1 has been revised.
There is no explicit justification for the statements contained
in Subseqtion 7.4.1.3.3.2, Initiating Circuits, because the
reactor Shutdown cooling mode is design based about a controlled
Furthershutdown mode, whereby manual operation is acceptable.
prerequisite
more, because of the reactor conditions that are
to initiating the shutdown cooling mode, as stated in Subsection 7.4.1.3.1.1, Section a., the use of auto-initiation to
precisely time such action is neither critical nor necessary.
FSAR Subsection 7.4.1.3.3.2 has been revised.
The two diverse means of shutdown cooling referred to in Subsection 7.4.1.3.3.5 are: (1) . The loop consisting of pumping
vessel water to the heat exchanger and back to the vessel with
loop consisting of
relief valves open to the pool; (2)the. The
exchanger and back
heat
to
water
pool
pumping suppression
valve's
to
the
pool.
open
relief
with
vessel
to the
FSAR Subsection 7.4.1.3.3.5 has been revised.
Heat exchanger capacity
The statement
fact that for any

modes.

032.92-1
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During the initial phase of shutdovn cooling mode, only a portion
of the RHR system heat exchanger capacity is required. This
allows the remaining portion of the RHR system vith its heat
exchanger, associated pumps, and valving to be available for the
LPCI mode.
The LPCI mode portion of the system is shifted.to the
shutdovn mode after the reactor is depressurized so the proper
cooling rate may be achieved with the lover reactor water inlet
is necessary to discharge a complete core
temperature.
load of reactor fuel to the fuel pool, a means is provided for
making a physical intertie betveen the spent fuel pool cooling
and clean-up system and the RHR heat exchangers.
This increases
the cooling capacity of the spent fuel pool cooling and clean-up
system to handle the head load for this situation

If it

7. 4. l. 3.3.

Ini tiatin~Circuits

2

reactor shutdovn cooling system is initiated by manual
operator actions. There is no requirement for automatic control.
The

7.4.1.3.3.3

Logic and Sequencing

The following
be utilized:

reactor shutdown cooling operating sequence is to
valving should

be

aligned for shutdown cooling

(1)

The RHRS
mode

(2)

recirculation loop suction valve is opened
The RHRS Heat Exchangers are lined up for vater-vater
heat transfer

(3)

The

7.4.1.3.3.4

B~asses and Interlocks

prevent opening the reactor shutdown cooling valves except
under proper, conditions, the interlocks are provided as shovn
Table 7.4-2.
To

pumps used for shutdown cooling are interlocked to
if
the reactor shutdovn cooling valves and suction valves
from the suppression pool are not properly positioned.
The

trip

tvo

RHR

7.4-17

in

SSES-FS

7.4.1.3.3.5

Redundancy

and

AR

Diversity

reactor shutdown cooling system contains two loops. Either
sufficient to satisfy the cooling requirements fo"
shutdown cooling
A diverse method of shutdown cooling is
provided by the alternate shutdown cooling mode, which is
actually an extension of the LPCI mode to establish the alternate
mode, the normal shutdown cooling loop is bypassed by manually
switching to take suction water from the suppression pool and
manually opening the ADS valves to allow reactor water to flow
back to the suppression pool.
Refer to Chapter 15 and Appendix 15A for a system-level
examination of the above operation.
Although there is'o instrumentation diversity requirement for
the reactor shutdown cooling system, the design basis objective
is achieved by two diverse shutd'own cooling means.

The

loop is

7.4.1.3.3.6

Actuated Devices

All valves in the shutdown cooling system are equipped with
remote manual switches in the main control room. Further
discussion can be found in Subsection 7.3.1.1a relative to the
general operation of the RHR system including its other modes of

its

operation.

7.4.1.3.3.7

Separation

Since various modes of operation of the

RHR

system perform

safety-related functions (LPCl and'ontainment cooling), any
system equipment performing these functions satisfy the
appropriate-safety separation criteria (refer to Subsection
7.3.1.1a)

.

7.4.1.3.3.8
Testabili~t
The reactor shutdown cooling system

pumps (RHR) may be tested to
during normal plant operation. All valves in the
system may be tested during normal plant operation from the
remote switches in the main control room.

full capacity
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,

reviev of the remote shutdovn panel description, Draving EL%9,
and various system dravings indicates several possible concerns.
The remote shutdown panel is a single panel with only the
minimum controls and instrumentation required to bring the
reactor to cold shutdovn status. Other BMR plants (Zimmer
A

~

~

Gulf) have provided separate and independent
remote shutdovn panels.
Justify having a remote shutdovn
panel that does not meet the single failure criteria and
and Grand

describe the means used to meet the separations
inside the remote shutdovn panel.

2)

3)

1)

criteria

control to the remote shutdown panel disables
actuation of both RHR loops. During this
condition the ECCS is no lonqer capable of providing coolinq
for a 11 DBA s J usti f y.
'Rhen transferring control to the remote shutdovn panel.
controls for some functions are transferred to maintained
contact switches. Describe how the operator determines the
proper position of the control svitches on the remote
shutdovn panel before making the transfer. Analyze the
effects on plant safety of operating any of the transfer
svitches with its associa ted control svitches in the
incorrect position.
I'ransferring

automatic

ECCS

The remote shutdovn panel
Appendix A, Criterion 19

is

(RSP)

designed to meet lOCFR50,

'he

design assumes that the Evacuation Occurrence does not
occur simultaneously or coincident vith recovery f rom
another abnormal condition or vith any other abnormal
operatinq condition except Loss of off site power. The
plant is assumed to remain in an orderly status during the
Evacuation Occurrence.
The Susquehanna SES remote shutdovn
system design philosophy is the same as presented in GESSAR251 and accepted by HUREG 0151, Docket No. 50-531, and the
same as presented in Hatch 2, FSAR.
The panel

is subdivided with

continuous barrier, top to

a

bottom, back to front, to physically separate
power
pover from. Division

II

2)

Division

I

A DBA is not part of the design criteria fo" the remote
The RSP is designed to prevent
shutdovn panel {RSP)
failure of equipment (controls) in the Contrcl Room or the
cable spreadinq rooms from causing failure of equipment on
the Remote Shutdovn P'anel,Since several RHR Loop A valves

032 93-
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are closed to prevent unwanted flow paths and RHR Loop B
valves are used for shutdown from the RSP then the controls
for these valves are isolated from the control room to
This includes the automatic
preclude sparious actuations.
"=CCS actuation for these valves which is in the control room
panels.
Please also refer to the assumed prevailing
condition stated in part (1) above.
3)

operator follows the Susquehanna SPS Remote Shutdown
procedure, OP-00-001, to transfer
control to the RSP or return the RSP switches to standby
sta tus.
The

Panel C201 normal status

032. 93-2
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~GZSTION 032. 95

text states in Section 7.4.1.2.3.3 that when the SLCS is
both explosive valves fire and also states in Section
4.1.2.3. 6 that when the SLCS is initiated, one of the two
explosive valves are fired.. Amend the PSAR to resolve this
discr cpa nc y.
e PSAR

itiated,

RESPONSE:

Section 7. 4.1.2. 3. 6 has been revised to correctly'tate that
both valves are fired when SLCS is initiated.

PSAR

032. 95-1
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7.4.1.2.3.3
I

Shen

fire.

the

Logic and Sequencing

is initiated,

SLCS

7. 4. 1. 2. 3. 4

B yea

sse s an

d

both the explosive-operated

valves

In t erlpc ks

When the SLCS is initiated to inject the
There are no bypasses.
neutron absorb'er into the reactor, the outboard isolation valve
of the RQCV system is automatically closed.

7.4.1.2.3.

Redundanc~and

5

Diversity

conditions, the SLCS is functionally
redundant to the control rod drive system in achieving and
maintaining the reactor subcritical. Therefore, the SLCS as a
system by itself is not required to be redundant, although the
active components and instrument channels're redundant for
Under special shutdown

serviceability.

Diversity of initiating signals is

a requirement only for RPS,
Therefore, diversity of initiating circui s
is not employed for the SLCS design. The SLCS provides, however,
a diverse means for reactivity control in the liquid neutron
absorber to the control rod drive system.

ECCS,

and PCHVICS.

7.4.1.2.3.6

.

Actuated Devices

the SLCS is initiated to inject a liquid neutron absorber
into the reactor, the following devices are actuated:
Both explosive valves are fired;
(2) One of the two injection pumps is started, and
The pressure sensing equipment indicates that the SLCS
is pumping liquid. into the reactor.
Shen

7.4.1.2.3

7

.

Separation

is separated both physically and electrically from the
control rod drive system. The SLCS instrument channels are
separated in accordance with the requirements of IEEE 279-1971-

The SLCS

7.4-12

SSES-PSAR
QUESTION

032.96

states the remote shutdovn panel transfer svitches will
generate a signal to actuate valves in a direction that vill
isolate piping that could bypass significant volumes of water
The valves that
away from systems required for remote shutdovn.
are actuated to the "safe-condition" are listed in T7. 4-3, but
T7 4-3 does not indicate'vhich condition (either open or closed)
for all such valves. Amend T7.4-3 to
is the "safe-condition" is
the "safe-condition" for all valves so
include vhich condition
actuated when the transfer svitches are operated.

The PSAR

RESPONSE:

Table 7.4-3 has been revised to include

032 96-1

this information.
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7.4-3 (Cont'd.-)

TABLE

REHOTE SHUTDOWN PANEL INSTRUIIENTATION

Unit
R~IIR S

Unit

1

stem

2

Hot

Cold

Shutdown

Shutdown

Description

(Cont'd.).

HV-1F028B

HV-2F028A

Control - ME dsch to suppression pool
(outboard)

IN-1F047B

IN-2F047A

Control - RIE

HV-1F003B

HV-2F003A

Control - ME heat exchanger outlet. valve

HV-1F040

HV-2F040

Control

to

LRW

inboard valve

HV-1F049

IN-2F049

Control - ME dsch to

LRW

outboard valve

IN-1F103B

IIV-2F103A

Control - heat exchanger vent valve

HV-1F104B

HV-2F104A

X

FI-15105

FI"25105

X

following valves of the ME system are actuated by
in the safe condition.

The

pump dsch

— RIE

dsch

to

MIR HX

valve

Control - heat exchanger vent valve
X
a

Indication -

RIE system

flow

signal from the transfer switches to travel
I

HV-1F006A

HV-2F006B

IN-1F006C

IN-2F006C
IN-2F016A

HV-1F016A

IN-1F003A
IN-1F048A
IN-1F017A
IN-1F028A
IN-1F073B

HV-2F073A

HV-1F006D

IN-2F006D

)N-1F016B
Rev. 13,

ll/79

Control
Control
Contml
Control
Contml
Contml
Contml
Control
Control
Control

suction frcm Rx (closed)
suction from Rx (closed)
Drywell spray line (closed)
Pump
Pump

RHR Hx

outlet (closed)

Rcbypass (closed)
Shutdown cooling injection (closed
Supp. pool coding return (closed)
RHR

crosstie (closed)
suction from Rx (closed)
Drywell spray line (closed)
RHR & RHRSH

Pump

Page

7.4-3 (Cont'd.)

E

REMOTE S)NTDOWN PANEL INSTRUMENTATION

.Unit
R~IIR S

Unit

1

stem

2

Hot

Cold

Shutdown

Shutdown

(Cont'd.)

HV-1F0278

HV-'2F027A

)N-1F0118

HV-2FOllA

SV-'151898
HV-1F0268
SV-151518

IN"2F026A

Control
Control
Control
Control
Control
Control

SV-25189A
SV-25151A

)N-2F010A
R)IR

Description

Service Water

S

—wet well spray line (closed)
— Steam cond. return (closed)
— Steam drain put outlet (closed)
— Steam cond. to RCIC (closed)
— Steam supply from HPCI (closed)
— Loop A 6 B cross
(closed)

tie

stem

IN-112158

HV-21215A

Control -

RIESW

heat exchanger

outlet valve

HV-112108

'IN-21210A

Control -

R)IRSW

heat exchanger

inlet valve

1P-5068

lp-506A

Control -

RHR

)N-012228

HV"01222A

IN-0122481

HV-01224Al

Control

—

—

HV-0122482

HV-01224A2

Control

FI-112078

FI-21207A

Indication

Service Water

S

pump

Control - spray pond loop 8 (A) bypass valve

X

spray pond dsch valve to network
81

Emer enc

service water

(Al)

spray pond dsch
82 (82)
— RHR

valve to network

service water system flow

stem

OP-5048

OP"504A

X

Status - emergency service water

pump

OP-504D

OP-504C

X

Status - emergency service water

pump

Rev. 13,

ll/79

TABLE

7.4-3 (Cont'd.)

REMOTE SHUTDOWN PANEL INSTRlR|ENTATION

Unit

Unit

1

2

Containment Instrument Gas

S

101-12603

1IV-22603

1W-12605

HV"22605

SV-12651

SV-22651

Hot

Cold

Shutdown

Shutdown

Description

stem

Control - containment gas inboard suction
valve

X

X

Control

—

Control

—

containment gas outboard suction

valve
containment gas

injection valve

1

Containment and

Su

ression Pool Monitorin

S

stem

Indication - containment pressure
Indication - containment temperature

PI"15728B

PI-25728B

TI-15790B2

TI-25790B2

LI-15776B2

LI-25776A2

TI"15725B

TI-257258

X

Indication

TI-15795B3

TI-25795B3

X

Indica tion - suppress ion pool temperature

X
X

Indication - suppression pool level
—

suppression

chamber temperature

SSES-PS

QUESTION

AB

032.97
U

Apparent inconsistencies and omissions were noted in the analysis
or compliance with the following criteria. Amend the ESAB as
equired.
~

~

A

BCIC

1)

Regulatory Guide 1.6. Justify your statement that
because the single failure criteria are not applicable,
RG-1.6 is not applicable to RCIC.

2)

General Design

3)

analysis merely states
does not address the
the function of RCIC;
probability of the system functioning when needed.
General Design Criteria 34. The analysis consists of a
reference to a non-existent subsection.
IEEE 279. The discussion presented unez paragraph 4.12
is pertinent to paragraph 4.13 and is unrelated to
paragraph 4.12. The discussion should be modified as
needed and relocated to paragraph 4.13. It appeazs that
there are no operating bypasses as defined in IEEE 279
associated with RCIC

4)
5)

testability

Criteria

21. The analysis addresses
but Goes not address reliability.

General Design

Criteria

29.

General Design

Criteria

20 a nd

it

The

SLCS

1)

2)

3)

I EEE

279, paragraph

4. 1-

analysis describes instrumentation that is not a
part of the SLCS. Justify the non-compliance of the
SLCS with the automatic actuation requirement
General Design Cziteria 28. No analysis for GDC-28 is
given. Does the SLCS meet GDC-28 assuming that the
maximum amount of the SLCS piping that could contain
cold water Goes so at the time the system is activated
with the reactor at full power?
IEEE 279, paragraphs 4.8 and 4.9. The analysis
presented,.described instruments that are neither system
inputs nor system input sensors

The

*

RESPONSE
A

BCIC

l.

Regulatory Guide 1.6 is 'concerned with independence
RCIC does not
between redundant standby power sources.
032 97-1
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It should he noted that
tvo divisions of 125VDC pover are used to pover inboard
and outboard isolation valves that are defined as RCIC
system valves. These pover supplies meet Regulatory
Position 3 of Regulatory Guide 1.6 PSAR Subsection
7.4.2.1.2 1.1. has been revised.
RCXC is periodically tested to ensure operational
2C3
readiness as part of the reliability and probability of
proper f unctioning. Additional reliability and
probability of operation are provided th'rough the use of
high f unctional reliability components and intersystem
redundancQ'A PSAR Subsections 7.4.2.1.2.2.3 and
7.4.2.1.2 2.5 have been revised.
Section 7.4.2.1.2.2.6 refers to Section 7.4.1.1;1.1.(3)
vhich does exist in the present text. No change is
required.
5.
PSAR Subsections 7.4.2.1.2.3.1.12
and 7.4.2.1.2.3.1.13
have redundant pover sources.

have been zevised

B

SLCS

1

Subsections 7.4. 2.2.2.2.2 anl 7.4.2.2.2,3.]

revised.

1

have been.

is not required to comply vith the automatic
initiation requirements of GDC 20 and IEEE 279 paragraph
The SLCS

is a back up method of manually shutting
reactor to cold subcritical conditions by
independent means other than by the normal method
through the control rod drive system. Refer to
Subsections 7.4.1.2.11 7.9 1.2.'1.2 and 7.4 1.2.3.5 for
4.1.

The SLCS

dovn the

2

further clarification.
Subsection 7.4.2.2.2.2.6 has been revised. The text
material formerly found in Subsection 7.4.2.2.2. 2.6 has
been renumbered 7.4.2.2.2.2.7.
The maximum amount of
cold vater that can be contained in the piping between

sodium pentaborate tank and the reactor vessel
than 20 gallons. The SLCS piping enters through
the bottom of the vessel, theref ore the initial

the

SLCS

is less

30

injection of cold vater contained in the SLCS piping is
insignif icant vhen mixed with the existing reactor
coolant
THe negative reactivity added to the reactor
system by. the sodium pentaborate solution counteracts by
a ..very large margin the effect of the initial coll vater
injection
It
is correct that th'e display instruments descrihel in
7.4.2.2.3.1.8 do not directly provide system inputs or
I

032 97-2
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AB

to the SLCS. However, these instruments
the status of functions of other
the
operator
to
display
decides whether or not
which
the
operator
systems upon
to manually initiate the SLCS. Therefore, to the extent
feasible and practical, system inputs to the SLCS are
derived from the operator, based on his judgment from
observing displays .which are direct measures of desired
variables. The SLCS, as an independent system gove'rned
by intent and design definition described elsewhere, of
necessity reguires a man/machine interface as described
is in this sense also, that the annunciated
above.
It
status of sodium pentaborate tank temperature, level,
discharge pressure and explosive valves control circuit
continuity, does in fact provide a means for checking,
with a high degree of conf idence, the operational status
of the SLCS system..
Subsections 7.4. 2.2.2.3.1. 8 and 7. 4. 2. 2.2.3.1.9 have
been revised

system sensors

032. 97-3
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SYSTENS

REgUIRED FOR SAFE SHUTDOWN

This section describes instrumentation and control systems that
are required to establish and maintain safe reactor shutdown
conditions. Two shutdown conditions are addressed hot shutdown
In hot shutdown the reactor is in the
and cold shutdown.
shutdown mode and the reactor coolant temperature is greater than
2120F. In cold shutdown the reactor is also in shutdown mode but
the coolant temperature is less than 212~F and the reactor is
vented.

7.4.1

Description

following systems are provided for safe shutdown of the
reactor. Responsibility is noted.
~
Reactor Core Insolation Cooling (RCIC) System, NSSS
Standby Liquid Control System (SLCS), NSSS

The

Residual Heat Removal System
Cooling System Node, NSSS

(RHRS)

Reactor Shutdown

Reactor Shutdown from Outside the Control
Shutdown Panels) Non-NSSS

7.4.1.1
7

Room

(Remote

Reactor Core Isolation Cooling (RCIC) System—

Instrumentation

4.1. 1.1

7.4.1 1.1.1

System

and

Controls

Identification

Function

The Reactor Core Isolation Cooling System "onsists of a turbine,
and instrumentation designed
pump, piping, valves, accessories,

to assure that sufficient reactor water inventory is maintained
in the reactor vessel thus assuring continuity of core cooling
Reactor vessel water is maintained or supplemented by the RCZC
during the following conditions:
(1) Shen the reactor vessel is isolated and yet maintained
in the hot standby condition;

7

4-1

(2)

the reactor vessel is isolated. and ~Wc'ompanied by
loss of normal coolant flov from the reactor feedwater

Shen

a

system;
(3)

@hen a complete plant shutdown under conditions of'oss
of normal feedvater system is started before the reactor
is depressurized to a level where the reactor shutdovn
cooling mode of the BHR system can be placed into
operation.

7. 4. 1. 1.1.

Classification

2

El'ectrical

components

Safety Class
7

4.1.1.2

2

for the

RCIC system

and Seismic Category

I.

are classified as

Power Sources

and outboard BCIC isolation valve
dc Bus A. Inboard RCIC isolation
from 125
powered from 125 U dc Bus B.
RCIC

logic

V

7.4 1.1.3
7. 4. 1. 1. 3.

logic are povered
valve logic is
I

Equipment Design
1

General

actuated, the RCIC system pumps vater from either the
storage tank or the suppression pool to the reactor
vessel. The RCIC system includes one turbine-driven pump, one
barometric condenser, dc vacuum pump, one dc condensate pump,
automatic valves, control devices for this equipment, sensors,
and logic circuitry. The arrangement of equipment and control
devices is shovn in Figure 7.4-1.
Pressure and level svitches used in the RCIC system are located
on instrument panels outside the drywell
The only operatiag
components of the RCIC system that are located inside the dryvell
are the inboard steamline isolation valve, the steamline varmu'p
line isolation valve, and one of'he tvo testable check valves on
the pump discharge line.
The rest of the RCIC system control and instrumentation
components are located in the reactor building. Cables connect
the sensors to control circuitry in the control structure.
Shen

condensate

7
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that no failure of a single initiating sensor either
ts o r fa lse1y starts the s ys te m.
A design flow functional test of the RCIC system can be performed
during plant operation by taking suction from the demineralized
water in the condensate storage tank and discharging through the
full flow test return line back to the condensate storage tank
During the test, the discharge valve to the reactor vessel
Control
remains closed and reactor operation is not disturbed
system design provides automatic return from the test mode to the
operating mode if system initiation is required during testing
except for the conditions described in Subsection 7.4.1.1 3.1.
Chapter 15 and Appendix 15A examine the system-level aspects of
this system in plant operation and consider its function under
various plant transient events.
shows
pr even

7.4.2.1.2

Specific Regulatory Requirements Conformance

7.4.2.1.2.1

7.4.2.1.2.1.1
Although it is

NRC

~Re

ulator~Guides Conformance

Regu1ator~Guide

1

6

required that RCIC alone meet single failure
DC power sources are required for inboard and
outboard RCIC isolation valves. Those power sources are consistent
with the guidelines of Regulatory Guide 1.6 for DC power supplies
under Position 3.
7-4.2.1.2.1.2
Regulatoll Guide 1. 1l

criteria,

not,

redundant

All RCIC instrument lines penetrating
meet the requirements

7.4.2.1.2.1.3
RCIC

ReRulatoul Guide 1.22

is fully testable

devices during
7. 4. 2. 1. 2 1. 4

or connected to containment

of regulatory position C.l

from

full power
Re

ula tor

initiating

operation.

sensors

to actuated

Guide 1. 29

safety-related portion of RCIC instrumentation and control is
classified as Seismic Category I and is qualified to remain
functional following an SSZ
The

7
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7.u

2

1.2.1.
be

RCXC may

~e<eulatot2 Guide 1. 62

9

automaticallv

as

well

as manually

initiated inside

the main contr'ol room as well as at the remote shutdown
outside the main control room.
7 u

2.1.2.1.1G

G~eulatoty Guide. 1.63

Conformance to Regulatory Guide
8

1

6

7

4

2 1

Regulator'uide

2.1.11

71259u

l. 63

to Regulatory

Guide 1 75

Be9ulatoty Guide

2.1 2. 1.12

in Subsection

7.4.2 1.2.

discussed

in Subsection

A

7.4 2.1.2. 2.1

is

discussed

in Section

Regulations Conformance

NRC

2

is

1. 89

ll

The

discussed

1.75

Conformance to Regulatory Guide 1.89
3

is

2

Conformance
7.

facility

— 10CPR50

Geceuireeeute

General Des~in

Criterion

Appendix

13

reactor vessel water level, RCIC pump discharge pressure, and
flow rate are monitored and displayed in'the main control

BCIC
room+

I

7. 4

2

l. 2. 2. 2

General Design Cri ter ion 20

constantly monitors the water level in the
is automatically initiated when the level
reactor vessel
set point.
pre-established
drops below the

The RCIC system

7.4.2.1.2.2.3

and

General Design Criterion

21

is fully testable f om sensor to actuated device during
Reliability of operation is enhanced through
the use of high functional reliability components and thoroughly
RCIC

normal operation.

engineered

desig.n.

7. 4-28

i
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7.4.2.1.2. 2.4
RCIC

initiation signal is

sensors in

a

Criterion

General Design

supplied

by

redundant, independent

one-out-of-tvo twice logic.

7. 4 2.1. 2. 2. 5

General Design Crit~cion

Through design and

7.4. 2.1.2. 2. 6

~

RCIC

to General Design Criterion
Subsection 7.4.1.1.1.1. {3) .

Conformance

RCIC

Codes

and Standards

IEEE 279-1971

7.4.2.1.2.3.1.1

General Functional Requirement

is automatically initiated

measurements.

7.4.2.1.2. 3.1

is discussed is

34

ECCS.

Conformance to Indust~r

7.4. 2.1.2. 3.1

HCIC

34

General Design Criterion,'37

is not part of the

7.4.2.1.2.3

vill accomplish its

Criterion

General Des~in

4.2.1.2. 2.7

29

selection of highly reliable components assure

extremely high probability that
intended safety function.

an

7

22

2

,

by reactor

Single-Failure Criterion

Par~araph

0. 2)

lov vater level
{IEEE 279-1971

is not required to meet the single-failure
control logic circuits for the RCIC initiation
and control are housed in a single relay cabinet and the pover
supply for the control logic and other RCIC equipment is from a
The RCIC system
The

criterion.

sing 1 e dc po ve r source.

7..
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reactor vessel level switches can be checked for operability
the low side instrument valve and bleeding off a small
closing
by
amount of water through the low side bleeh valves {which are
provided for venting the instruments), while observing the scale
reading and channel trip indication in the main control room, and
then reopening the instrument valve.

The

~

~

~

~

~

~

~

~

~

~

7.4. 2.1.2.3.1.10

Capability for Test

and

Calibration

~IEEE 279-1971~ Pa" ~arash 4. 10$

The RCIC control system is capable of being completely tested
during normal plant operation to verif y that each element of the
system, whether active or passive, is capable of performing its
intended function. As part of this test, the turbine and pump
are started in the test mode with the pump dischazging to the
condensate storage tank. In this test'mode all major components
except the isolation valves are tested. Valve operability tests
complete the major component testing. Sensors are exercised by
a pply ing test pressure.

7.4 2.1.2 3.1. 11

Channel Bypass or Removal fro'm Operation
~IEEE 279-1971 Paragraph 4. 11/

Calibration of a sensor which introduces a single instrument
channel trip will not cause a protective function without the
coincident trip of a second channel. There are no instrument
Removal of a sensor from operation during
channel bypasses.
calibration does not prevent the redundant instrument channel
from functioning. Removal of an instrument channel from service
during calibration will be brief.
~

~

~

7.4.2.1.2.3.1.12

Operating Bypasses
Paragraph

4.12$

(IEEE

2I9-1971,

operating bypasses are not automatically defeated by
This is not a viorlation of IEE 279-1971,
Para. 4.12, because RCIC and HPCI cannot be simultaneously

RCIC

initiating signals.

bypassed.

7, 4-32
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Indication of

S AR

Bypasses

paragraph 0. 1. 3}

(IEEE 279-1971,

Automatic indication of bypasses is provided by individual
annunciators to indicate shat function of the system is out of
addition, each of
service, bypassed or otherwise inoperative.
«system
inope ative«o" a
actiyaies
a
also
indicated
bypasses
the
inoperative«
«system
Manual
tor.
service»
annuncia
of
"system out
o" »system out of service« switches are provided fo= operator use
for items that are only under supervisory control.
There are several means by which the RCIC system could be
deliberately rendered inoperative by plant operating personnel:

'n

(1)

Manually opening feede" breakers to the motor starter
for valves, pumps, etc., that are required to function
during RCIC operation. Manually opening a breaker for a
deene" gize the control power to the
specific motor
motor starter and annunciate loss of power alazm in the
main control zoom. Tagging procedures may also be used
to indicate out-of-service equipment and ar considered
Manual
an adequate indication of equipment status.
or
saf
e
opening of breakers is a requirement f
manintenance of equipment.

vill

! 2)

Manually opening dc control power fceder breakers.
Tripping or opening a dc control power feeder breaker

vill give

loss-of-power ala m.
Manually shutting off instrument line valves in various
specif ic combina tion.
Placing of the flow cont=oiler from «Auto» to»Manual«
operation in the main control room or adjusting "Auto"
set point in the incorrect po ition. Manual operation
of the floe .controller set point in the incorrect
position. Manual operation of the floe contzoller is
provided to a3.los opera tor intervention should the auto
portion of the controller fail. The availability of an
auto set point control on the controller is desirable so
that the operator can regulate the floe to maintain
water level rather than cycling the turbine between the
auto trip and tart level set points and without going
to the»Manual» mode of operation. The controller is in
the main control room and..therefore under the di=ect
supervision of the control room operator.
All of these items are under supervisory control and are not
automatically defeated by RCIC initiation signals.
a

7, 4-33
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The

the

f ollowing is
RCIC

(1)

(2)

list

of automatic bypasses which
system inoperative:
RCIC steamline isolation signal.
RCIC turbine trip caused by:
a
RCIC isolation signal.
a

b.

RCIC pump

c.

RCIC

can render

suction pressure low.

turbine exhaust pressure high.

Reactor vessel high water

level.

turbine overspeed.
These functions are discussed in Subsection 7. 4.1.1-3. 2.
7.4.2.1.2.3.1.14 Access to Means for Bypassing
e.

RCIC

FRIEZE

279-1971~ Paragraph

4

14}

Access to motor control centers and instrument valves is
controlled as discussed in Subsection 7.4.2.1.2.3.1.12. Access
to other means of bypassing is located in the relay rooms and
therefore under the administrative control of the operators.

7. 4. 2.1. 2. 3 ..1. 15
This

Multiple Set Points

QIEEE '279-1971~

is not applicable

7.4.2.1.2.3.1.16

all

because

Paragraph

4. l5)

set points are fixed.

Completion of Protective Action Once

is Initiated

gIgEE 279-1971

f inal

Paragraph

it4.1$

}

control elements for the RCIC system are essentially
bistable, i.e., motor-operated valves stay open or closed once
they have'eached their desired position, even though their
starter may drop,out. In the case of pump starters, the auto
initiation signal is electrically sealed-in.
Thus, once protective action is initiated (i.e., flow
established), it must go to completion until terminated by
deliberate operator action or automatically stopped on high
vessel water level or system malfunction trip signals.
The

7 4~34

SSES-PS

failure in

these components

AR

will cause

or prevent

initiation

of

SLCS

~4 2

2

2.1

SLCS may be

~eulat~or

9

initiated

Guide

1 62

manually from the main control room.

Conformance to Regulatory Guide 1.63
8 16 2.
7

4

2.2.2.1

11

4.2 .2.2.2
2

NEC

2.2.2.]

discussed

in Subsection

Regulator~Guide 1.89

Conformance to Regulatory Guide 1.89
3 11.
7

is

is discussed in Section

Regulations Conformance
nesicCn
Genial

Criterion

— 10CPR150

13

pentaborate tank temperature and level and explosive
valves control circuit continuity are monitored and annunciated.
The sodium pentab'orate solution discharge flow rate is monitored
and displayed in the main control room
The sodium

7 4 2

~22.2

2

General Design

Criterion

20

Reactor vessel water level, pressure, neutron f lux level, and
control rods positions are continuously monitored and displayed
in the control room to provide reactivity inf ormation to the
operator. Based on this information, the operator decides
whether or not to initiate
the manually operated SLCS
r
7.4.2.2.2.2.3 General Desi n Criterion 21
~

i

is testable from sensor to actuated device during normal
The explosive valve initiation circuit continuity is
operation
constantly'onitored and annunciated. The explosive valves may
be tested during shutdown.
SLCS

7.4-39

SSES-FSAR
7

4

2.2.2.4

2

LCS may be

edundant

General Desicen

Criterion

22

initiated and operated by one of two
which include redundant explosive valves and

manually

circuits

pumps.

SLCS

provides the second, independent

to the control rod
7 4

2.2 2. 2.6

scram.

Gener~al

reactivity control

system

en~in C~rterion 28

is a redundant contro1 system capable of shutting the
reactor down from rated power operation to the cold shutdown
condition in the postulated situation that the control rods
cannot be inserted. The amount of sodium pentaborate solution
injected into and mixed with the reactor coolant imposes
appropriate limits on the potential amount and rate of reactivity
increase to assure compliance with GDC 28. Upon initiation of
the SLCS, the negative reactivity added to the reactor system by
the sodium pentaborate solution„counter acts by a very large
margin the insignificatn effect of the initial injection of cold
water contained in the STCS piping.
The SLCS

~

SLCS maintains the reactor subcritical by introducing poison into
the reactor in the event the control rods fail to achieve

subcriticality in
7.0.2.2

7 - 0-

2e3

2. 2- 2. 3. 1

C~on

the reactor.

o mance

ZEZE

to

I

dusty~Codes

and Standards

279-1 971

7.4.2.2.2.3 1.1 General Functional Requirement
l.
I

~

Display instrumentations in the main control roam provide the
operator with information on reactor vessel water level,
pressure, neutron flur level, control rod position, and scram
valve status
Based on this information, the operator decides
whether or not to initiate the manually operated SLCS.
7.4-40

SSZS-FSAR

Control and Protection Interaction

7.4.2.2.2.3.1.7

a-

interaction with plant control systems. It has
function during normal plant operation and it is completely
independent of control systems and other safety systems.
LCS has

no

7.4.2.2.2.3.1.

8

no

Derivation of System Inputs

~ZEEE

279-1971

ParacaZa~h4. 8$

is a manually initiated system, inputs are derived
from the operator.
Display instrumentations in th'e main control room pzovide the

Since

SLCS

directly

operator with information on reactor vessel water level,
pressure, neutron flux level, control rod position and scram
valve status. Based on this information, the operator decides
whether or not to initiate SLCS.

7.4.2.2.2 3.1.9

Capability of Sensor

Checks

operational avaialbility is checked foz by the operator. The
sensor checks are made by operator observation of analog
ndicating lamps, annunciators and status lights located in the
ntrol room and locally at the equipment. Refer to
The

ubparagzaphs

7

7.4.1.2.5.3 for further clarification

4.2.2.2.3 1.10

Capability for Test

and

.Calibration

explosive valves may be tested during plant shutdown., The
explosive valve control circuits aze continuously monitored and
annunciated in the control room. The remainder of the SLCS may
be tested during normal plant, operation to verify each element
passive oz active is capable of performing its intended function.
Zn the test mode, demineralized water instead, of sodium
pentaborate solution is circulated from and back to the test
tank.
The

7.4-42

SSZS-ZS
QUESTION

AR

032.98

to Table 7.1-2 indicate in several places that
has four sets of axial, taps on the reactor pressuze
vessel for water level and vessel pressure sensors and, also
indicate that the instrument racks have been located in four
separated
distinct quadrants of the plant with the RPS equipment «PGIDFigure 5.3.-3b,
from the ECCS and isolation equipment.
Nuclear Boiler Vessel Instrumentation", shows only two sets of
axial taps and also shows the RPS and ZCCS sharing various
Various other material in Section 7.0 gives conflicting
sensors.
informaiton as to the numbez of sets of axial taps on the
Susquehanna pressure vessel and to the number and azzangement of
(See also Q032.45, Q032.44, Q032 69 and
RPS and ESF sensors.
difficult to complete
Q032.74) . These inconsistencies make
the review. Review Sections 5.0, 6.0 and, 7.0 and amend the FSAR
as necessary to give a clear and consistent description. of the
pressure vessel axial taps and the number and arrangement of RPS
and ZSF sensors.
The notes

Susquehanna

it

RESPONSE:

Susquehanan 1 and 2 do not have four sets of axial RPV taps, only
two.. Instrument racks aze not located in four distinct quadrants
Table 7.1-2
and RPS, NS~, and ECCS sensors aze not separated.
has been revised.
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SIHILARITT TO LICENSED

REACTORS

Plants Applying for or

Having Construction

Instruaentation an4 Controls (Systes)

Pereit or Operating

Reactor Protection Systes

Prisary Containaent
Tassel

Sisilarity of

License

an4 Reactor

Isolation Control systea

Design

Shorehaa

Soe Note 1

Shorehaa

I4entical

(3)

Eaorgency Core Cooling Systoa

Poach Bottoa 2 6 3

Sisilar

(4)

Neutron Bonitoring Systea

Shorohaa

Identical ercept

Shorohaa

(6)

Refueling Interlocks
Roactor llanual Control States

(T)

Reactor Tessel-Instruaentatlon

Batch

Identical
.Identical
Identical

Recirculation tlov Control States
teedvater Control States
Process Ra4iation Nonitoring

Shorehaa

(Bl

(g)

(10)

Equipaent

Area Ra4iation

Equipsent

llonitoring

soro (score
sensors

Shorehaa
1

see Note 3

Identical

Peach

Bottos

Batch

1

soe Note

Hatch

1

Identical

2 6. 3

See Note 6
2

(12)

Process Cosputer

Bono

Nev

(13)

Reactor Core Isolation Coolinq
Systes

Shorehaa

(14)

Standby Liquid Control Systoa

Shorehaa

Identical
Identical

Reactor Nator Cleanup Systoa

Shorehaa

Soe Note 4

Leak Detection Systeas

Hatch 2

See

Reactor Shutdovn Cooling Systes

Shorohaa

Identical

llain steaaline Isolation Naive
Leakage Control

Shorehaa

Identical

(16)

( I 8)

(NESS)

Noto 5

SSHS-PSAR

TOM

1a1=2 L(:DnyiHHRl)).

plants Applying for or

Instruaentatloa

and Contcols (Systea)

License

Satnty-Re)at«d Display

(19)

NSSS

(20)

RHRS-Containaont Spray Cooling
S'ysteas

Recirculation

(21)

Having Construction
Poralt or Opecatinq

Puap

Systea

Trip

Drunnvlck

Identical

Batch

Identical

2

(RPT)

Suppression Pool Cooling Systoa

(22)

Siailarity of

Hone

Hev

Hatch 2

Identical

Desiga

)Loe,e

'This plant

has aoco

contcol rods

and a

larger

CRD

sccaa 4ischargo voluae than shorehaa.

It has sufficient discharge voluae capacity to contain tho required nuaber of scraas and
sufficient sccaa initiation equipaont (control ro4 solenoids, actuator logic an4 control
to effect

cables)

a

scraa.

P o~e

The

aain steaaline radiation aoaltoring subsystoa

Hatch

()eRHiog geHH01 JnsLIHRRHidtjoR

))RLR g
MRLS(;

is 14ontical to

LSIS1

(1)

tuel tone Range: The vator lovoi in this range ls called the "Shrou4 Hater Level"
rango for Hatch l.
The active range for Hatch 1 is -100/0/v200 in. vith zoco at the top of activo
fuel. The activo range for this plaat is -150/0/+60 vith coro at the top of
active fuel. The rango vas changa4 to increaso tho sensitivity of tho
othor features of this
aeasureaont vithout losing any useful infocaation.
range aro identilcal for Hatch 1 and this plant.
Hide Mango Matec Level: Tho nuabar of axial tap sots oa tho reactor pressure
vossel is tvo for this plant.
This plant design usos a cold con)ensatn ceferonco leg chaabor vith uninsulated
-iapulse lines. It has been deteraine4 that tho toaporaturo equalization coluans
for tho Mido Range Mater Lovel range 4o not lapcovn the accuracy of the vatec
lovel aeasureaent sufficiuntly to varrant thoir uso.

ill

(2)

SSBS

tSaR

ThBH la1=2 SGBnkkauvS.

Instruuentation

and Controls {Systev)

For Batch

1

plants Applying for or
Baring Construction
Pervit or Operating
License

Sivilarity of

Design

tho routing of tho ivpulso )inu« froa tho roactur ve«col to the

dryvell penotration is such that the reference leg and variable lug frov the
bottou of the tenpuraturo egualization coluan penetrate the dryvvll at the sane
elevation for tho vide Range water Lcvol range. Since the uninsulated referonce
leg is vore sensitive an4 ha«a faster rosponse to changes in the dryvell
tevpvrature than tho tenpnra turn equalization coluvn, tho iapulsu lines for vator
level instruuentation reflect a 4ifferont design for this plant This design is
to route the ivpulse lines frov the reactor pressuro vessel to tho dryvell so tho
elevation 4rnp froa the vessel nozzle to the 4ryvcll penetration is tho save for
the reference leg as it. 1s for the varlablo leg vithin vl ft. The desired
outcoue of this dryvell instruaent iepulse routing design is to olisinate the
change in sensed vator lovol that is cause4 by changes in the dryvull
~

teapvraturo.

System

(3)

Mater Luvel Recording For Batch 1: Tho vater lovel is recorded on the Natrov
Thi: range
Ranges as part of the tuedvator control systen.
intended to
overlap tbo puel zone Rater Luvol Range. For this plant, nev instruaents havo
been a4ded to facilitate the recor4ing of the Mido Range Mater Level on tvo
separate recorders in the control roon
The Barrov Range is also recorde4 as
part of the Peedvate" Control
. 111 other features of this-range are
identical for Batch 1 and this plant.

(4)

Shutdovn Range Saae as Batch

(5)

Upset Range Batch 1 di4 not have upsot rango vater lovel seasurevent.
This range
ezten4s troa zero (at tho top of active fuel) to vlBO inches. It is provided to
uonitor offectivcly tho vator level ln the area of the stean lines and is

i"

l.

calibrated to ueasuro accurately luring reactor op«ration.
Vestee)

pfessufe
Pros«urn Svltche«: Tbu reactor vessel prossuro for Batch 1 is vonitored vith
pri!s«ure svitche«vhtch aro connected to the reactor vater levul ivpulse linus.
The pressure svitches are distributed on tvo instruvent panels.
The reactor
vessel pressure for this plant is aonitored vith pressure svitches connected to
the reference leg of the vater level sensing linos.

(2)

Recording For Batch 1: The roactor pressure is recor4ed as part of tho
feedvator control sy"te ~ . For this plant nev instrunonts have boon added to
facilitate the recording of a larger range of reactor pressuro on tvo recorders
located in t,he control coos. 111 othor features of this range are identical for

Pressure
Batch

)! ole 4

1

and

th)«plant.

SS ES-FSAR

gagl 5 7L1=2 HonglnBnkL

Plants ipplying for or

Having Construction

Instruaentation

and

Controls {Systca)

Perait or operating

Siailarity of

License

,identical except for additional leak <lotoct inn aoasuroaont
signal is used to close the RQCU isolation ralros.

on

tho

RNCU

Design

inlot iinv.

The

pole
Soao

variables are recorded

on Susguohanna

/
vheroas they aro indicated on Hatch 2.

Roto 6

susguohanna
RAC 5000

SRS

uses

OE HLC

7000

instruaont loop vheroas

Poach Bottoa 2 and

3

utilixo Gt

SSZS-ZS AR
QUESTION

032. 99

Several inconsistencies and anomalies vere noted in the reviev of
the various RHRS dravings:
~

~

~

~

1)

2)

Figure 5.4-2a shows four differential pressure switches
measuring the difference in pressure betveen the risers for
System A and System B. These switches are not shovn PGID (H
103), are not included in T7.3-3, and are not discussed in
Section 7; however, F7.3-10 and draving Ell-1000 indicate
they are used in the control logic of valves Ell-F015 and,
~

Ell-F017.
the recirculating
Figure 7.3-10 appears to indicate that
at
the
time
of
LPCI
initiation, they
not
are
operating
pumps
and
additional
an
reactor
will be given a superfluous trip
be
interlock
will
have
to
satisfied.
If
pressure permissive
the
are
circuit
and
the
the recirculation pumps
running,
trip

if

interlock are both

3)

bypassed.

Figure 7.3-10 shovs a number of signal seal-ins vith no
indication that there is any method for resetting them.
addition, redundant seal-ins are shovn folloving the
recirculation pump running/not running logic.

In

as necessary to correctly describe the RHRS and
and logic, and verify that the FSAR and the
describe the instrumentation and controls that are
All PCDs should be
being installed at your

Revise the

FSAR

its interlocks

dravings

actually

reviewed to ensure

that

all

facility.

seal-.ins are shovn correctly.

RESPONSE

1)

The recirculation system riser differential pressure svitches
no longer provide input to Ell-F015 and Ell-P017 valve
be corrected by 0th
control logics. The RHR System FCD

vill

Quarter 1980.

2)

Figure 7.3-10

3)

Same

will be

as number 2.

corrected by the fourth Quarter of 1980.

SSES-PSAR
QUESTION

032. 100:

section 7.7.1.1 states that the upset water level and the narzow
water level range are indicated by recorders in the control room
(the wide water level range is described but the type and
location of readout is not stated), and that reactor'ressure is
indicated on gages in the containment. Section 7.7.1.4 states
that the narrow water level range and the wide water level range
are continually recorded in the main control room, and the
zeactoz pzessure and upset water level range are «indicated in
the main, control zoom". Revise the ZSAR to clarify the number of
channels and the type of indicat'ion provided in the control zoom
for monitoring reactor pressure and water level. Also, identif y
whether these indications are from the same transmitters that
provide safety related displays in Section 7.5.
HESPONSE

Subsection'.7.1.1.3.1.2

and

7.7.1.1.5.2 (Item

4)

have been

revised. The recorders discussed in Subsection 7.7.1.1 and
7.7.1.4 are the same recorders described in Section 7.5.

SS

ZS-FS

AH

This range is used to monitor
level of the water goes off
the
when
water
the reactor
The design and
the
high side
scale
on
the narrow ranqe
The vessel
above.
outlined
vessel taps are the same as

Upset water

condition for accurate
indication is at the normal operating point. The upset
water level is continuously indicated by a recorder in
the control room. The upset range and narrow range
recorders are located in close proximity of each other.
The upset range upper limit is higher than the narrow
range upper limit. Therefore when the indication qoes
off scale in the upscale direction on the narrow range
recorder, water level indication may be read immediately
from the upset ranqe z corder. Further information as
to the ranqe and main control room indication is
discussed in Subsection 7.7.1.4.
This range uses for its RPV
Harrow water level range:
the top of the dryer skirt
near
elevation
the
at
taps
and the taps at an elevation near the bottom of the
dryer skirt. The zero of the instrument is the bottom
of the dryer skirt and the instruments are calibrated to
The water
be accurate at the normal operating point.
reference
condensate
the
is
design
measurement
level
chamber type, is not density compensated, and uses
differential pressure devices as its primary elements.
The feedwater control system uses this range for its
water level control and indication inputs. Foz more
information as to the range, tzip points, number of
channels, and control room indication, see the
discussion on the feedwater control system, Subsection
7.7. 1 4
This range uses for its RPV
Hide water level range:
the top of the dryer skirt
near
elevation
taps at the
near the top of the active
elevation
at
an
and the taps
'is the bottom of the
instrument
of
the
zero
The
fuel
calibrated to be
are
the
instruments
and
skirt
drye"
point. The water
normal
power
operating
the
at
accurate
reference
is
condensate
the
desiqn
measurement
level
differential
and
uses
compensated,
type, is not density
Hide range
elements.
its
primary
as
devices
pressure
water level is displayed on two redundant recorders
located in the 'main control room.
Fuel'zone water level range: This ranqe uses for its
RPV taps at the elevation near the top of the dryer
The
pump diffuser skirt.
skirt and the taps at the'et
and
fuel
active
the
zero of the instrument is the top of accurate at 0 psig
the instruments're calibrated to be
The water level design is the
and saturated condition.
condensate reference type, is not density compensated,
pressure

(4)

(5)

.

level range:

and uses

and temperature

differential

pressure devices as

7. 7-4

its

primary

SS ES-PS AR

(1)

The shutdown

(2)

The
pen

(3)

The

jet

The

reactor

(4)
(5)

main

control

flooding water level is indicated in the
room.

core plate differential pressure is recorded on one
of a tvo pen recorder. The second pen is used for
total core flow.
pump

developed head

is indicated at

a

local

instrument panel.
Reactor vessel pressure is displayed on two redundant
recorders located in the main control room.
annunciator

head
when

seal leak detection system turns on
the inner reactor head seal fails.

an

discharge temperatures of all the safety/relief
valves are shown on a multipoint recorder on a backrov
panel in the control room. Any temperature point that
has exceeded the trip setting will turn on an
annunciator indicating that a safety/relief valve seat
has started to leak.

(6)

The

(7)

The

recorder for the feedvater corrosion products
monitorinq system is located .in the main control room.
The recorder vill turn on an annunciator in the main
control room for either a high or .lov signal.

7. 7. 1. 1. 5.

3

Se

t Points

annunciator alarm set points for'he reactor head seal leak
detection, safety/relief valve seat leak detection, and
feedvater corrosion product monitor are set so the sensitivity to
the variable being measured vill provide adequate information.
Figure 7.7-1 includes a chart showing the relative indicated
vater levels at which various automatic alarms and safety actions
are initiated. Specific level values are shovn in Tables 7.3-1
through 7.3-5. Each of the listed actions is described and
evaluated in the subsection of this report vhere the system
involved is described. The following list tells vhere various
level measurinq components and their set points are discussed.
(l) Level svitches/transducers for initiating scram are
discussed in Subsection 7. 2.1.
Level svitches/transducers for initiatinq containment or
(2)
vessel isolation are discussed in Subsection 7.3. 1 la. 2.
The

7. 7-8

SSES-FSAR
QUESTION 032 101

to resolve the folloving discrepancies:
Section 7.7.1.2 states that the vithdrav and settle commands
are applied simultaneously to withdraw a rod and the withdrav
Figure 7.7-2
command is dropped to enter the settle cycle.
indicates that only the withdraw command is active during

Revise the
1)

PSAR

v ithdza va 1.

2)

Section 7.7.1.2 states in one pazagraph that drive commands
are tzansmitted to the selected zod every milli-second and in
the next paragraph (and in Figure 7.7-5) states commands aze
transmitted every 0; 2 milliseconds. Figure 7. 7-2 indicates
that commands aze alternated vith status monitoring of
nonselected rods and that after monitoring the status of all
rods, approximately 05 milliseconds, the RHC goes into the
self-test loop long enough to test one rod (approximately 60For 185 rods,
500 msec based on self-test loop duration)
is
little
a
monitor
long for
for
the
loop
millisecond
the Q5
the 0.2
to
msec
corresponds
action
loop
(37
a 0.2 millisecond
action
millisecond
1
for
the
short
too
and
msec action loop)
7.7-5
is
shown
in
Figure
loop. Correct the logic
incorrect; othervise, explain vhat. happens vithin the HCU
during the 60-500 millisecond the RMC is in the self-test
loop.

if it

RESPONSE:

statement in Subsection 7.7.1.2 is correct. During the
withdzaval cycle the settle command and the withdzaval
command aze applied simultaneously at the end of the
withdrawal period (approx. 0.1 sec) . This is shovn on
Sheet 1 of Figure 7.7-2, Table I.

The

2)

The "each

Subsection
generated
paragraph

change

to

millisecond" described in paragraph 3 of PSAR
7.7.1.2.3.2.1.1 defines the periodicity of the
signal, whereas ".0002 seconds« in the next
defines the duration of the signal. Therefore,
the FSAR is required.

no

SSES-FSAR

In Section 7.7.1.4, it is stated that "In event of loss of
feedwater, the reactor protection system will cause plant
shutdown thus preventing any further lowering of vessel
water level." Identify the interlock in the feedwater
system that, causes "plant shutdown" instantaneously following the loss of feedwater and discuss the mechanism that
prevents a continuing decrease in vessel water purely as
a result of the plant being shut down.
~Res

onse

Section 7.7.1.4
revised.
FSAR

was

stated incorrectly and has been

032.102-1

SSES-FSBR

7 7

1.4.5

7.7

1 4 5

Operational Considerations
General Information

1

level controller is located in the main control room where,
at the operator's discretion, the system can be operated either
manually or automatically via the manual/auto control selector.
Manual control of the individual feedwater reactor turbine driven
pumps is available to the operator in the main control room.
This includes control of any low flow feedwater bypass valve that
may be used for startup when steam is not available to run the
turbine driven reactor feed pumps.
Ia event of loss of feedwater, the reactor will automatically
scram as a result of low water level (trip level 3) Reactor
water level will continue to decrease until low water level (trip
level 2) is reached. The main steamlines vill automatically
close and the HPCI and RCIC systems automatically start and water
level will be maintained.
The

Reactor ~Oerator Information

7-7 1-4 5.2

Indicators and alarms, provided to keep the operator informed of
the status of the system, are as noted in previous subsections.
I

7 7 1

The
7

4.5

subject system.

7.1.5

7 7

Set Points

3

0

Pressure

~Sste

5.1

The pressure

has no

safety set points.

Regulator and Turbine-Generator Control

m

Power Generation

regulator

and

Design Bases

turbine-generator control system

must

maintain a constant turbine inlet pressure (within the range of
the regulator controller proportional load setting) with load
following capability. Zn conjunction with the reactor
recirculation flow control system, the reactor pressure is
controlled from startup, through normal operation, and to
shutdown
The

control system must control the speed and the acceler'ation of
160 percent of rated speed.

the turbine from zero to

7.7-33

/AA

I

